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THE MEMORY OF

PROFESSOR ALBERT A . MICHELSON
WORLD EMINENT PHYSICIST
THIS ISSUE IS
DEDICATED.

PROF. ALBERT A. MICHELSON AND HIS
CONTRIBUTION TO SCIENCE.
HIS issue of our Journal is dedicated t,o Prof. Albert A. Michelson, as to
the physicirt, whose scientific genius in the fidd of Light research haa
given the world an enormous increase of most valuable knowledge. It is
profoundly regrettable that this eminent scholar has departed from our midst
during this year of review, and just a t the very moment when he was a t
work on a new and most significant experiment, which was not destined to he
completed by him.

T

JVit,h Prof. A. 3Iichelson's death our Institute has further lost one of its
most distinguished Honorary Advisors.
The following is a brief outline of Prof. Michelson's life and activities, as
well as a short description of his most significant scientific achievements.

Albert Abraham Michelson was born in 1552 in Stelno near Posen. The
family emigrated to the United States, where from 1873 t o 1880 A. A. Michelson served in the U.S. Navy, then going t o Europe t,o study a t the Universities of Berlin, Heidelherg and Paris and returning t o America, where he
becomes first Professor a t the Naval Bca,demy of Annapolis and then a t the
Vase School of Bpplied Science in Cleveland. Here in 1887 the now classical
'Michelson Experiment' took place. H e t,hen joins the Clark University, Worcester, Mass. and in 1893 the Tiniversity of Chicago, where he becomes later
Distinguished Service Professor and Head of the Department of Physics.
He has been honoured by all scientific organizations of the world, receiving the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1907 and holding the following distinctions:
(1909), Goettingen (1911), Christiania (1911)'
Doctor of Philosophy-Leipzig
Paris (1931) ; Doctor of Laws-Yale
Uiliversit'y (1901), Pennsylvania (1906),
JlcGill University ( 1921) ; and Doctor of Science-Cambridge,
;\lass ( 1899),
Princetown University (1927).
L'Acad6mie des Sciences de Paris elects him in 1900 Correspondant pour
la Section tie Yhysique GenCrale and in 1920 their Associ6 Etranger.
His connection with the American Association for the Aclvancement of
Science is also most significant. He joins the AAAS in 1877, is elected Fellow
in 1879 aald Emeritus Life Member in 1929. He \\-as Vice-President of the
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Scct,ion of Physics in 1588, ant1 heads this distinguished institution a s Presiclerlt of the BAAS in 1910 (Second Minneapolis Meeting).
I n 1928 the Neeting of the American Optical Society is called the ' Michelson Meeting ' in honor of t'llis ' Dean of American Optics '.
On Slay 10, 1031, he succumbetl to cerebral hemorrhage. As a true scientist, he continued his research t o t l ~ every last, trying his utmost to complete
his new experiment. Reports state that he dictated scientific datae to the
very last moment of consciousness.
Of all the phenornenae of nature, Light has since time immemorial fasciiinted the minds of those who devoted their lives t o scientific research, even
long before Roemer in the XVII Century measured the velocity of light by
timing the eclipses of the satellites of Jupiter. Amongst the scientists of today Prof. Albert A. Michelson no doubt stands out as the most untiring, deep
and successful research worker in this field.

It is true that science of to-day, despite whole centuries of persevering
labour, cannot give a definite and indisputable reply t o the question : ' What
is light ? ' But i t is also true t h a t as far as comparative research of light,
relative to known scientific datae, can go, Prof. Albert A. RiIichelson has added
to the ~vorld'sknowledge of light a colossal amount of most valuable material.
He has no doubt also laid the foundation stone t o what subsequently grew
into Einstein's Preliminary Theory of Relativity in 1905, followed by Einstein's
General Theory of Relativity in 1915. Prof. Albert A. Michelson is consequently to be regarded as the co-founder of the great discoveries of general
physics, unifying the hitherto separate conceptions of electricity-magnetismgravitation and time-space.
achievement in life was
Prof. A. A. Michelson's first important ~cient~ific
the famous ' Michelson-Morley experiment ', which he performed in 1887,
whilst a t the Case School of Applied Science in Cleveland, in collaboration with
his colleague Prof. E. W. iVTorley. The principle of this experiment, as is
generally known, consists of his idea t h a t if the earth moves in what physicists
called ether, which was regarded the carrier of light, then a beam of light,
moving in the same or opposite direction of motiot~of our earth, would travel
either faster or slower, than light which travels a t right angles t o this direction.
This apparatus was built by Michelson and is called interferometer. It
con~istsof a glass plate standing under an angle of 45" to a source of light
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and dividing the beam of light t o travel in two directions perpencliorilar to
each other. The whole device i~ mountecl on a marhlc or steel bane, floating
and lowly rotating in a bath of mercury. The two heam8 of light, after
division, are reflected by mirrors and then united, anti if an ' ether-tirift ' e x i n t ~ ,
should have caused on combining dark bantis on account of the interference of
light waves. Michelson's interferometer provetl that there is no drift from tbe
motion of our planet in ether, and scientistn, including Prof. A. Einstein, concluded from this that no such ether as carrier of light and filling space, t s was
assumed in the last century, exists.
The speed of light being 186,324 miles per second, the interferometer had
to be very delicate t o make any change visible, but aH the earth's motion
round the sun is almost 20 miles per second (and the tiupposed motion of our
whole solar system is probably several hundred miles per wcond) Prof. Michelson
succeeded in building a n interferometer sufficiently sensitive to uhow a posuible
interference due to ' ether-drift ' even a t a far smaller velocity of our earth.
I n 1925 Dr. Dayton C. Miller attacked the accuracy of this experiment,
but Prof. Albert A. Afichelson, despite seriouq illness, repeated it again in
September, 1928, a t the Mt. FtTilson Observatory in Pasadena with a still better
interferometer, which would have detected a motion fifty times less than that
expected and his result was again in the negative, proving the absence of a n
' ether-drift '.
Later a n experiment was cond~ictedon the same principle by Prof. G. Joos
of Jena, Germany, in collaboration with the Zeiss Optical Works, with a most
delicate instrument, known as the Joos-Zeiss interferometer, capable of detect,ing one-hundred-millionth of a n inch deviations, and the result again proved
Prof. liichelson's experiment t o be fully correct.
Prof. Einstein has attended many of Prof. 11ichelson's experiments and
after the results of his second experiment in 1928, Prof. 3lichelson is reported
to have ' accepted all the consequences of Einstein's theory of relativity ', yet
maintaining his belief in the existence of ether. though he admitted t h a t so far
it, cannot be proven.
Besides these experiments of 'ether-drift' and velocity of light, many more
scientific achievements fall t o Prof. A. A. Michelson's credit.. He constructed
a n apparatus with the help of which the apparent diameters of several giant
stars, like Alpha Orion, Alpha Bootes and Alpha Scorpion were measured a n d
in general contributeti much towards the knowledge of contemporary astrophysics.
His last experiment, so promising, was unfortunately interrupted by his
death. At Santa Anna in South California, he had constructed a straight tube,
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about 3 feet in diameter and a mile long, in which the atmospheric pressure
was reduced to a few mm., thus permitting light to travel in airless space,
t,o interplanetary conditions. By an arrangement of reflecting mirrors
a t the ends of the tube, the path of travelling of the ray of light was increased
tenfold, giving a total length of about ten miles. Thus prepared t o measure
with most accurate up-to-date precision the velocity of light and to make
further research in this field, he was carried away from us in the full glory
and development of his activities by his fatal illness, but having earned forever
humanity's gratitude through his enormous contribution t o Science.

RECENT ARCHAEOLOGICAL DISCOVERIES IN INDIA.
BY COLONELA. E. MAHOK, lJ.S.0.
a few years ago the earliest known monuments of India were
assignable to the 7th or 8th century B.C. The absence of
U N T roughly
IL
structures of an earlier period was then supposed to be due to the fact
that all previous architecture has been of wood and had completely perished.
The recent excavations, however, at Mohenjo-daro, in Sind and a t Harappa in
the Punjab, have completely revolutionized ideas on this subject and proved
that as far back as the third and fourth millennia B.C. and probably much
earlier still, India was in possesrion of a highly developed civilization with
large and populous cities, well built houses, temples and public buildings of
brick, and many other amenities enjoyed a t that period by the peoples of
Mesopotamia and Egypt.
At Mohenjo-daro an area of some 17,000 square yardr, has now been
cleared to a depth of about 18 feet below the surface. Here-as
also a t
Taxila-the
building construction improves as the lower levels are reached.
The antiquities that have been recovered from the lower strata prove that the
a r t of the seal cutter was of a very high order during the earlier periods of
occupation. In the course of excavating one of the main arteries of the city
five clearly defined periods of occupation were passed through, each with its
own drainage system.
Bt Harappa one of the low-lying portions of the site has yielded abundant s1;eletal remains. Besides seemingly complete burials in open ground, 110
burial jars were recovered in another part of the site. So far, only 27 of
these vessels have been examined and were found to cont>ainskulls and human
bones, and are apparently fractional burials. From the paintings on these
jars, of flying peacocks alternating \tit11 stars, and with a human figure placed
horizontally n-ithiu the body of each bird, it is surmised that the peacock
inay have been believed t,o carry the ethereal body of the dead to the Abode
of Bliss, and possibly accounts for the strong superstitious feeling for this bird
which is still so marked in many parts of India.
R,ecent surveys of the prehistoric sites in India ha,ve yielded striking
evidence of t'heir widespread distribution and also of the fact that they are
not a11 attributable to one civilization. Trial excavations in 1929-30 a t Amri
-near the station of that name on the Rohri-Kotri Section of the North-
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\vestern Rail~vay-brol~ght to light the remains of stone walls of two strata of
occ,upation. The uppcr stratum rielded painted pottery and other relics similar
to those from Mohenjo-daro, while from the lower stratum embedded in the silt
of t,he Indris was recovered a peculiar type of thin painted ware of entire111
ciiffercnt fabric anci ornament ant1 resembling pottery from Raluchistan and
Seistan. This stratificat~on bring4 out the remarkable fact that many of the
sites in Balrlchista~l and Seistan must have been antecedent t o the Indus
valley culture, and that in the Indus valley itself the earliest civilization is
not that represented a t bIohenjo-daro and Harappa.
This Indus valley culture has now been traced as far a s Rupar in the
Ambala District, relatively close to the watershed of the Sutlej and J u m n a
and it is therefore highly improbable that this civilization was confined t o the
Indus valley.
Of the various discoveries made recently a t Taxila, the most striking were
several hordes of jewellery found by Sir John Marshall, consisting of bangles,
bracelets, finger-rings, rosettes, a hair pin, and two interesting little reliefs of
Eros and the winged Aphrodite. All these objects are gold and many are
encrusted with coloured paste or gems. Along with them were a few articles
of silver,-includitlg two small dishes bearing brief inscription in Kharoshthi,
and a dozen coins belonging t o the close of t.he Parthian or beginning of the
Kushan epoch. A few pieces from the Bhir Mound belong to the Mauryan
period, but t,he bulk of it is referable to the beginning of the Kushan epoch,
-that is, to about the first century -4.D.
I n the large Nonastery of Paharpur, in the Rajshahi District of Bengal,
over a hunclred cells have been exposed and, except for the Southern and
South-Eastern portions of the quadrangle, the whole vihZra, the largest ever
discovered in India, is now open to view. The antiquities recently discovered
were scanty, a few stone ailti bronze statuettes and a n inscribed pillar with
XI1 century epigraph being the most noteworthy.
I n Bihar and Orissa some progress has been made in the exploration of
the extensive and important Buddhist site a t Nalanda. The most interesting
finds were eight beautiful images of bronze and stone.
Farther excavation of the Nagarjunikoncli site in the Guntur District of
the i\Iaclras Presidency resulted in the recovery of a number of beautiful and
interesting bas-reliefs of the Amaravati style.
Excavations in Burma were undertaken a t Halin in the Shwebo District,
a t Old Prome, and Pagan, but save for a n inscription in P y u and a carved
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stone decorated with figures, presumably of Pylr date, very little of importance
was recovered. A site in private ownership near Hnssein yielded a n inscription
in Talaing antl Prtli of the XV-XVI century.
The remains recently brought to light a t Jlohenjo-tlaro tend t o [#onfirm
earlier impre~siorlsthat the amenities of life enjoyed I)y the average citizen of
that city were far in advance of ariythirig to be found a t that time in Habylonia or on the banks of the Nile. Although there are proofs of a close
cliltural connection between Southern 3iesopotamia and Sinti, even a t Ur the
houses are by no means equal in point of conatructio~ito tho* of Jlohenjodaro, nor are they provided with a syst,em of dra.iriage a t all comparable with
that found in the latter site.
One of the most striking of the seals recovered a t Harappa depicts a
procession of seven men wearing kilts anti helmet6 antl inarching in a line
from right to left. A unique object found in this low stratum was a model in
copper of a two-wheeled cart with a gabled roof and driver seated in front.
Sir John Marshall states t h a t this is, possibly, the oldest know11 example of a
wheeled vehicle; older even than the stele fragment with the picture of a
chariot recently found by Mr. MToolley a t Ur, which in its turn antedates l ~ y
a thousand pears the use of the wheel in Egypt.
With the progress of exploration i t has become evident. t h a t the connection of the Mohenjo-daro and Harappa civilizations \\-it,h the Sumerian civilization of Mesopotamia was due, not to actual identit,?. of cult'ure, but to the
intimate commercial or other intercourse between the two countries.
Among other interesting discoveries i t has been established that cotton
textiles were in use at Mohenjo-daro 3,000 years B.C.
At Harappa an interesting seal was recently recovered bearing a representation of the Earth Goddess. Among terracottas were human figures of men
seated with legs drawn u p in a devotional attitude, others squatting with their
knees clasped in their arms, three nude figures, one of which is seated on a
three-legged stool, pregnant women, others suckling babies, one kneading bread,
and another with her hands placed sideways over her hips.
The most remarkable and most valuable find of small antiquities that. has
yet been made a t Taxila was recently made in Sirkap. and consisted of a
hoard of gold and silver ornaments and of silver vessels.
Several important results emerge from the recent escava.t.ions at. Paharpur.
in Bengal, namely: the discovery that a prosperous school of sculpture existed
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in Bellgal earlier than any so far known, and the recovery of images of orthodox Bmhmanica.l deities in an uncioubtedly Buddhist monument as well as of
the earliest known ~culpt~ures
in East India depicting the exploits of the boy
Brishna, and the et~rliestimages of Krishna and Raciha. The Paharpur finds
talie bacli the beginuings of Iirishna worship in Bengal to the sixth century

R.C'.
tvithin the last few years our knowledge of the old civilizations, and
especially that of the Indus Culture, has been considerably enriched by the
discoveries referred to above. It has been established t'hat the specimens of
wheat founcl in Jlohenjo-daro resemble the common variety grown in the
Punjab to-day. There are also strong reasons for inferring t h a t the rainfall in
Sincl and the Western Punjab was then somewhat heavier than i t is now;
also that the Sind was watered by two large rivers instead of one. The food
of the Indus people, in addition to bread and milk, consisted of beef, mutton
and pork : the flesh of tortoises, turtles and gharial; also fresh fish from the
Indus and dried fish imported from the sea coast. Among domesticated
animals so far no trace has been found of the cat.
Male attire among the upper classes consisted of a skirt or kilt fastened
round the wa.ist, and a plain or patterned shawl, which was drawn over the
left and under the right shoulder. Men wore short beards and whiskers, with
the upper lip shaven. Their hair was taken back from the forehead and coiled
in a knot a t the back of the head with a fillet to support it. Among the
lower classes, men went naked, and women with a narrow loin cloth only,
though there is one statuette of a dancing girl without even t,his garment.
From which i t woulcl appear that clothes were worn more for the sake of
adornment than from any sense of ha me. Ornaments were worn freely by all
classes alike.
From the surprising paucity of weapons that have been recovered ~t woulcl
appear that the cities of Harappa and Mohenjo-daro were h11t little acquainted
with warfare. Evidence shows t,hat the people were fa,miliar with the a r t of
writing.
The main features of the Indus religion as revealed up to the present
are :-the worship of a Mother Goddess, and, side by side with her, a male
god, who is identifiable with Siva; the worship of animals both real and
fabulous and of therio-anthropic creatures, as well as belief in Nagas; the
worship of trees and baetylic and phallic stones, including the linga and yoni.
' There can 1)e no question' says Sir John Marshall, ' that most of the elements
found a t Mohenjo-daro and Harappa are characteristically Indian and t h a t they
carry back the story of Hinduism to an age before the coming of the Aryans,
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thus disposing of the commonly accepted view that these elements reprenent a
popular form of worship evolved by the Indo-Aryem themselves.'
I t has been established that the Indus civilization extended over much of
Baluchistan as well as over Sind and the Punjab; there ia alno evidence
to show that it extended eastward over Cutch and Kathiawar towards the
Dekhan. There is no question that it formed part and parcel of the wide
flung Chalcolithic culture of ARia and Europe.

It is, perhaps, one of the most curious and unexpected results obtained
that the Travels of Apollonius of Tyana in their accounts of Taxila contain
several particulars which tally remarkably well with recent discoveries on the
spot. Sir John Marshall concludes that Apollollir~s did in fact visit Taxila,
probably in the year 44. A.1).
Among the numerous antiquities which the site of Sirkap has yielded,
perhaps the most fascinating is a bronze statuette (height 5 inches) representing the Egyptian childgod Horus or, as the Greeks called him, Harpokrates, wearing on his head the double crown of Upper and Nether Egypt.
His right hand is raised to his lips as if to impose silence.
Sir Aurel Stein's recent explorations in Baluchistan and Waziristan? on
the North-West frontier of India have provided ample proof that the 'chalcolithic ' civilization of prehistoric Hind once extended to those territories.
The explorations of Mr. Hargreaves a t NEl, in the JhalawEn Division of
the KalBt State, have demonstrated the existence in Baluchistan of s dolichocephalic people who used both stone and mud brick for building purposes,
whose tools and weapons were of copper and who ca,refully buried their dead
in different ways; a people acquainted with the art of melting ores and highl)
skilled in working refractory stones, capable of spinning if not weaving.
From the valuable knowledge we have gained from recent discoveries i t is
evident that further exploration will clear up other debatable points and add
considerably to the knowledge already gained. There remains a vast and
almost virgin field yet to be esplored by the practical archaeologist. It is no
exaggeration to say that the archaeological discoveries that have been made
in India within the last few years have opened np an entirely new vista:
have upset many of our former beliefs and theories, while confirming others:
and have, owing t'o their stupendous importance, evoked a world-wide interest.
We ma.y conficiently look forward to further explorations yielding more discoveries of supreme interest in the near future.

T

HE importance of the KBlacakra system in the religious life of 'l'ihet is

apparent from the voluminour character of the literature dedicatecl to
the system, and the powerful influence exercised by its teachings on the
Buddhist world of Central Asia.
Most of the great monastic: establish~~~ents
of Tibet anti Jlongolia give
instr~ction in this intricate system of mysticism. Many of these monastic.
establishments maintain special faculties dedicated to the study of the KBlacakra system / ex. the KBlacakra College or Dun-Idor cjB-@hail (1)~s-'khor-gyi
grva-tghab) of the 'L'auhi-lhunpo Mo~lastery a t Shigatse. and the Dun-khor ?8&ha$. founded about 1825. a t the Kumbum Monastery (SKU-'bumhyams-pa
gliii) in Kansu / . The programme of these KBlacakra (:alleges is in general
similar to that of the Tantric faculties or rGyud-kyi grva-Qhan. and consists of
a 3-4 years' course, during which period the monk-student acquires a solid
knowledge of the four principal Tantric systems. I n addition to the stud? of
the different Tantric systems, the monk-students of a KLlacakra College have
to master all the intricacies of the Indian system of astrono~nyand astrology,
end acquire a substantial knowledge of Sanskrit
monks with a good knonledge of Sanskrit are only rarely met with nowadays, but it would not be
right to state that they have disappeared . The KIlaca.kra system belongs to
the Anuttara-yoga tantra ' Tibetan : mal-'byor bla-med rgyud 1 , the highest
of the four Tantric systems. The other systems of the Anuttara tantra, each
symbolized by the yi-dam or tutelary deity worshipped in it are : gSah-'dus
(Guhyasamzja) ; bDe-mEhog Samrara : Phyag-rdor VajrapBni . and 'jigsbyed yamHntaka / .
The monk-students of Tantric Colleges are distinguished by their ascetic
life, and the severity of the novitiate. Before being admitted into a Tantric
College, the student has to spend several. years in a lllonastic establishment^,
often in another college of the same monast.ery, and then has to he specially
recommended t.0 the Superior of the Tantric College.
The extensive KBlacakra, 1iteratul.e is written in a. Ta.ntric style, and i6
full of special Tantric terms, and allegorical expressions, the secret meatline. of
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which is known only to adepts. The abstruse character of the system, its
deep symbolism, and the difficulty in obtaining Kllacakra texts and commentaries on t,hem, have so far prevented scholars from penetrating the tenets of
the system. 'Chis vast literature is of utmost importance for the study of
C'eiitral Asian Huddhisni, anti Dr. Berthold Laufer rightly says : ' Better progress in the study of Central Asia woultl have been made if the suggestion
made by ine six years ago Cf. T'oung Pao, 1907, p. 407 had been carried out.
for that literature contains the key to the understanding of many problems which
now confront us in this new field' Cf. Laufer, T'oung Pao, 1913, p. 590 . For
the proper understanding of thi.; highly technical literature a knowledge of Tantric
terminology of the Indian system of astronomy and astrology is essential. The
whole question of the I<iilacakra system is closely interwoven with the problem of
the Realm of Cambllala, a mystical region from where the Kiilacakra system has
bee11 brought to India in the second half of the X t h century A.D., and the problem
of the origin of the Tibetan Sexagenary Cycle.
Besides the several Kiilacakra works included in the Kiinjiir and Tanjur, there
is said to have existed a number of commentaries and abbreviated versions of t h e
Kiilacakramfilatantra attributed to different Kings of Cambhala. These have been
current in India in the first centuries of the spread of the doctrine in Central India
and Tibet, and the later commentators on the Kiilacakramiilatantra base their
works on those commentaries, said t o have originated in Cambhala. (There exists
at least one text in the Kanjur said to have been translated into Tibetan from a
manuscript from Cambhala. The text is entitled BhagavLn-Vajrapii~~iguhyiibhideqatantrariija, Cf. H. Beckh: Verzeichnis cier Tibetischen Hanclschriften, p. 8 8 ) .
The object of the present Studies ' is to translate certain Tibetan historical
tests on the KLlacakra doctrine arid the Realm of Gambhala, and thus prepare the
way for n translation and a n exhaustive commentary of the Kiilacakramfilatantra,
and the other texts included in the Kiinjiir arid Tanjiir. Most of the Tibetan historical works of the Ehos-'byuii type contain chapters on the liiiiacakra doctrine,
giving a mass of information about its spread in India and Tibet. Tn the past'
great authorities in the Buddhist hierarchy of Tibet and Mongolia composed
commentaries on the Biilacakratantrariija, and these are of the utmost importance for the correct understanding of t,he doctrine. Many of those mentioned
in the Ehos'-byuri or religious histories have no doubt disappeared, but a good
many are stBillextant in Tibet. None of them are translated, and a laborious
task awaits the scholar, who will venture to penetrate intBothis Sancta Sanctorum of Northern Buddhism.
The great Tibetan commentator ant1 historiali Bu-ston Kin-Ehen-gr111)
(1290-1364. the author of the well-lrnown historical worlc the bl)e-bar gqegs-
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Pa'i hstan-pa'i gsal-hyed Ehoe-kyi 'byun-gnas gsun-rat, rin-po-Ehe'i mdzod,
composed in 1322, ed. of 'L'ashi-lhutlpo), is well-known an the author of a
commentary on the KBlacakratantrarBja, and as a hrilliant preacher of the
doctrine. At the heginning of his activity as a writer, he followed in hin
numerous works thc tradition of the Kva-Ioblba
pronounced ItB-lo@Bwa:
XIth century A.1). , hut later accepted the tradition left hehind by 'Hrol o ~ 8 b a X I t h century A.1). , a disciple and co-norker of Somanitha. A
translation of the History of Buddhism by Bu-ston ha^ now heen puhli~heti
by Dr. H. Ohermiller Part I, Heidelherg-Leipzig, 1931 .
'rhe second great disciple of TsoA-kha-pa 1 3 - 4 1 ! . ~ulihafi-grot,ct(;elegs dpal-bzail ,l 13%-1438 ' was a notable scholar and commentator of the
KBlacakra doctrine, whose precepts he learned from T ~ o n - k h a - phimself.
a
rnKhwgrub is the author of a volnminous commentary on the Kllacakra or 'grelEhen, composed in 1434 A.D., which occupies several volumes of his &Sun-'t~urn
or collection of works
Lhasa edition . Most of the later works on the
KBlacakra doctrine are based on the 'grel-Ehen of mKllas-gruh-rje. In the
present article we shall translate some extracts from the 'grel-Ehen dealing with
the spread of the doctrine in India. and its introduction into Tibet.

'""P'

The next importa,nt source for the history of the KBlacakra doctrine, is
1

4

Deb-t.her shon-po or the ' Blue .4nnals .. an

historical

9

\vork

composed

in

1478

A.D.,

(1392-1481)' contains a whole hook (

by

4'

the

'Gas-lotglbn

g ~ o n - n u dpa1

tha ) dedicatled to the history of t,he
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spread of the KBlacakra doctrine up to the S V t h century. (There exist
three editions of this important work. The old original edition was destroyed
during the NepBl-Tibetan War of 1591 : a seco~ldedition was issued a t the
monastery of Kun-bde-glifi in Lhasa: a third edition exists in Amdo a t the
Zorge-gompa near the great monastic establishment of Labrang). We shall
use in these ' Studies ' the edition of the Kun-hde-gliA Monastery. A translation of t.he book Sj'

tha: of the Deb-ther snon-po will be given in the
3

next issue of this Journal.

rgyas-pa'i Gin-byed, by ' Brug Yadma-dliar-po, a well-known author of the
XVIth century, contains a chapter on the spread of the KBlacakrtl doctrine
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in the Realm of Qambhala ! Ehos-'byuii, ed. of Bhutan, pp. 64-70 ,i a n d another chapter on the spread of the doctrine in 'L'ibet / ibid. p. 126 v,-130 / .1
The &eat Tibetall scholar TLraniitfia liun-dga' siiin-po : born in 1575
ltllthor of the well-known History of Budclhisnl or rGya-gar 6hos-'byuh, COINposed i11 1608 (translated by Schiefner, K t . Yetersburg, 1869); is equally wellknown as the author of several works and ' guide-books' ! khrid-yig on the
KBlacakra doctrine. We shall study his 'firid-yig' in a future chapter of
these ' Studies.'
,411 important source for the study of the Kiilacakra, is the extensive
commentary on the KBlacakra composed t ) ~the YanEhen bLo-bzan Ehos-kyi
rgyal-m@han ' 1572-1863 / . This Tashi-lama was the author of a gSuk-'bum
in four volumes, printed a t Tashi-lhunpo.
Baidfirya tlkar-po or . The White Vaidfirya ', comyosett in 16X7 by the
Tibetan Regent SaKs-rgyas rgya-m@ho, a t r e a t i ~ eon chronology and astronomy,
contains a brief account of the KBlacakra and a list of the Kings of Cambhala
/ pp. 5-10 of the Lhasa edition / .
dPag-bsam ljon-bzafl / S. C. Das' edition, Calcutta, 1908 i composed by
Sum-pa mkhan-po (born in 1704).
kLoK-rdol bla-ma ~ a ~ - d b ablo-bzah
fi
(born in 1719) gives a brief account
of the Realm of Cambhala and the spread of the KLlacakra doctrine in his
gSu8-'bum (there exists two editions of his ' Collection of Works ' in t w o
volumes printed in Lhasa and Peking).
Besides the large number of works and ~omment~aries
on the Kiilacakra.
there exists a special class of literature dedicated to the description of the
road to the Realm of Cambhala. These treatises are usually known under the
name of lam-yig or ' road description '. One of such lam-yig or ' road-description ' is actually found hi the T i n j u r and is entitled KBlapLvatRra ' Tibetan :
Ka-15-par 'jug-pa . I t is the work of a certa.in AmoghBfikuqa I Tibetan:
Don-yod 16ags-kyu ' , and is translated into TibPtan from a manuscript of Nepll
(Cf. P. Cordier, Catalogue d a Fonds Tibetain, vol. 111, p. 325 1 .
The best known description of the Realm of Canlbhala is the (;anlbhala'i
lam-yig. composed by the third Pa,n-6hen lama, bLo-hza8 dPal-1da.n y e - ~ e s
1 Alexander Csoma de Koros, J.A.S.B., vol. 11, 1 8 : X p. 65, translated a passage from the
Ehos-'byuh of Padma,-dkar-po. P~clma-dkar-pois the aut,hor of a volrlminous gSuK-'bum.
printed in Bhutan. The print,ing blocks ha.ve been destroyed by fire. end t,he edition i x
extremely rare.
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(1740-1780). The late Professor Albert Griinwedel han p u h l a e d a (+exman
translation of the text in the Abhandlungen der Kon. Bayerischen Akad. der
Wissenschaften, vol, 111, 3, Miinchen, 1915.

A Cambhala'i lam-yig is said to have been co~klposed by the great h m a
sTa.g-QhaA ras-Ehen (XVIIth century A.D.).
Dr. B. Laufer (T'oung Pao, 1907, p. 404) gives a translation of a curious
passage from a Cambhala'i lam-yig, which he dates in the XIIIth century.'

A description of the Sphere of cambhala (Cambhala'i &in-hkod-pa) is
found in the Tibetan Collection of the Library of the Himslayan Research
Institute. It is an a.nonymous work, apparent,ly composed ~omewhere in
Western Tibet, and based on the 'pel-Ehen of mKhas-grub-rje and the Commentary of the Pan-Ehen bLama blo-bzah Fhos-kpi rgyal-mQhan. This text
will be edited in the present ' Studies '.
The above List of works on the Realm of Cambhala does not pretend to
enumerate all the existing texts on the Realm of Cambhala. Several Byah
Cambhala'i lam-yig are said to exist in Khams. hut they are extremely difficult to trace.
The search for the road to the Realm of Cambhala, and the pir ritual
communion with the King of Cambhala has always been a cherished subject
among the ascetics and holy men of Tibet!. For centuries legends and a vast
oral tradition have accumulated round the problem hiding it,s t.rae aspects.
The fist mention of the Rlealm of Cnmbhala by a Western author is. 1
believe, made by two Jesuit fathers, Stephen Cacella and John Cabral, who
during a visit to Bhutan wit'h the purpose of finding out the route to Cathay,
learned of the existence of the Realm of Qambhala, somewhere in the North.
and in 1627 decided on n visit to Tibet with the object of finding out the
road to Cambhala. Unfortunately their experiences are related only in two
letters dated October I t h , 1627, and June 17th' 1628, respectirely : the last
letter is by Father .John Cabral x h o gives a hrief account of their esperiences
in Central Tibet.
On arrival to Bhutan their inquiries about the route to Cathay had little
success. ' B u t there does exist a. country ', remarks Stephen Cacella. 'very
1 Laufer, ibid., p. 406 : the 'glos-slon mqdala ( ? ) ' of the translation should be reed
blos-blafis 'mind-created '. The expression is folmd in tho gel-;hen of 1nKhas-grub-rje.the
~ h o s - ' l ) y uof~ ~
Pedma tlkar-po, and the (!aml>hala'i Ri~i-l~kod-pa.
2 The two let,ters are reproduced in Appendix I1 and 111 in C. Wessels' Early Jesuit
Travellers in Central Asia, 1603-1721, the Hague, Ma.rtinus Nijhoff, 1924, pp. 314 ff.
'
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Cambhala / and which borders on
famous here, which is called Xembala
allother called Sopo / Sog-po / , but about its religion the king could give no
information. I think this may be Cathay, because i t is very large and its
border-country Sopo is a Tartar kingdom, which answers the description of
Cathey give11 in the maps. That the name of Cathay is unknown proves
nothing, for neither China, nor Tartary, nor Tibet go by names here, China
being called Guena ,i rGya-nag 1 , Tartary Sopo I Sog-po I and Tibet Yotente '
/ \Vessels, ibid., p. 144 I .
Cecella decided to penetrate into Cambhala and took leave from the
1)harma-riija of Bhutan. He was able to travel only as far as the town of
(:igaci / Shigatse ,! , and Father Cabral rejoined him there only in January of
the next year. The two fathers must have noticed that Cambhala and Cathay
were two different countries, for Cabral in his brief account of the kingdom of
Ugangue / tI-@ang remarks: Xembala is in my opinion not Cathay but what
in our maps is called Great Tartarea' (Wessels, ibid., p. 155).
Since then Georgi in his Alphabetum Tibetanum (1762) reproduced some
very inaccurate information about Tibetan chronology. Pallas in his remarkable
Sammlungen historischer Nachrichten iiber die mongolischen Volkerschaften.
St. Petersburgh. 1801. gives the f i s t accurate information about the Tibetan
Sexagenary Cycle pp. 218-227 / . The question of the Sexagenary Cycle and
of the Realm of Cambhala was again taken up by Alexander Csoma de Koros
in his Grammar of the Tibetan Language, Calcutta, 1834 : by the Lazarist
fathers Huc and Gabet in their Travels in Tartary, Tibet anti China ,i 18441846 / , Routledge, London, 1928, vol. 11. p. 268 f f : and by E. Schlagintweit
in his Buddhism in Tibet, 1863. We shall deal with all the above mentioned
and more recent works on the subject in a future issue of the present
' Stlidies '.
The story of the first preaching of the KRlacakra doctrine 1)y Ciikyamuni,
the Buddha, is well-known. I t has been reproduced by Csoma de Kiiros on
11. 192 of his Tibetan Grammar, and need not to be repeated here. The
'grel-Ehen of mKhas-grub-rje gives several versions of the first preaching of
the KRlacakra by the Buddha. No doubt these different versions represent
different traditions current in India and Tibet. All of these traditions agree
in locating the scene of the first preaching of the Kiilacakra doctrine by the
Buddha a t the great stfipa of Cri-DhLnyskataka. The abridged commentary
composed by Acalagarbha 1 'grel-Chen, fol. 17 says that the doctrine originated from Gambhala, and that king Sucandra heard it a t Cri-DhRnyakataka.
The commentary co~nposed by Ni-ma-dpal ye-qes states that the Buddha
preached the doct,rine to an assembly deeirous to receive in~t~ruction
in the

'
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various T a n t r a ~' 'grel-Ehen, fol. 1H ' . According to the tradition preerved in
tho writings of Rva-lot@ba and ' Bro-lo@Bba, the Huddhn preached the doctrine a t Gri-1)hLnyakakalra in the year of his Pawing Away. mKhau-gruh-rje
however states that this is incorrect and uhoulrl not t)o retained.
'grel-ehen,
fol. 18 ' . According to mKhas-grub-rje 'grel-;hen, fol. l!) the correct tradition is Chat which says that the Hutldha preached the rloctrine of the Wheel
of Time a t Cri-LIhBnyakataka after His Supremo Enlightenment. Sucanclra,
the king of Cambhala, miraculously arrived there from C;amblala accompanied
by the king8 O E the ninety six provinces of Cambhala and a multitude of
bodhisattvas, devas and asuras. Accorcling to mI<has-gruh-rje, the author of
the first KBlacakramiilatantra was Sucandra
'grel-Ehen, fol. 20 v
. He is
said to have composed a n abridged version of the Mfilatantra and a commentary of 60,000 qlokas. At the time of hi3 death, Sucandra consecrated hie Aon
Lha'i dba8-phyug as preacher of the doctrine, and since that time the
doctrine has been expounded by the successive kings of qambhala. We shall
have occasion to return t o the same subject while studying the different lists
of kings of the Realm of Cambhala.
Such is the legendary account of the first preaching of the KBlacakra
doctrine. I t is as yet difficult t,o say whether the KLlacakra doctrine has any
relation t o the ancient KLlavBda system and its Iranian counterpart-the
Zervanite system. The KLlavLda was a t a n early (late absorbed by astronomical schools, and the allusions t o the KBlavBda in Buddhist literature are too
scant to permit the assertion t h a t the system was wide spread in the t,ime of
CBkyamuni, the Buddha, or had any connection with primitive Buddhism.
(the Afiguttara-nikBya, eti. Morris, part TI, 22. 2 ; 198, 8, mentions the KBlavBdi in a list of different philosophical systems ; the Buddhacarita. ed. Cowell,
XVIII, 55, shows the Buddha pronouncing himself on the Kilaviida). Both
the IiBlacakra and the KBlavilda have an intimate connection with astrology
and astronomy.l KBla, the highest cosmic principle or the highest primordial
being, and the system of time-periods of the KBlavBda, remind one of the
I<Blacakra doctrine with its Adi-Buddha, the highest cosmic principle or primordial Buddha, and its system of time-periods. The whole question is intimately related to the problem of possible Manichean and other Near Eastern
influences on the KLlacekra, many of whose adepts mere natives of Kashmir,
a region which always remained open to outside influences.
We shall now give a translation of the 'grel-Ehen by mKhas-grub-rje
dealing with the spread of the KLlacakra doctrine in India and its introduction
1 A very full accou~itof the KBlavBda is found in Prof. Sbcherbabky's La theorie de la
Connaissance et la logique ches les Bouddllistes tardifs. Paria, 1926, pp. 12 f f ; Also Wesendonk, J.R.A.S., 1931, pp. 5 2 f f .
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to Tibet. -According to mTChas-grub-rje there exist two main traditions : the
tradition of Rva-lo@Bba and that of 'Bro-lo@Bba.
'grel-Ehen, fol. 36-39 (Lhasa edition) :' The appearance of the commentary on the Tantra in Aryadeqa, according to the tradition oi Rva-lo@Bba:The adepts of the Kglacakra doctrine, renowned in the science of bodhisa.tt,vasl, lived in India in the time of the three kings: if one cons id el.^
VajrZsiina to be the centre, then in the East the king Ha-ba-la, C'rajapati, the
Protector of elephants ; in the South King Dza'u-gafi-ga-pa, Narapati, the
Protector of Men; in the West King Ka-na'u-d3a (Kanauj), Aqvapati, the
Protector of horses.
At that time D i l u pagdita, the great teacher, possessing profound knowledge of all the pifakas, was born in Or-bi-sa (Orissa), one
of the five countries of Eastern India. He studied all the works incorporated
in the pifakas a t the Ratnagiri-vihBra, a t Vikramaqila, and NSlandS, but
especially a t the monastery of Ratnagiri, which was not destroyed by the
Turukas ' Turks : . Those who desire to attain budtihahood in one life should
study the RlantrayBna, and especially the science of bodhisattvas. Dilupa
learned that this science was preserved in Cambhala, and following the
instructions given to him by his tutelary deity, he made friends with some
merchants trading in precious stones obtained in the Ocean. He agreed to
meet these sea-going merchants after six month, in the mean~vhile they
proceeded along different routes. Q i l u paryjita, travelling slowly, ascended the
summit of a mountain, and there met with a stranger. The man asked him :
' Where are you going?' Dilupa answered : ' To Cambhala in search of the
knowledge of bodhisattvas '. ' The road there is extremely difficult ', said
the stranger, 'if you are eager t o learn, you can acquire this knowledge even
hereY. Dilu papdita then recognizecl in the stranger an incarnation of
Maiijugri, and prostrating himself, offered him a mandala. The stranger
bestowed upon him all the secret precepts of the commentaries of the Book
of Power. After G i l u had mastered them, the stranger placed a flower on
the crown of his head, and blessing him said: ' May all the knowledge of
bodhisattvas enter into you ! ' And all the knowledge of bodhisattvas having
entered his mind, like water pouring from m e vessel into another, 'Q3ilu
p a ~ d i t aretraced his steps, and rejoined the merchants, and again proceedetl
towards Eastern India.
According to another tradition, B i l u paqcjita was the son of a yogin.
Having been taken by his father to Cambhala, he met with a monk of an ex'The science of bodhisattvas stands here for Kklacakra.
ZThis ie evidently an allusion to the well-known theory of four great kings of the
World. Cf. Pelliot, T'oung Pao, 1923, pp 97 f f , Ferrand: Les grands rois du ~nondein the
Bull. of the School of Oriental Studies, vol. VI, 2, pp. 329 ff.
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tremely majestic appearance, an incarnation of the boclhhsttva Avalokitepvera.
The hodhisattva having I~lessedhim, 'bilnpa was ahle to mcmorizc? a thousand
~lokastlttily. He ma~teredall the comrnentariel+on the Tantra. On hin return
to India, he obtained t.he religious name of 'bilupa. Later on he took up hiR
residence in the country of the king Kataka, and had three clisciples. Having
been requested hy these to write tiown in hook-form the Commentary on the
Tantra, he wrote it. One of hi8 disciples was a man of average facultiee.
Another called rGyal-ba'i 'byun-gna~sbas-pa obtainetl the siddhh. The third.
born in Eastern Bengal, and known by the name of Bi@ Bc&ryal or PayjiticLrya, became a learnecl man. He obtained a profound knowledge of the
science of bodhiaattvas. At that time a foreign king carried war into Ori~sa,
and all books containing the commentaries on the Tantra were buried in a pit,
and 'Dilupa fled. The war having passed, people searched for the books, and
as they could not find the commentaries on the Samvara and Hevajra systems,
'bilupa was requested to write them down. This he declined, saying: The
@kinis having buried them, I am unable to write them down again'. After
this n i l u p a 2 proceeded to Eastern India, and preached the KBlacakra doctrine
to Pagdita Bciryadeva, born in Ra-ren-tB,Vhe great adept of Kiilacakra
Dus-gabs-pa Ehen-pa . Dus-Sabs-pa Ehen-po equalled his predecesuors in
learning, and had fully disciplined his mind. Some say, he had visions of the
TLrL, and whatever he desired, was granted to him. Instructed hy the TBrZ,
he proceeded to Cambhala. En route he was met by the hodhisattva Avalokitepvara who guided him to the ' Ma~dala-house' dkyil-'khor khan-pa of the
Malaya grove, the 'cool grove '. Having consecrated him, the bodllisattva
explaihed to him all the commentaries on the Tantra, and after presenting him
with all the books, he let him go. On his return Dus-gabs-pa Ehen-po took
up his residence a t Me-tog Khyem Kusumagrha in Eastern India, and had
four excellent disciples.
This Me-tog khyem or Kusurnagrha must be the
Groh-khyer me-tog or Kusumapuri nagara , the capital of King Kanda and
his son MahLpadma. Cf. Sum-pa mkhan-po, ed. Das, p. 82 . I Dus-Bahs-pa
Ehuh-fiu ; 2 ' 'Dul-ba 'byub-gnas blo-gros ; 3 Sefige rgyal-m9han Simhadvaja , and 4 mTha'-yas-rnam. Dus-gabs-pa Ehuh-ba was born in Eastern
Maiijuhadepa, and was known by the name of Bodhipa. Some say his real
name was DharmLkara, but this is incorrect. He was a disciple of Sadhuputra,
and with him begins the 'later period'.
Rva-loQLba says, that Dus-Babs-pa Ehuh-ba preached the doctrine to
1 The b1<a1-babs bdun-ldan of Tkranatha, ed. A. Griinmedel, Bibl. Buddhica, XVIII,
p. 109, ~nentiona a Pi50 BcErya, who brought froin qambhala many texts on the Kklacakre.
2 The bKa'-babs bd~m-ldanof TLranLthe mentions a Qilupa, a disciple of Prqkntamitre. Cf. ed. Griinwedel, Bibl. Buddh, XVIII, p. 103.
3 Probably Be-ren-rira / VLrendra / , name of the northern pert of Bengal.
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Ratniikara, who spread the doctrine in NBlanrlL. Former teachers have said:
' These two were friends. Dus-Babs-pa Ehuk-flu went to NBlandL. H e crected
the temple of KBlacakra, anti many pa~jtjitas became hi3 (lisciples. As this
agrees with the other accounts of the lineage of the KLlacaltra teachers, there
is no need to bring in the name of RatnBkara'.
Dus-Gabs-pa Chen-po was
of the opinion t h a t if he coultl spread the doctrine in Magadha, i t would
spread everywhere. King Gin-stan-Can of Magatlha was ruling a t t h a t time.
Dns-gabs-pa Bhul"1-Ku visited Niilandii during the abbotship of Sen-dha-ba l a t
the temple of Otant'apuri. He wrote above the temple gates the rnam-bEu
dbak-ldan formula, and inscribed under i t the following words: ' He, t h a t
does not understand the primordial Buddha, knows not the true name of the
deity. Having abandoned the path of Vajradhara, one is subject t o transmigration !'
Having written this down, about five hundred discontented p a ~ d i tas challenged him. Because of the profound character of the essence of the
doctrine, he defeated most of them, and they became his disciples. Especially
Maiijukirti, Abhiyakta, Pagdita Itibe, Dii bodhisattva, Abhaya, Pugya Ehen-po
' Ma.h&pugya ', Gambhira the Kashmirian, Ciintagupta, Ciurpraksita, Somaniitha and D a m i . All of them became very learned.
The members of the Roya,l family, the nobility, a n d followers of Rrithmii,
all paid homage to him. He wrote books and many entered into religion.
The doctrine spread far and wide. After this the p a ~ c j i t aSamantabhadra born
in Ye-raA in Nepgl, studied with five learned men, a n d especially followed
after Mafijukirti.
Sccorciing to the tradition of 'Bro-lo@Lb,z:Dus-Sabs-pa Ehe-ba is said to have appeareti, some say in the time of the
preaching of the doctrine by Rigs-lcian tlpal-skyon, others say in the time of
SeA-ge ; some say in the time of Ma dag-pa, again others say in the time of
the preaching of the doctrine by Ri-ma. Again according to others about
the beginning of the ' adcled year' of the Byed-r@is periotL of sixty years
in the period of Me-mkha rgya-mbho. The years of succession in the different
accounts of the lineage of KLlacakra teachers seem to agree.
A son of a noble family, from the lineage of Yama, performed the ' r i t e
of conception', and a son was born to him. When the boy grcw up, he learned of the existence of the science of t)odhisattvas in the North, and he proKulika, the King of the
ceeded there in search of kiiowledge. Rigs-ldan
Sendhava.
The i.hos-'byu<l of Pad-ma dlrar-~JO
ascril~estheso words to 'Filu-~alol(iitlt. CL. chos'by&, fol. 68, of the Bhutanese eclitio~l. Tho accotult of the Pad-mn clkar-po'i c h o s - ' b g ~ ~ ~ i
was translated by Csome de Koros i l l J.A.S.B., vol. I1 (1833), p. 57.
1
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Realm of Cambhala perceived hy his magic power, the excellent thought of
the boy, his craving for the secret knowledge, the difficulty of the four months
journey to Cambhala across a waterlesn desert, and posnihle danger to his life,
and appeared to him in his magic form and demanded: ' Where and for
what purpose you are going ?' The boy explained the purporse of hin journey.
' The road there is extremely difficult ', said Rigs-ldan ' if you are, so eager
to learn, could you not learn it here also'! The t~oy recognized in the
stranger an incarnation of Rigs-ldan and paid homage to him.
On l~eing
consecrated, he received for four months instruction^ in the whole of the
pitaka of the Anuttara-tantra, and especially in the three commentaries on the
science of bodhisattvas. His mind became filled like a vase full of water.
He then returned to India and became known as a n incamatZion of Jlaiiju~ri,
and received the title of Dus-'khor Sahs-pa Ehen-po.
About the same time there lived in India a monk with a fully disciplined
mind. He was desirous of increasing his knowledge, and prayed to the god of
wishes. The god gave him advice in a dream. He made out of coral a n
image of KurukullB equal to a finger's breadth, and having placed i t on the
mouth of a woman's corpse, he sat cross-legged behind it. He t,hus meditated
for seven days. Then the corpse raising its head, uttered : ' What is your
desire ? ' Instead of saying ' I desire to be able to memorize whatever L have
seen ', the monk said : ' I desire to be able to memorize the written characters
only'. ' Be it so! ', said the deity to his great satisfaction. After this exhibition of magic power, he became known as paqdita kag-gi dhafi-phyug
[VBgigvara]. Once, while in residence a t the Khasarpagi temple, he asked the
teacher Dus-'khor gabs-pa: ' What do you know in .the Tantra ? ' The teacher
answered him : ' I know this and that '. It is said, t h a t the pa~jditawas unable to remember even the name of the Tantra ! Dus-sabs Ehen-po ha.d many
disciples and most of them became yogins. The follower of the doct,rine, the
Prince NBlendra became also known as Dus-'khor gabs, the 2nd' and was
equal in learning to the KBlacakra adepts of t,he past. According to some,
Dus-gabs, the 211d, and NBlendra were father and son.
About this time, a boy of remarkable mental powers, named SomanBtha
was born t o a Kashmiri Brahmin. At the age of 12, he acquired from his father a
knowledge of heretical doctrines. His mother being buddhist, said to him :
'You should also learn my religion', and placed him with a Kashmiri pagdita
called ~ a b /s the Deb-ther sfion-po, book

tha, fol. 3 verso, states that the
9

name of SomanLthays teacher was ~ a b s - b ~ a f i or
- ~ oSiiryaketu. Siiryaketu had
three disciples hesides SomanBtha '
SomanLtha was very pleasing in appearance, and the daughter of the paxgiita once said to him: ' L e t us study

.
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religion together ! ' Having agreed to this, they received many religious
instructions. A disciple of 1111s-gabs-paEhen-po, 'Dul-ba'i blo-gros i' Vinayamati',
once l~roughtto the Brahmin Suryalietu the book called dBar"1-mclor b s t a n - p
CYe1;oddeya: this treatise was translated by Somaniitha and Ces-rab grags-pa of
'Bro ! 'Bro-loQ5ba ' into Tibetan and is included in the Klnjiir. Cf. Beckh,
ibid, 1). 72 , and the commentary on the dBaii-gi rab-byed ' Cel<aprakriyii/
translateti by Samantapri and the loQ8ba chos-rab. Cf. Beckh, ibid. p. 73 /

.

Suryaltetu showed them to Somanstha, and he having read them, rejoiced
greatly. After this, Somaniitha journeyetl to Magadha, and met with the
two Dus-gabs-pas, from whom he learned the variolis commentaries on the
science of bodhisattvas. During his stay there, he had a debate with the
papcjita Rin-Ehen rdo-rje ' Ratnavnjra / , and defeated him. Ratnavajra said
to Soman5tha : ' RIy disciples won't believe me now, you had better go to
another place '. Somanstha agreed to this, and decided to proceed to Tibet
to spread the doctrine.
Somanstha seems to have been the first preacher of the KBlacakra
doctrine in Tibet, and is said to have been the introducer of the Sexagenary
Cycle / 1027 A.D., / .l Assisted by ces-rab grags-pa, better known as 'Brolo@&ba,he translated several important treatises into Tibetan, and the different Tibetan authors give accounts of his stay and activity in the ' Land of
Snows'. Atiqa, who is usually credited with the introduction of the K&lacakra doctrine into Tibet: arrived there some fifteen years later / about 1042
A.D., and died a t sNe-thaii in 1054 A.D. / , and his biographies contain no
information about his preaching of the KBlacakra d ~ c t r i n e . ~
1 The Candrangtha mentioned by S. C. Das in his translation of Sum-pa mkhan-po's
Re'u-mig, J.A.S.B., 1889, p. 40, foot-note, should be corrected to SomanEtha / Zla-mgon /
In his Introd~ct~ion
to the Tibet,an Grammar, p. XV, Das states, t h a t ' t h e beginning of
the first cycle from the year 1026 h.L). ,' read 1027 A.D. / when i t was introduced in Tibet
by one Chilu Pandita'. S. C. Das does not state the source of this information.
2 Griinwedel, Mythologie du Bouddhisme, p. 60.
3Atigrs is said to have written a work on Buddhist chronology in 1051 A.D. Cf. DM,
J.A.S.B, 1889, p. 41.
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THE CEREMONY OF BREAKING THE STONE.

A
play.

MONG the many popular plays of a religious character in Tibet, there
exists one that enjoys
special venerat,ion, and whose performers are con- .
sidered t o possess supernatural powers that enable them to carry out the
Such a ceremony is t.he ' breaking of stone' known under the Tibetan

name of

-

-.
qqY$'q9(

pho-bar nlo-g6og

1

pronounced p'u-war do-Cok

'.

9

Nowadays i t is only seldom performed. and the ancient a r t of rdo-grog or
stone-breaking is rapidly vanishing. The purpose of the ceremony is to destroy a n evil spirit which takes its abode in a stone. The ceremony of ' breaking the stone' is said t o have been first performed by the great mahgsiddha
born in
ThaK-stoi rgyal-po, a Tibetan wizard of the XIV-XVth centuries
1385 /, and the famous builder of the ehu-bo ri bridge on the P a r u Bang-po.
some 32 miles South-West of Lhasa. During my stay in Lahul. North-West
Himdayas, I was fortunate to witness twice this ceremony performed by a
troupe of travelling lama-actors from Spiti. After the ceremony, the chief
lama-actor or lo-Ehen lo-QS-ba Ehen-po ,' , who is usually the preceptor and
trainer of the rest of the troupe, was good enough t o recite the songs accompanying the ceremony. and to give me a brief historical outline on the origin
of the ceremony. The Tibetan text of the story as told by the lama m5pi-pa
actor has been revised by Lama Lobzang Mingyur Dorje. and is here given
in the original and in translation.

'
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Translation :' A t the time when Pha-grub-Ehen Than-ston rgyal-po (Pha-grub-Ehen is
a,n honorary title given to a great seer: the word " pha " is used here in the
sense of our " father, elcler, reverend ") was erecting the monastery of Cufi Ri110-Ehe, evil omens made their appeaaance. Whatever was built by men during the day, was clestroyed by demons during the night. After performing the
ceremony of breaking the stone for the first time, bhey were able t o resume
work on the monastery At the time of building the iron bridge of Chu-bo-ri,
the demon dRaA-rgyal caused the water t o rise, and thus hindered the construction of the bridge. After performing the ceremony of breaking the stone
there for the second time, the iron bridge was built.
I n Lhasa the demon Hala rta-brgyad and a ', planetary (lemon" , gza'bdud often stands for RBhula ' causetl a great many diseases, especially the
disease of the bowls anci pains in the intestines. Doctors administered their
medicines, magicians their charms, but these were of no avail. Some died
while collecting wood in the mountainr, others while partaking of food. Some
died while dressing, others while enjoying themselves. The Precious Lord of
pondered over the matter, and
Lhasa r.fe-rin-po-bhe Tsofi-kha-pa, 1357-1419
said: " The people of Lhasa are mostly dying o u t ! If the great mahiisiddha
ThaA-stofi rgyal-po of the e11fi Iti-bo-Ehe Monastery possesses no means to control the disease, no one else can do anything." The Precious Lord de~pat~ched
messengers to the Cufi Ri-bo-tihe Atonastery with the message : " JIy people of
Lhasa are mostly dying o u t ! You are the only one who can suhtlue this
disease, others can do nothing. Come a t once !"
The great mahlsiddha Thafi-stoh rgyal-po after reflecting on the matters
said: " This being a command of t'he Precious Lord, 1 must go !" Pointing his
fore-finger to heaven, he perceived a mighty white-tailed eagle flying high in
the sky. The great mahiisiddha Thafl-stoH rgyal-po having assumed the form
of an " iron AQara " none was able to explain to nie the nieaning of the word
lEags " iron " in this sentence. I t may mean '. iron-coloured ", or according to
others it may illeall " well-protected ", that is, Thad-stof1 rgyal-po going to fight
the spirit of the epidemic. assumeti a well-protectecl magic form mounted the
might,y white-tailect eagle, and proreectect to 1,llasa.

THE CEREMONY OF BREAKING THE STONE
The Precious Lord ordered to his Reven door-keepere: " I am expecting
to-morrow a n important guest to arrive. Let him come upfitairs without
hindrance !"
The great mahiisiddha Than- ton rgyal-po having arrived, the door-keepern
did not recognize him, and detained him for a while. The Preciorl~Ilord perceived t h i ~in hi^ mind, and said to the door-keepers : " My g u e ~ tdid not
arrive as yet ?" The door-keepers replied : " There is no other g u e ~ t ,except
one AQara who came riding on a mighty white-tailed eagle. IH thia the one ? "
The Precious Lord exclaimed : '. Why did you not let him in a t once !", and
having pulled out a sword from beneath his leg, he was ready to strike the
door-keepers. The door-keepers opened the gate and led the guest into the
presence of the Precious Lord. The Precious 1,ord said : ' . N o w a d a y ~ my
people of Lhasa are nlostly dying o u t ! If 3'011 are unable to help in this.
no one else can do anyt.hing."
The mahitsiddha Thah-stoh rgyal-po then requested the I'recious Lord :
'.Where resides the spirit of the present epidemic ? " To this the Precious
Lord answered: " A t present he is found under the threshold of my door.
and has the shape of a stomach.'' Then the nlahiisiddha Thah-stoh rgyal-po
having caused the spirit of the epidemic to enter inside this hrownish stone,
which had the shape of a stomach, invited the stone to the market place of
Lhasa. From the five fingers of the mshiisiddha five flames sprang up. One
assumed the form of Avalokiteqvara, and acted as preacher of the Doctrine;
another assumed the form of VajrapBgi, 'nd acted as his assistant ; a, third
one assuined the form of a goddess possessing a melodious voice.
Having placed the stone in a yard, all the elderly people of Lhasa gathered
to see the ceremony: saying: " To-day a mad mahiisiddhe will perform some
crazy things! " And there in the presence of the assembled elderly people of
Lhasa, who came t o the ceremony riding on sticks, he Thah-stoil ~ g y a l - p o
broke this stone, which was just the size of a stomach. with another stone
similar to a magic dagger.
I n the present evil kalpa, one has to use a bigger st.one to break it, for
the purpose of subdning demons, ogresses and evil spirits. If one breaks t<he
stone with the first stroke i t signifies dharmaklya. If one breaks the stone
with the aeconti stroke it signifies sahbhogakgya. If one breaks it with the
third stroke it signifies nirmitnaklya. If one breaks it with t.he fourth stroke
it signifies the Lords of the Four Quarters. If one breaks i t with the 6ft.h
stroke it signifies the five dhylni-buddhas. If one breaks i t with the sixth
stroke i t signifies the manifestation of Buddha in tlie six stsatreof existence. If
one breaks i t with the ,seventh stroke it signifies the seren groups of Buddhas.

If one hrealts it with the eighth stroke i t signifies the eight Sugatas. If one
breaks tlle stone wit11 the ninth strolte it signifies the nine stage6 of the
vehicle
Doctrine . If one breaks i t with the tenth strolie it signifies the
tell forms of the Teacher. If one breaks it with the eleventh stroke it signifies the eleven headed Ava1okitec;vam. If one break.: the stone with the
twelfth stroke it signifies the twelve manifestations of the Earth-goddess. Tf
one breaks it mitIll the t.hirt>eenth~t~r01ie
it signifies the sphere of Vajracihara.
If one is unable to break the stone, one should not proceed with the ceremony, this being a n evil omen. If the stone is found under the threshold of
a monaster-j-, a great lania shonld subdue i t : again if i t is found under the
threshold of a castle, a great king should subdue it. If one is unable to break
i t in a region where there are no castles or monasteries, one should place it
a t the meeting place of three highways, and there i t should be broken either
by a hundred blacksmiths' striking i t with their hammers, or by a hundred
boys' attacking i t with loud cries, or by eight strong young men smashing it '.
Such is t'he story of the origin of this ceremony. It will be noticed from
the above story t h a t each stroke with which the stone is broken corresponds
to a divine manifestation. At the beginning of the ceremony the lama-actors
or lama-ml~li-pasarrange a travelling altar or nldhod-byams with the image of
Thah-stof1 rgyal-po placed on it. 'ha$-stoh rgyal-po is usually represented as
an old man, sitting naked and cross-legged, his white hair arranged in a kind
of knot on the crown of his head. 11)his hands, which are placed on his lap.
the sage holds the Qhe-bum or amgta vase. Behind the image of Thah-stoh
rgyal-po two painted images or thafl-sku are placed: one representing the fourarmed manifestation of the Bodhisattva Avalokiteyvara, and the other representing the life-story or nlam-thar of Dri-med lcun-ldan. The head la.maactor or lo-Ehen wears the ns11a1 monastic attire. On his head he wears the
five-coloured hat of an actor Tibetan : phod-ka adorned with multicololireti
ribbons. During the initial prayer before the ceremony, tho lo-6hen or chief
lama-actor holds in his left hand the rosary
'phreh-ba , anti in his right
hand the prayer wheel miiqi 'khor-lo .
He opens the ceremony by blowiug the conch and reciting the followitig
prayer :-

SBE'F'a.-q*4qq-q.q4l*?gq*bl1
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Translation :Let us salute the Teachers!
Bow to the feet of the Venerable Lord of Living Beings '
Abide in the spiritual essence of the Eternal Teaeher '
Abide in the spiritrial essence of Avalokiteqvara '
Abide in the spiritual essence of the All-3lerciful One '
Abide in the spiritual essence of Thaii-ston rgyal-po '
Abide in the spiritual essence of the sliblime Yanclita '
E70u, country-folk. r e ~ i t ethe six-lettered mSni!
Om mHni padme hiin!

A large stone, which is obtained from the neighbourhood by the lo-Ehen
and his assistants, is placed in front of the t>rarellingaltar. Frequently these
stones are extremely heavy and can hardly he lifted by one man. After
placing the stone in front of the altar. one of the lama-actors draws on ith
surface a human figure, representing the nad-bdag or spirit of the epidemic.
who is to be destroyed through the ceremony. The initial prayer and burning
of incenses over the stone is folloned by a dance. The head lama-dancer
leads the dance, and rhythmically strikes the cymbals. Two of his a s i s t a n t s
follow him in a frantic dance. Rrith each ringing sound of the cyrnbalu the
dance doubles its pace, and a t the end of the dance the perform err^ whirl past
the onlookers, their dancing skirts tracing large circles in the air.
When the dance is over. the performers rest. while the lo-Ehen turns his
prayer-wheel in a silent prayer. The silence is interrupted ty shrill sounds
similar t o those used
Tibetan herdsmen in driving yaks. There appears one
of the performers attired as a shepherd in a grey homespun coat'. and weariug
a black sheep-skin cap. His face is smeared wit'h %am-pa or parched barley
flour. He is holding a sling Tibetan 'nr-rdo and a bag with @am-pa. He
makes the round of the place on nhich the ceremony is held, and jeers a t the
crowd of onlookers, swinging his sling. During this part of the dance the loEhen or head lama-actor represents the dharlnariija Kor-bzafi, the destroyer of
evil ones tlie dharmariija Nor-bzaii and Thad-stoA rgyal-po are both considered

URTJSVATI JOURNAT,
to be de.rtroyers of evil forces; there neems to be no inner connection
between the &os-rgyal Nor-bzeA-gi rnctrn-thar, and the ceremony of ' Ixeaking
t,he stone' i ' . The lo-Ehen representing the king Nor-l)zafi questions the
shepherd, and notwithstanding the latter's evasive answertl, discovers in the
shepherd the iTil(i King of the North 1 byah mi-rgod rgyal-po ,', 11is deadly
enemy. ' Who a.re you, and what is the purpose of your coming here ! '--is
the question p u t t)y the king Nor-hza>ht o the shepherd, who sits down before
t,he altar and plays with a Qam-pa ball. King Nor-bzai'l then challenges the
disgoised Wild King of the North. A fight takes place during which the Wild
King of the North rolls several times on the floor. Mortally woundeci 1)y king
Nor-bzaA, the Wild King of the North sings the following song :-

THE (:EREMONY O F I{REAKIN(: T H E STOSE

There are three manifestations of the most excellent I)oc:trine:
The first is the All-knowing Lord,'
The seconcl is the All-knowing Pandita?
The third is the Teacher wearing the yellow
I say, these are the three rnrtnifestation~of the lofty Doctrine!

There are three forms of happy songs:
The first is the good harvest in the field.
The second is the well-filled royal granary.
The third is a son and wealth on the lap of a wealthy bride.
I Ray, these are the three f o r m of happy songs!

There are three forms of pleasant songs:
From Tatjienlu comes China tea,
From Khams comes yak butter,
To the two monasteries of sTag-lilh we offer tea !
This man drinking China tea,
Is he not bsKal-bzab rgya-mtgho of rGya ?

'

IV.
This bag cont'ains my daily food,
IVhile walking a t da,y, I carry i t on my beck.
While sleeping at, night, I place it as a cushion.
This brings the second part of the ceremony to a n end. While one of the
lama-actors recites the mQi-pra.yer over the stone, the lo Ehen prepares himself for the eword-dance. The upper part of his body is stripped naked, and
a light shawl is fixed to his naked shoulders H'it,h two long pins. A large pin
is introduced through his left cheek. These gruesome preparations take a
1
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considerable time, and cause great escitemc~nt among the crowd of onlookers.
'Then the lo-Ehen takes two swords anti begins a slow (lance, with each ste],
swi~igingthe swortls in front of himself. Several time8 (luring the dance, he
points the two swor(Is towards his bell,v, itnci jumps on them resting his hotly
011 the swor(\s' points.
The11 pointing t'he swortis towards his armpits he
~uttkes several similar junlps resting his body on thc sworcl-points. A tense
~ l l o ~ u e (luring
~lt
which tjhe onlooliers draw nearer t o the clailcing man : one
false step on his part anti the sharp points of the two swords woul(i pierce
his bociy, causing fatal injury. The sword-dance is accornpallieci by the following song which is here given in the Tibetan t e s t and tra~lslation:-

'11H13 CEREMONY 01' UHbJAKlSU 'L'HE ri'l'OX I;

' On the throne of the sun and moo11.

\r hich is the crov 11 of our head,
O Merciful and Virtuous Teacher, Thou knowest all !
I n the incomparable conch-house, which is our skull.
We pray to the divine assemhlj- of the fifty khrag-'thun!
I n the melodious speech produceci by our throat.
We pray to the most excellent six-lettered prayer!
I n the Wheel of Law, which is our chest'.
We pray t o the Protecting Deity, the (:rent Merr.ifu1 0 1 1 !~ ~
I n the Wheel of Felicity, which is our navel,
M7e pray to the five kinds of @kinis !
I n the Saihbhogak~ya.which is the hidden organ of our I)od?-.
We pray to the divine assen1l)ly of the rDo-rje gzon-nu !
I n the fathom square. which is our bociy,
We pray to the divine assembly of the Holy I'eacrful and \2'rathful
Ones !
I n the tn-enty-eight joints which form our sl)ule.
We pray t o the dlvine assembly of the twenty-eight Lords !
There are precepts and precepts !

The Virtuous Teacher gave us the precept:
" Son, practise archery and lance drill! "
There aae precepts and precepts !
Our father and mother gave us the precept:
"Son, do not practise archery arid lance drill ! "
\Ve disobeyeci the parents' order,
We carried out the Virtuolis Teacher's order!
I shall practise archery and sword drill !
You, country-folk, recite the six-lettered mFqi !
O& rniit~ipadme liiih ! '

It will be observetl from the above t h a t each part of the human body is
ment'ioned a s corresponding to the seat of a divine manifestation. On finishing the sword-dance, the head lama-actor attires himself in his monastic
garment, and begins the preparat'ions of the fina.1 and culminating part of the
ceremony-the breaking of the stone ancl the driving away of the evil spirit.
The tnantle belonging t o one of the lama-actors, on whose body the stone is
to be broken, is held over the stone, and the head lama-actor passes his
sword over it, reciting the m l ~ i - p r a y e rand sounding his bell. The dancer,
on whose body the stone is to be broken, then lies down in front of the
stone, covers his head with the mantle, and for some time remains in this
posture, inhaling some burning incense which he is holding in his clasped
hands in front of him. The rest of the lama-actors continue t o recite prayers
over him. The blue smoke of the incense envelops the body of the lying
man. His fellow dancers with a grave and concentrated look continue to
murmur prayers. The cadence of the prayer becomes quicker and quicker,
and then suddenly comes to a stop, as if interrupted. The actor is then
declared t o be ready for the final ceremony. He lies down on his back, a
piece of thin cloth is placed on his stomach, and the heavy stone is lifted by
two dancers and slowly placed on his body. The head lama-actor then lifts.
the second stone and drops i t twice on the stone which is on the dancer's
body. With the second stroke, a crash is heard and the huge stone breaks
asunder. The dancer gets up, a bit pale, but none the worse for his
experience. I m m i ~ t ~ i t yfrom fatal injury while performing the ceremoty- is
attained by long years of special training. The (lancer who l~titlerwent the
ceremony in my presence had an u n ~ ~ s u a l l ydeveloped chest and powerful
build.
The breaking of the stone is followecl by a darlce accompanietl by music
on a string instrument or pi-wang. ila,veti (luring the tlance hy the lo-Ehen or
head lama-actor. The tlance is accompanied by the following song which is a
variant of a well-known Tibetan dance song :-

THE (JEHEMONY OF RIIF:AKIN(; THE STOSK
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THE CEREMONY OF BREAKING ?'HE S'rOXE

I n the lofty blue sky,
We are happy with the sun and moon!
In the lofty high unowy abode,
We rejoice with the snow lion !
On the high lofty cliff,
We rejoice with the eagle!
I n the lofty hermitage,
We rejoice with the Uplifter !
In the lofty castle,
We rejoice with the Chief !
I n the lofty blessed home,
We rejoice with Father and Mother !

You are the lofty blue sky,
We are both the sun and moon !
Heaven and sun and moon,
Had no thought of coming together!
To-day we gathered here,
Our habits have become virtuous !
You are the high snowy abode,
We are the white snow lion!
Snow and snow lion,
Had no thought of conling toget,her!
To-day we gathered here,
Our habits have become virtuous !
are the lofty high cliff,
WTe the fierce eagles !
Cliff and eagle, both,
Had no thought of coming together!
To-day we gathered here,
Our habits h e r e become virt'uous !

At first a flower was born in the snowy country,
At first the flower ser-Ehen was born in the snowy count,ry.
A t first a flower was born in the realm of the gods,
At first the flower ser- hen was born in the realm of the gods.
Then a flower was born in the snowy country,
Then the flower ser-Ehen was born in the snowy country.
Then a flower was born in the demons' realm,
Then the flower ser-Ehen was born in the demons' realm.
At last a flower was born in the snowy country,
At last the flower ser-Ehen was born in the snowy count'ry.
At last a flower was born in the nags realm,
At last the flower ser-Ehen was born in the n5ga realm.
Now a flower is born in the realm of men,
Now the flower ser-Ehen is born in the realm of men.
Accept the flower ! Accept the flower !
I offer the flower to the gods of heaven!
Accept the flower ! Accept the flower !
I offer the flower t o the denizens of the middle space !
Accept the flower ! Accept the flower !
I offer the flower t o the nagas of the lower region!
Accept the flower ! Accept the flower !
I offer the flower to the King of Men!
The singers improvise their own tunes, and vary them according t o their
desire. If you ask them t o repeat the same song several times, the tunes will
be different each time.
The different parts of the ceremony have apparently no inner connection
between themselves, and serve merely to draw away the attention of the
onlookers from the secret part of the ceremony which precedes the 'breaking
of the stotle ', and is performed by the lo-Ehen or head of the troupe.
These ceremonies represent a vanishing a r t , closely inter-woven with religious beliefs and magic practices. A few decades more, and the Land of Snows
will see the lest of its religious actors.
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PANJABI PHONETICS.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF AMRITSAR DIALECT.

(Sous-Ljirecteur du Laboraloire cle Phonllique expirimentale du Collige de France,
PARIS.)

T

HE materials of the present work, the palatograms of Panjabi sounds,

were gathered during the months of dune and duly a.c. in the Laboratory of Ezrperi~nental Phonetics a t Collhge de France in PARIS, with
the purpose to continue my previous studies on the nature of 80-called retroflex sounds in Indian d i a l e ~ t s . ~
As I met a good subject of experience whose patient arniahility doubled
by scientific interest and love for his mother-tongue permitted me t o extend
the sphere of my experiments to all Panjahi sounds, I was able to study
them by all methods. direct and experimental. I n this preliminary &etch I
shall treat only the lingual consonants as to the contact of the tongue and
palate to have a sure basis for the classification of Panjabi ~ o u n d sas to the
point of articulation and the mode of their formation.
The palatographic method gives really the best test ahout the point of
articulation and a simple print of t,he tongue contact conveys genemlly more
than a long description to anyone able to read it and t o ma,ke conclusion on
the correspondent position and physiological movements of the tongue. The
palatographic method keeps always, a t least in the beginning, its individual
character and avoids large genera,lizations about the art.icula.tions of all t,he
idiom ; but its objectivity, if carefully executed, prevents many mistakes, gives
l T h e term RETROFLEX has been adopted to design the group of sounds r d e d often
CACUMINAL, SUPRADENTAL or INVERTED sounds. The ancient Indian phoneticians
called them MURDHANYA (sound of the head, i.e.. of the summit of the palate) which
denomination WH6 probably translated by European gran marians as CEREBRAL consonants. If the term 'retroflex' hns been adopted in this study. i t was done only as a fact
of scientific discipline to be in accord with the propositions of the International conference
a t Copenhagen (in April 1925), but the aim of this work can be put, on the contrary, to
search if a t all and how far this denomination is applicable for Panjabi Phonetics. 'Retroflex' is here employed
generic term for a class of phonems, ancient mlirdhanya
sounds, meanwhile without phyeiologicol meaning as to the formation of these sounds.
2s. ' L e s cmaonnes rPtrofEeres du Bengali et leurs cowespondantm non r4trqflezee.'
(Revue de Phonbtique, Fasc. 2 e t 3, PARIS 1928.)
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the best basis for phonetic exploration of a dialect and indicates useful hints
for scientific investigations with other methods.
The palatograms presented here have been executed with two artificial
palates, one made of thin metal (0,4 rum.) and the other of thin celluloid
(O,2 mm.) prepared in Paris. Though both permitted a good work, I have
preferred the second one to be sure t h a t the subject is not hindered by the
thickness of the palate. This precaution was especially necessary for some
retroflex sounds whose tongue contact is very slight and was originally the
real aim of this palatographic study. After a few experiments, the subject
felt quite easy and the presence of the artificial palate in the mouth did not
disturb his pronunciation. The exercise and practice of more than two
months of our common work, made my subject quite accustomed t o the artificial palate, which proved, moreover, also the constancy of the traces, for all
articulations of typical words chosen as examples, have been repeated several
times and a t ditierent periods.
The proceeding was as usual: the contacts of the tongue on the artificial
palate were designed on its horizontal projection, obtained by its photography
(in natural size); some little holes, symmetrically disposed on it, permitted
easier cont'rol, and served a.s guiding points for the design of the lines of contact. The contour of this projection was prepared in the form of india-rubber
stamp, t o work easier and more surely.
For the ordinary consonants, i t is sufficient to content one's self with the
contact on the palate, because in their normal art,iculations, t'he opposite part
of the tongue takes part in their articulation. But for the retroflex sounds,
i t seemed necessary t o p u t a t the same time the trace of the contact on the
tongue too. For this purpose the colored method of ancient physiologist^ was
r
chosen. The (natural or artificial) palate was painted wit,h black c o l o ~ ~and
the contact on the tip and on the blade of the tongue was measured with
compasses and drawn like the palatograms. That is why the original designs
of the projection of the palate and of the tongue were made in natural size
so as t o permit easier measures and direct comparison.
The subject of the following experiments was SIR UMRAOSING S H E K C I L of MAJITHA ; from Amritsar district, 60 years old, who speaks Panjabi
as his mother-tongue, and both his parents spoke the same tlialect of Amritsar.
H e spent all his youth in Amritsar Dist'rict, spoke at, home and in his neighbourhood this Panjabi dialect. I n the primary school, he learnt Hindoustani
too and in secondary school English and Persian. But the English though
fluently spoken, seems not to have apparently influenced his Panjabi articula-
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tions, on the contrary his Engli~hcone on ant^ to the ear, prewnt Tndian character, i.e., without aspirations. His voyages and dwelling abroad in Europe
took place in advanced age, 80 that he tlitl not notice any particular influence
on the pronunciation of his mother-tongue, becauae he w u not personally
interested in imitation of the foreign sounds.
So, his Panjabi pronunciation can he regarded as very near to the normal
common Panjabi.
THE LIST OF WORDS.
The list of words, the palatograms of which are studied in thia work,
presents :
in the 1st column, phonetic transcription ;
in the 2nd column, transliteration of Panjabi orthography ;
in the 3rd column, their significance.
For the phonetic transcription on principle, the phonetic alphabet of the
International Phonetic Associatio~lhas been adopted.'
The transliteration has been made on the basis of Curmukhi alphabet as
it is usual in the sect of Sikhs and which is current to our subject from his
youth in his ordinary writing. All words spoken with the artificial palate or
with the kymograph, were written down by the subject himself, to avoid
the psychological influence of any other, even phonetical transcription. I have
transliterated these typical words with regard to the usual tramcription of
Sanscrit alphabet. That is why I left the guttural n and palatal fi nasals, the
retroflex t d n, affricate c ( = E , tJ), ch (Eh, tJh), j = d i (dg), jh=dih ($h),
but to indicate that in Gurmukhi alphabet there is only a single sign the
For
aspiration or subsequent fricative element is marked as little index ( )ih
m, n, (anusviira et anunzsika) in Gurmukhi a point over the precedent sign is
written, I write it too over the precedent vowel. The point over 6 indicates
the F, [ J ] that is in Gurmukhi marked by a dot in the sign of s, especially in
Persian words, or simply by s. For a double consonant also is let the original
sign 6 over its simple (Latin) letter. The long vowels 8, i, ii, are transliterated as usual in Sanscrit,ic transcriptions, the horizontal dash indicating v e v
well the vertical (for a, i) or horizontal (for u) dash added to the original
Gurmukhi letters.

.

1 By underlined letters in the phonetic transcription I m ~ r kin this work some sounds
the aspiration of which was lost or weakened, as t, tj, d, etc., and the character of which
will be studied later. The sign e at the end of th; words, does not indicate only the
quality of e, bnt an indistinct vowel-sound in general.
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LIST OF TYPICAL
WORDS:
tta
tam
pa
ma'ta'
pata
mat,ta
patta

ta
tBBpa
mltB
pata
maia

pats

letter t
fever
mother
honorer
understanding
lief

tha
thamma
mattha.
pha.tha.

t h. a
thama
matha
phsth5

letter t h
pillar
forehead
caught (in trap)

da
dabba
da-d
bada-ma
paada
pa-da-

da
daba
dLda
badiima
pada (psdha)
pids

letter d
you press
eruption
almond
journey
teacher

ta
ta.
tamp
ma-do

tha (instead of dha)
tha (dh&)
thgpa
mgtho (dh)

letter dh [t]
running
,,
Name of Krishna

na
n&-(or n&'m)
mama

letter n
name
pride

la
la-la
la-la-

letter 1
ruby
Mister
letter r
way

t.a
tam
pa
tap pa
to. pi.

ta
taps
tai~a
t6pi

letter t
basket, cover
jump

head
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flour
big jar
letter th
uhut (a book)
reeding
cake
eight
da
dabbii
addapanda
pha.nda.

da
da.ba
aaii
pada
bhkdii

letter d
small box
stall, stand
packet
ves~el

pa
buddii
ka-d
-a
muda

dha
dha
bu& (Hindi buddha)
kiidh5
muda

letter dh [t]
throw down
Buddha
take out
root of the tree

pa-na
ba-na
pa'ni.

temper of the steel
arrow
water

ra
ma'ra*
pa-ra

let.ter r
ba,d
tear
saliva
rosary
earring
cold
flower
consonant y[j]
came
starch ; illusion
alien
snake
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Ja-m[tJha:m]
Juka
Sappa
baala

68ma
siik8
sapa
b8s8

evening
dandy
quick (adv.)
falcon
ignorant

tJamma
batja
matJabattJa-

cama
baca
mac8
baE8

tJha-pa
tjhaba
vatjhapatsha.
vattjha.
mattlha

leather
avoid, escape
make noise
child
seal, ring
basket
spread
backward
calf
big fish
death
mutter
come !
to-day

kimba
kamba
kuba
kuppa

klba
kaba
kuba
kupa

sour orange
tremble
haunch
leather jar
pierce
say (ind. 2p.)
say (2sg. imper.)

gaPa
biiga
hiigi
v8gZ
vZga
~"ka

fib
garden
(rhythmic) gesture
vaga (geogr. name)
rein (of the horse)
turban
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letter gh[k]
gulp(down)
letter ngrrj]
h a shish
beg

d"grii
m8dih8 or m8di&
s&diha (sidia)

t)room
middle country
co-operation

PART I.
PALATOORAMS.
In this preliminary study of Panjabi sounds, we shall present the palatograms of dental, palatal, guttural and of so called retroflex consonants that
permit to take the traces of contact on the ordinary artificial palate. Generally, we shall take some words presenting the respective articulation in three
typical positions : initial, final and intervocalic. The influence of the vocalic
neighbourhood has been observed but is known as a fact of general phonet,ics
and in this first sketch has not been farther developed: it would be easily
completed by adding some more examples of all consonants with neighhouring
vowels both of the front and back series. M7e have used i t only for the velar
consonants to approach their point of articulation more forward.
In the second part, we intend to study the breath current with the usual
dispositives on the kymograph. From both these studies, we shall try to
make some conclusions on the pronunciation of our subject and to give the
classification of his Panjabi sounds.

DENTAL.
t
The voiceless dental t is formed by the contact of the upper part of the
ridge of the tongue blade pressed on the limit of the gums and on the upper
teeth. It is useful tJo prepare such a palate that shows all the upper teeth
and permits to control how far reaches the contact on them. In the pronunciation of our subject t always marks the contact upon the upper incisive
teeth in all positions. That seems to distinguish the Panjabi t from the
French one that is formed generally a t the limit of the incisives and of the
gums and from the English t that is less advanced than the French one. The
Panjabi t is real dental and not only alveolar as it occurs in many Indo-European languages. The point of great-est pression (marked in the design by small
crosses) is on the ridge of the upper teeth. The initial t presents greater pression (Plate I, n. 1) not only forward, but also by sides; this is proved by a
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large contact on the palate for [ta-pa, PI. I , n. 31. The intervocalic t in
[ma-ta. P1. I , 31 has less contact. There is very little difference between the
final a n d intervocalic position. This is rather comprehensible because in I-'anjabi there are very rare final consonants in single words. The off glides of the
final conso~iant~sare always accompanied by a voiced (or a t least voiceless)
sound. I n the pronunciation of our subject, I heard always the tendency to
pronounce a t the end of all words especially of those ending in a plosive consonant a little vowel sound (in the phonetical transcription it is sometimes
indicated by a little vowel-like index or a). That is why the final trace of t
and other plosives often present the form of intervocalic articulation; the
intervocalic position of t after a short vowel ex., patta (Pl. I , n. 5) seems to
favour the region of canine teeth and relaxation on the sides a s is shown by
the shape of the trace. The greater pression of the intervocalic consonant
after a short vowel is due t o a sort of doubled consonant (this phenomenon is
otherwise known as common already in Prakritic phonetics). I n any case the
muscular tension of the point of the tongue is much nearer t o the initial position than before a single consonant, after a long vowel; ex. manta. (Pl. I, n. 3).

The aspirated voiceless dental plosive has the same contact as the t in all
positions and the same articulation, but the general pression is lesser and the
musc\ilar tension of the tongue is weaker than for t . The intervocalic th is
less pressed than the initial one when i t follows the main accent. After a
short accentuated vowel ex. [mattha.] (Pl. I, n. 9) the consonant is doubled and
present the sa.me energy in articulation as in the initial position, the width of
the contact in thamvna (PI. I, n. 7 ) is the same as in mattha. (Pl. I, n. 9).

The voiced dental plosive is articulated in the same wag as t, but the
pression of the tongue contnct seems t o be replaced. As we said, the place of
the greatest pression in t was the edge of the tongue against the teeth and
the limit of the upper gums; in the voiced dental d the larynx is a little
lowered and retired backwards and the pression is reported on the inner side
of the contact (S. the crossed portion of the trace (11. 10, PI. I).
For initial t , the muscular tension of the tongue is greater than for d and
the shape of the blade is more pointed, the contact narrower: for d the blade
of the tongue is more pressed on t,he inner side and the contact is enlarged
ba,ckwards. The comparison is evident if both articulations t and d are pronou~icedone aft,er the o t h e r ; the trace of d on the inner side covers t h a t of t
(Pl. I , n. 1 and n. 10).
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~~~~~~~~,

I n the intervocalic position
1'1. I , n. 12) the contact is relatively
narrower and the prossion is less, antl in the final pouition (pa.tla 1'1. 11, n. 13)
yet less.
dh [t,dI
The contact and all characters of the initial aspirated voir-etl clcntal
plosive tlh, i.e., ort'hogrephetl as such a one, are rnlrc.t~ nearer ill the real pronunciation to a t than to a d. Auditively, i t i~ a voiceles~consonant, and its
aspiration is scarcely heard, but i t does not ent,irely disappear, it ems to
modify the quality of t,he following vowel. These particularitieu will be
examined in the second part of thin ~ t u d yas they regard the breath. the outglide of the [tl and the onglide of the following vowel and its melody. If we
compare the real dh as pronounced, for instance, in S a n ~ c r i t alphabet [dha]
(Pl. 11, 18) by our subject and his Panjabi dha [ta] (PI. 11. n. 15) in his usual
pronunciation of modern words, we see t h a t the contact in [tal i~ larger antl
the pression greater than in [dha] (11, 18).
The intervocalic aspirated voiced dental plosive (orthographed dh) does
not exist either, but is replaced by the corresponding unaspirated d (voiced
dental plosive). I n the example maedo (Pl. 11, n. 17) orthographed matho, the
tongue touches a smaller part of the gums than for a n unaspirated d in p&.daa
(L. 12). I n this case, the relaxed pression of the whole articulation of d < d h
seems t o show t h a t muscular tension is relaxed in d < d h in the same degree as
we have seen in t h in comparison with t . If i t is so, then d < d h has lost
only its aspiration in the intervocalic position b u t has maintained the original
relaxed muscular tension, and does not seem t o be confused with ordinary
dental d in the pronunciation of our subject. The analysis of the breathline
and larynxline, and examination of other examples will give some more indications. The final position of dh does not occur.

The voiced dental nasal has t,he same articulation as d, but the pression is
not so great. The tongue touches the upper incisive teet>has for d. The comparison of both articulations n and d [a.s shown in Ex. na (Pl. 11: n. 19)
ngem(P1. 11, n. 20) and P1. I, n. 10. ii for dl indica.te the relaxed temion and
larger contact along the molar teeth for d than for n, bhe blade of the
tongue is much more hollow with strengthened edges for d ; for n the blade
is flatter and the contact softer. The final position is the weakest as in (mama.
PI. IT, n. 21).

LIQUID.
1

I n the voiceci lateral dentel t'he tip of the tongue touches the incisives.
Sometimes, the contact reaches only the edge of t,he teeth. The contact. is
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quite small and goes along the upper teeth, frorn incisives to the first ~llolars;
the back part of the tongue is lowered so t h a t the air escapes by sitles over
and through the last molars. (Ex. P1. 11, 22, 23.)

The voiceti alveolar vibrant is formed by the tongue concave raised to the
alveoles and touching on the sides the nlolars and the palate. The tip of thc
relaxetl tongue heats some flaps against the alveoles (Ex. ra(h) P1. 11, 24).

The trace on the tongue (Pig. 1 , 6 ) does not apport anything new, but completes the precedent intlication. The upper edge of the lightly concave tongue
beats against the alveoles; the contact is larger on the sides than in the
middle a t the tip of the tongue. The trace has no continuous contact, but
shows little traces of some flaps t h a t are executed with the upper marginal
part of the tongue. Ex. ra(h) fig. 1, a (trace on the palate),?! , (corresponding
trace on the tongue).

RETROFLEX
.

t
The retroflex voiceless dental plosive It] is articulated on the alveoles much
more backwards than the ordinary not retroflex dental t . The concave blade
of the tongue is raised and touches the palate opposite the canine or first
molar teeth. The contact is executed by the ridge of the tongue t h a t is
lair1 slightly by a movement frorn back to the front, so t h a t the edge of the
tongue sweeps a rather wide portion of the palate, glides a little, as is shown
by arrows in P1. 111, 25, stops for executing the closure antl then jumps dowfn
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with explosion toward6 the lower teeth (I<x. P1. 111, 11. 25-31). In rcalit,y, in
Panjahi-in the pronunciation of our ~ubject-there ie no ' retroflex ' f, i.e.,
(luring the production of the articulation the tip of the tongue ir not curleci
up, but only slightly hollow in the form of a qloon and applied againwt thf:
palate with the edge sweeping t,he alveoles and jumping clown and keeping
always this curved position during the articulation of [t]. This position of
the tongue causes t h a t the articulation is accompanieci by a slight projection
of the lower jaw. To have a more persuasive proof of the real articulation, 1
took both traces on the palate and on the tongue a t the same time. For this
purpose, I employed the colouring method. To ol)t.ain a n hygienic ancl inoffensive mixture I prepared a paste of contlensed milk with the powder of carbonised wood (pastils) by adding some drops of hoiled water to obtain the
required density. With a little brush, the colo~lr i~ put on the palate and
after the articulation the tongue is shown ant1 the figure of the contact on the

dry tongue call be measured and designed on a projection of bhe tongue prepared in advance (as in Pig. 2, 3, p). The curve T T' represent^ t,he projectio11
of the edge of the tongue. The design over this curve is the trace on the lower
inverted side of the tongue, within is the upper part of the blade.

80 was obtained the figure 2, /I and y , which proves t h a t the contact is
execut,ed just by the edge, the a,pex of the tongue, and not with its inverted
lower side. Ex. tappa, Fig. 2, /I and y .
The real retroflex, i.e., inverted position of the tongue tip occurs only
when the point of the tongue is stretched, in a n exaggerated pronunciation,
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and curled u p while the articulation is oxecutecl far hack and high in the
middle part on the roof of the palate as can be seen in the Ex. $a in Fig. 3 ; /3.

But this is not the ordinary anti normal pronunciation of the so called
retroflex t. For our subject the ' mcrdhanya sounds' will say simply articulated on the alveoles.

th
The aspirated voiceless retrofles plosive t h is marker1 in our examples
thappa (PI. 111, n. 3 3 ; attha (Pl. 111, n. 34) by a smaller contact than the
unaspirated t , but both have the same retroflex character.

If we compare the contact of the initial and final positions (ex. thappa
PI. 111, 33) and attha PI. 111, 34, pamtha PI. 111, 36, we see that the final t h
in P1. 111, N. 34 and 35 presents as large a contact a s the initial one in 111,
33, in a n y case, not less.
This phenomenon has been stated in a very constant way aiid strikes the
attention because i t presents a character that is quite opposite to the treatment of dental t. I n dental series the initial t is more pressed than the intervocalic and the final t is the weakest; this phenomenon is a general work of
all dental phonemes pronounced in words. If we see here just the contrary,
i t must have a special reason and tell us that there is a change in the articulation. The palatograms of attha and pa-the show t h a t the final articulation
is more advanced, approaches the iricisives without tollching them and its trace

becomes more alikc to the deutal : t , h i ~can inclicntcb the partial or t o t ~ l103s of
the aspiration in tho final j)ositio~i. The at~alynin of the l~reathlinc of the
same wor& will prove if the anpiration uf t h di~appearsor not. ?'hen the
illitial $h has a nrnall corltact becaunc the tongue is more ~tret(:hcxl and
thinner, the ridges are thinner when the tongue r e ~ t sconcave. A thinner
contact is not here a nign of weaker presxioli.

The trace of the tongue (Ex. thappa-Fig.
4) s h o w that t'he contact is
mostly performed by the upper part of the blade and by the ridge of the
tongue. It is easy t o see t h a t the tip of the tongue is not inverted. Thc
upper part of the tongue is more active iu the formation of t h than the
lower one.

d
The articulation of the voiced retroflex plosive [dl is the executed in a
similar manner as [t]. The pression of the voiceless is a little greater and its
articulation is more advanced especia,lly in the initia'l position. A 9 several
palatograms were taken in different positions, i t can be st.ated, t h a t the point
of articulation for [dl reaches neither farther t,han to the canine teeth nor
more backwards than the first molars.
The contact and total pression is greater for the retrofles [dl than for
dental [dl (which is articulated on the incisives and on the limit of the upper
gums). The retrofles Ld] is retired back on the alveoles and articulated with
the ridge of the hollowed tongue. Ex. P1. 111, 36 and P1. IV, n. 37-40.
The colored method indicates the real contact of the t.ongue in Fig. 5 :
ex. dabba. and proves that for [dl as for [t,], the active part of the tongue is
just the middle of the ridge t h a t t70uches the post-alveolar region of the pa1a.k.
The anterior part of the tongue is slightly concave on the upper side a.nd t.he
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te~lsionis less for (1 than for t as it shows the shape of the inner gicle of the
contact. [dabbaa] Fig. 5.

I n bhanda- IV, 40 and panria IV, 39, both articulations n and (! are
retroflex.
I n example ad+., Y1. IV, n. 38, the contact of intervocalic d is very large
indicating an energetic (doubled) articulation after a short stressed vowel.
The same doubled articulation is to be seen in budda, Fig. 7.
((!h)>[! $1
N o T E : - T ~ ~orthographed aspirated voiced alveolar plosive cjh does not
exist in the pronunciation of our subject in the aspirated form: the aspiration
and the sonority of the initial (lh is lost so that we have to do with an
alveolar voiceless plosive t whose aspiration has left a certain influence on the
mode of intonation of the neighbouring vowel. The articulation is much more
executed by the upper part of the tongue and by its tip slightly bent but not
particularly inverted as it is shown in Ex. t a P1. 111, n. 26 and in Fig. 6.
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The intervocalic d , in 1Cx. 4aa(ia,
- PI. IV, 41, ha3 a large contact and indicat08 an energetic pronunciatiorl cauaed prol~ably by a gre8tc.r tennion of the
preceding vowel [a*] that pretlents a npecial ~nelotlyuncler the ntrenn, for thin t j
i~ in reality a d h in [ka.da.]<[ka.cjha.] (written to-(lay kihltra, kG1a or kiiilt~d.

kiiclii).
After a short vowel a gemination takcn plac:e, e x . [ t~u!l(la.].,:
hu(l(lhl, fig. 7 ,
that presents in fl the normal and in y a more s t r e ~ ~ e cnrtit.ulation.
l
In
this exaggerated pronunciation, the tongue in stretched, raiactl higher, anrl
more bent, i.e., curled u p and the articulatioli in these conditions becornen
' retroflex,' the contact in the front being pcrformcd t ) . ~the lower part of the
inversed tip (fig. 7, y ) .
The same articulation is in final d . Ex. Im11(1]a,
P1. IV, 42, hut weaker than in [bu(lda.] ant1 a little more advancccl.

To examine more the character of thls Initial t<cjh, we can consult the
trace on the dry tongue, ex. fa, Fig. 6, but always the articulation is performed
with the tip of the tongue and the upper part of the blade as i t was stated
for the ordinary t (fig. 3) or t h (fig. 4). If we try to distinguish 1)- their
palatograms the t. from original t and the t < t h < d h , we can hardly recognize
a great difference: the t < d h seems to be a little weaker. And because our
subject does not mix up them, as it eeems, the reason could he, not in the
point of artic~lat~ion.
but in the mode of breath, which we shall esamine later,
and there will be stated, if the initial t < d h is to be ranged to t and intervocalic d < d h to d (Ex. [kada] I\', 41 and Ihuddal fig. 7 and [ ~ n u d a ]I\', 42).
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The retroflex voiced alveolar naval occurs only in medial intervocalic l,oaition (or in combination with other retroflex consonant). The examples PI. LV,
n. 43-46 show that the contact is made opposite the first molar teeth with the
upper part of the tongue slightly concave in a spoonfonn. The contact witll
the gums on both sities of the molars is very small and smooth (sometimes is
marked only one side on the palate, the other being stoppetl on molar teeth,
which is evidently personal particularity of the subject as in ha-!a, PI. IV,
n. 4 4 ; pa.l?a, P1. IV, 45 ; i!a, IV, 43.)
is advancetl as ~ l s ~ l a l lbefore
y
anterior vowels, ex.
The point of artic~~lntion
rpa.ni.1 (Pl. IV, 11. 46).
The trace on the tongue indicates t h a t it is just the margin of the tongue
that touches and surely there is more pression on the upper than on the lower
side of the tongue. Ex. pa-ga, fig. S, /3 and y.

All palatograms of the vibrant voiced retroflex 1. indicate the Panjahi
retroflex character, i.e., the contact is executeti in the pre-palatal and alveolar
region I V , 17-48, fig. 0. The tongue, slightly concave a t its front part, raises
towarcis the palate, opposite the first molars, being retireti a little back ant1 is
pojected t o the palate hut without stopping. The tongue continues the movement sliding lightly over the alveoles anti jumping clown towards the edge of
the low teeth, the over incisives are not toucheti. The muscles of the tongue
tip are relaxed and its edge has a circle like form, as in fig. 9 p, not pointed
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as in fig. 10 y, so that the gliding contact. #weeps the palate. in a lrirg-e line
from one ~ i d eof the teeth to the other.

Sometimes, the tip is narrower, i.e., Inore pointed, so that the contact
does not reach the ridge of the teeth on the sides, but I have seen this form
only in the beginning of the alphabetical s,vllable ra V. 50. ant1 never in the
normal intervocalic position in real words. The characteristic vibrations of this
retroflex glide sound come from the glotte, from the contracted isthmus of the
throat, and their interference with the tone of the resonance cavity of the
mouth like in the English and especially American intervocalic r. The contact
reaches its greatest pression in the middle, is weaker in the beginning (inner
side) and a t the end (outer side) which is indicated not only by the form of
the trace, but also by the circnmstance, t h a t its edges dry more quickly (1'1.
IV, 48). The raised tongue does not touch the palate on the sides, but only
grazes by its edges the upper molars. The contact on the sides i-, rather
exceptional (Pl. IV, n. 47), ant1 occurs only in the beginning, like alphabetical
sound ra. I suppose, that is the cause why this sound has been sometimes approached t o (1, when the articulation is executed, starting from the slowly
prepared position, when the tongue is not in continuous inovement through
all three phases of this consonant.
The trace on the tongr~eprovea that. even here-ex. maara.-fig. 9 fl, y-it
is the edge of the t,ongue and more the ripper part of the tnngrie that. sweeps
the alveoles and executes the gliding contact.
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The voiced retrofles lateral is formed like r with the tongue, apoon-like
bent npwards, and touching behind the alveoles rather high on the p%]ate,
opposite the first molars. The tip of the tongue is made thin and pointed
(Fig. 10, /3 and y) ; it strikes the roof of the palate a n d glides on the alveoles

jumping down to the low teeth. The pression of the contact is a little st,ronger
with the tip more stretched and more pointed than for F , so t h a t i t is performed only with the middle p a r t ; the sides are not a t all touched, neither on
the palate, nor on the molars.

The trace on the tongue shows t h a t the contact is performed just by the
edge of the tip (Fig. 10 and 11). Only by the energetic initial articulation
sometimes the lower part touches more and seems to be really ' retroflex ', i.e.,
inverted as in vala, Fig. 11, y, b u t this is not t o be regarded a s the most fre-
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quent case. Ex. la.!e (1'1. V, n. 55-56) permit to compare 1~0th artiaulation~
dental 1 ant1 retroflex !.

1
NOTE:-There is no retroflex J in Panjabi uortlx; in thc Sanricrit wortlw Ja
(PI. V, n. 57) puJpa ( V , 5H), the' nut)ject pronounces the J wit11 the tonpic
spoon-like bent, and raised toward8 the roof of the palate rather back and high,
this could advise that it differs from the other retrofles ~ountls which arc
more advanced, more alveolar. 1 have not found it in real I'anjatji words.

PALATAL.
[j =YI
The palatal voiced fricative has its contact along the sides of the molar
teeth so t h a t t,he frictional space is rather large and the friction is very weak,
especially i n the medial position (ex. aya, PI. VI: n. 62, and maya. 1'1. V I , n.
63); in the beginning, it is more pressed (ex. [ja.] V, 59-60) and chiefly before
[is] ( [ji.] P1. VI, 61) so t h a t the contact approaches t o 3 (5).

NOTE:-In

relaxed pronunciation the j nasalised [j] can serve as a suhstitute for p (Ex. [aja.na] P1. VIII, 11. ST).

The voiceless alveolar sibilant [s] occurs rat,her rarely, only in some w-ords,
in the pronunciation of our subject. I n the marked esa.mple [sappa] (Pl. YJ,
n. 64) t h a t he pronounces also [Sa-pa] the contact is very narrow along the
upper teeth to the incisives and the friction space in front is wide.
[J, i'l
The voiceless chuintante [J] is articulated like the French [J], with the tip
of the tongue behind the low teeth, the jaws are rery near t o each other, the
lips not rounded. The blade touches the gums only by the sides, along the
molars up t o the incisors VI, 6 5 ; VI, 66. I n the medial position the arbiculation is a little retired (reaches only the eye-teet'h) under the influence of
neighbouring vowels, ex. [ba-Ja] (PI. VI, 11. 67). The esample [Juka] (\;I, 66)
is pronounced with both syllables, the trace of k does not recover the trace
of J .
C3, 51

NOTE:-The voiced pre-palatal fricative 3 occurs in the pronunciation of
our subject, but not in rea.1 Panjabi words; i t is a Persian sound n-hich is
heard in the language of town citizens! the corresponding Panjabi sound is dj,
Ex. Sa, Pl. VT, n. 68.
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LtS, 61
The voiceless prc-palata,l affricate t j is formed by a large contract along
the teeth like for t and J' together. Thc explosion of t is executed only by
the t.ip while the side contact rests as for 1, so t h a t the exl~losionis niatle in
the position of J'. The tiet'achment of the tonguc is executed by the same
movemellt so t h a t the accoustic impression is t h a t of a single explosive. Tlle
greatest pression is in front of the contact and (luring the articulation, is
replaced to the sicies by retiring slightly the tongue from the position of
dental t, or better alveolar, to the position of J', for the contact reaches the
upper incisors only in the initial [tj] (t,ja(yu) VI, 60) or in a stressed syllable
as in matja. (VI, 71). I n final position the occlusion is very narrow and
retired backwards. (Ex. batl VI, 72.)
[tJ'h, Eh]
The aspirated voiceless pre-palatal affricate is articulated in the same manbut generally the contact does not reach the incisive teeth, not
ner as tj,
even in the initial position (tshapa, PI. VII, 73 or tshaba, P1. VII, 11. 74).

e,

I n the intervocalic position the contact is thinner than in the final, though
the [tjh] is placed in lvatJha.1 P1. VII, 75 and in [patjhz.] VII. 76 in a
stressetl syllable. I n the final mattjha (VII, 77), the greater contact must
have a reason in a stronger articulation after the short accentuated vowel
t h a t doubles the following consonant as we have already seen in the Panjabi
pronunciation, moreover, the final aspiration is lost.
14, dil
The voiced pre-palatal affricate dz, has a similar articulation as [tj] but
i t is accompanied by the vibrations of vocal chords, and the contacts are
less extended, the tongue pression being weaker.
The initial position ( 4 a p a VII, 78, @ama VII, 79) is more energetic with
a larger contact than the intervocalic a . 4 a . VII, 80, or final s&.@a VlI, X1.
The final position, in which the articulation is relatively weaker in
Indo-European languages, in the example ladclja] 1'1. VII, n. 82, is much
energetic with a larger contact than in a.@a- VII, 80, or s5.$a VIT, 81.
due to the mentioned phenomenon of tloubleti consonant after a stressed
vowel and wc shall stucly it later with the kymograph.

most
more
It is
short

[ctjh, d i h > t j , i:]
The orthographic voiced aspirated pre-palatal affricate does not exist in
modern Panjabi in initial position, but is changed in voiceless pre-pala,tal affri-
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cttte whose aspiration is lost, and seems only t o he mrtrkod by a upecial timhre
of the ~leighbouring vowel. The palatogram indicatr$e by its form a prctrrter
pre~sionrtritl a grcater palatalisation than an ordinary [tJ,
but auditively the
consonant tJ, 6 nncl c, t j resulting from chh.,Eh are mtlier tliffic-ult tr) diwtinguish. Meanwhile, we tlistinguiah both articlrlatione hy u~idc*rliningtJ. l.-- d t h
to distinguish it from the ordinary [tl, E l . The orclinsry I tJ, i.1 in the art]culetion of our ~ u b j e c tin less pressed on t h e sicics ctlong the molars tliaxi the
[C, tJ]. Compare f. inst. V I , 70 arid VII, 74.

If we compare Hindi or Sanscrit ctjh (1'1. VIJ, N 3 ) with kJ (V11. H4), we see
that the muscular action in the surd tJ is stronger than in thc sonar~tctjh.
I n the medial position the a h has only lofit its aspiration and ie pronounced [d3], and shows a great palatalisation of d . Ex. rna-(@a.fig. 12.

P
The palatalized (mouill6) n = p is articulated as n, removed a little hack
and accompanied by a large contact of the tongue on the hard palate,
P1. VIII, 85 and 86. The muscles of the tongue are much looser in p than in 11.
The contact never reaches t,he upper incisive teeth as in the ordinary dental n.
This Panjabi sound is formed in the same way as in the Slavic languages. the
n mouillb ( i i ) or as the anterior French n mouillC (gn). The separation of the
tongue from the palate is executed on the whole contact a t the same time, so
that there is no complex sound n + j (n+)-), but a single ii sound. In
Panjabi, as in French, it does not occur in the beginning nor at t.he end of
the words. When the occlusion and the tension are relaxed in careless pronunciation, the sound JI can be changed into nasalized j : ex. aja.(na),
PI. VIII, n. 87.
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The voiceless velar plosive has its contact in the region
a t the litnit between the hard and the soft palate. Ex.
The articnlation is advanced by the influence of t'he front
F'III, 89, anti retired before baclc vowels, Ex. kuppa (VIII,

of the last molars
Kamba VIII, 90.
vowels. ex. kimba
91).

The aspired voiceless velar plosive has the initial articulation more pressed
than the intervocalic one. Comp. khubrja VIII, 9 3 ; a k h a ; VIII, 9 4 ; amkho
VIIJ, 95. If we compare the l~naspiratedk with the aspirated kh, we see
that the aspirated has a larger contact k u b : khuh ( V I I I , 92-93). The place
of the articulation for kh is more advanced t h a n for k.

I2
The contact oE the voiced velar plosive is formed in the region of t.he last
molars and chiefly on the soft palate.
The initial g before a stressed vowel in ex. gapa (VIII, 96) is more
advanced than in the intervocalic position in ex. va.ga (VIII, 97). The intervocalic g after a long vowel is weaker than after a short vowel in the
same position. Comp. va-go :: pagga (VIII, 97 a n d 98).

The orthographic voiced aspirated velar plosive in rea1it.y does not exist,
but is changed in Panjabi of to-day into the voiceless unaspirated k in the
beginning of the word. Ex. kappa (IX-99.)
The aspirated voiced gh is pronounced
( I X , 103).

by our subject quite differently

I n the intervocalic position gh has no more kept its aspiration and is
pronounced as g ; the palatogram of g<gh, in va-ga. (waga-IY,100), ba.ga
(garden-IX, 101) is the same as in va.ga (rein-VIII, 97). I n baega ( I X , 102)
the influence of i has advanced the articulation. The loss of aspiratiori
is expressed in a special articulation of the preceding vowel, whose melody we
shall examine in the breath-line of the kymograph, our palatograms not being
able t o give some more indications about the possible difference.
The voiced velar nasal plosive does not occur in the beginning of words.
Our artificial palate, though cut just a t the beginning of the soft palate,
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shows that the mean articulation is performed juwt hehind the last molnm of
the soft palate. The prolongation of tho palate waH tried, hut it# intlicationn
were not aurer anti were troublenome for the uubject, t h a t i~ why they are
not ranged here. Ex. p q a I X , 104, m a p I X , 105, r)n I X - l M .

I n general conclusion, i t can be ~ t a t e dthat the articulations of Panjahi
sounds (of our subject) are executed in a ~ i m i l a r way a the majority of
Indo-European languages. The differences are in aepiratsd and retroflex
sounds.

It can be taken as proved that the Panjabi retroflex articulatione, t h a t
we have especially examined here, are not executed with the tongue inverted
or curled up, b u t only slightly bent, and raised towards the alveolea as a
rule. Their articulation is coronal, executed with the margin of the tongue
whose blade is slightly bent in a spoon-form. It becomes retroflex only
exceptionally, in emphatic (stressed) pronunciation, when tho articulation is
executed with a stretched tip of the tongue, touching high on the palate, very
far from the alveoles. But the ordinary pronunciation of the retroflex
consonants is alveolar (PI. I X , n. 107y-6) or post-alveolar (a+) as to the palate
and marginal (coronal) as t o the tongue.
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DIARY OF THE 1931 EXPEDITION TO
WESTERN TIBET.

J

UNE 7.-,4t

11 we set out from Naggar with 15 h o r w ~ . Thakur Rup
Chand has marked all the parcels ancl has written in hi^ diary where are
located the mousetraps, old newspapers, blotters, cartridg~s, medicine
packets, silver money, and the other things we will need during the four
months before we cross the Cheat HimHlayan Range for home. Gpaltnen has
had a stubborn fever for several days and will cover the f i r ~ tutage by the
motor lorry. The other servant, Dorje, has 1)ooght a kilta to carry home ta
the family in Lahul dainties acquired from the proceeds of his lahour. The
Lahuli family is like a n ant-hill. All the members labour for the benefit of
the rest, with the exception t h a t a little money is reserved hg the worker for
buying a few cheap cigarettes. Our caravan personnel is temporary. One of
the party is going t o be married to-night and most of the rest are inrolvetl in
the festivities. I n spite of the innumerable things that had to be put into the
baggage a t the last minute and the endless additions that Miss L. decided
were indispensable for the journey, including rosewater, tan remover and an alpaca muffler, all of which have been surreptitiorlslg removed and stored against
possible use a t home, only a n old tin has been left behind. It is dead sure
that my nose will be burned raw when we get above 10,000, with or without all
the remedies designed t o prevent it. Besides, there ie no room on the horses
for superfluities. Each servant needs a horse for his pro~isions,since no food
can be had for the first 2 months of the journey, and where will be put the
heads of big game, dried plants ? Although we have broken up our happy
home, everyone was relieved t o be on the road, after the months of negotiating and planning and then the 2 weeks of strenuous waiting for the first
horses to cross the Rothang La. The road to our first halt Manali, that leads
along the precipice above the river and about which I was so thrilled last year,
has become common place, so habitual have magnificent views and ~ t i r r i n g
locations become. The mosquitoes t h a t last year a t Manali enforced an allnight vigil have not yet taken up their posts. A raucous-voiced woman t h a t
perched on a cliff half a mile above us swore a t stray horses or humans that
trespassed on her vacant fields amused the company till dark, when she
descended and invited 11s who had been the main offenders t o he her guests.

Jwne 8.-The bridegroom, a lad of 18, joined the caravan a t 10, together
with four of his relatives and we set out from Man&.
Iluring the night new
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horses arrived tro replace the feebler ones t h a t had been recruited into tile
service a t short notice. Also two animals were added, loaded with tea and
shoes for sale t o natives en route. The animals now total 17 and the horsemen 5. Our staff numbers 4 but d l more men will I)e adtled in Lahul and one
left behind. The horsemen are all Moslems and our men Buddhists. (:yalt.sen
has got rid of his fever and t'liere is no longer the prospect of having to start
with all new help. Dorje, the last recruit t o the service, is blissfully goodnatured ancl painfully smiling but does'nt understand Urdu or Tibetan, his
native language any too well, aild therefore is of limited usefulness. Besitles,
he sleeps like a stone and can't be awakened short of inflicting bodily harm
ant1 is so innocent t h a t he would willingly give all our possessions to any
stranger who asked for them. The need for guarding camp is, however, after
to-day no longer urgent. The thieves that operate from Manali do not go
beyond the Pass and in the t.erritory ahead, except possibly in Leh, thievery
is unknown. The Manali thieves have been especially active of late, having
carried off 13 sheep loads in daylight, and the Lahulis, their chief victims, are
so exasperated t h a t the next bandit caught will probably be roastetl alive, a
fate t h a t one met before. Once they let the robbers cross the bridge and
then they pulled up a couple planlis behind them. When the robbers t,ried to
flee back across the bridge, they fell into the river below and were finished.
Four of the bridges on the road to-day were out, the timbers snapt from the
heavy snow.
J u n e 9.-At 7-15 we left Rahla (alt. 8,850) and arrived on top of Rothang (alt. 13,400) a t 12-15 ; a t Iioksar (10,431) a t 3-15. A fresh breeze
began before daybreak and blew until the top of the Pass. From Hum,
2 hours this side of the crest, t o near the river on the Koltsar side the path
has been on snow. Beyond the crest the snow was soft ant1 the horses often
broke through the crest. On the lower stretch, over small rivulets there was
such ice t'hat a path had t o be cut antl the horses led across one by one.
One animal loaded with a trunk and a bundle of newspaper slipped antl rolled
50 feet down a snow-bank, but nothing was the worse for the slide anti a
revolution or two. Contrary to all reports a n d expectations there is hay for
the animals a t Koksar. The tent-tlwelling Tibeto,ns. that like the birds move
north and south with the season, we left behind a few miles above Manali,
excepting one family t h a t has camped near the source of t,he Beas. on the
valley floor. Last year in Mid-July the advance guard in full ~ t ~ r e n g twas
h
encamped in streamer-bedecked tents a t Sum. The Lahulis with horsc antl goat
caravans are swarming into Kulu and their worn-out grass shoes niark t'he
path. The horses of one of these caravans fled last night from below Knhla.
having first eaten up our horses' breakfast, and were recovered only aft Rolisnr
where they tarried on their way home for refreshment. A huge herd of sheep
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arltl goat wit8h (log supervisor^ alno cronsed wit11 us and one larnt, waH tlorn in
the snow and had t o be carried down. A little later each nhephertl will
I,e stuffetl with lambs ant1 kids, that cheerfully let thernnelves I,e trannprtctl
in the folds of the herdeman's ~ ~ o o l l rbloline
n
with only their headn expowtl.
Two fakirs, completely naked except that one hat1 an unlbrelle and a thin
cotton sheet, also came with us. Harefooted on nnow for five hours against a
i,reeze that chilled their proper dress they went on without faltering, but
showed signs of discomfort when we stopl)etl to rest on a little area that the
people had cleared of snow for the sheep to halt on. Rup Cliand offered them
hot tea but it was refused. A cigarette wacj acceptecl. I am told that these
people make free use of various hahit forming tlrugs, most of them unknown
in the Occident, which furnish them with delightful stimulation, transforming
dream into reality a,nd in other ways enhancing the psychic life. Flowere are
few. Only here and there t'he little royal purple iris (I. Kumaonensis) had
formed a bed of bloom, anci of the salmon pink primrose (1'. rosea) that above
11,000 feet makes a bright-hued carpet before the retreating snow, only a fitray
Bower has blnssomed. For the first time in this country, I have worn coloured glasses and the results are splendid. The colour of the glasses that a t
first tints everything is soon forgotten and the snow is seen in its natural
white.
June 10.-We
left I-Colcsar a t H ant1 got to Sisu (alt. !1.900) a t 1. The
road is all right except in perhaps half a dozen miles snow extends across the
path to the river. The sheep and goats that are daily pouring across the
Pass into Lahul are counted a t Koksar and a tax of anna per head is levied
on all but youngsters of this year. They are exempt. Herds come from a s
far away as Palampur to feed on the non-pavil grass that grows on the lofty
Lahuli slopes. The Koksar bridge bobbed like a cork on the waves as the
droves crossed and 1 speculated on the probability of my being marooned with
the broken bridge between me and my baggage. The bridge, however, did not
break. A few miles below, the bridge a few years ago crashed into the stream
just as the last horse of a caravan got across. On this trip, though we have
passed over this road a t least half a dozen times. Itup Chand showed me the
' Zangskar Bay ', a place where the West Tibetans and Indian hill people used
to meet to trade as they do nowadays some 75 miles farther up the Bhaga
River. 011 the way we met a young lama whom I had counted on t,o be my
helper in plant collecting, driving horses to Kulu. To my amazed questioning,
he replied simply t h a t his father could not give permission to go along (the
boy is past 30)-he had to stay home and decorate the rnona~t~ery
walls in
ICylang. Gyaltsen was seized with such a violent desire to get home t h a t he
would have bolted if he could h a r e carried his things, and taking pity on
him, (he is a mere child of 21), I agreed to let him off and replace him in

:
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Icyelang. Now to have no servant in prospect was too much. 1 inquired
frolll R.('. what one tloes in the country when an agreement is 1)rokcn ant]
]earlled that one goes to court and collects damages. The threat of obtaining
justice by this method cleared away all obligation of the father's prohibition
and the lama is cheerfully pla.nning the trip. I had to give a written apeemelit though not to employ him in anything that involved a gun, tohaccn, or
bird skinning. He will, however, eat grouse (not cluck, snipe or pigeon) ant1
any kind of dolnestic or game animal, except horses, donkeys, yaks or beef,
I<olung lama who helped nle last year in buying Tibetan paintings ant1 thc
Sisu abbot called to-day (the latter completely drunk as usual).

J m e 11.-At
9-30 we left for Gundla (alt. 10,300) ant1 got there a t 2.
The climate in this area is more tempered. There is even a good growth of
pine and birch on the slope facing the village, anti muskdeer are said to live
in the t)irch forest. Patches of purple iris. sometimes in a solid bet1 100 feet
square area, met all along the road from Koksar, and the common cowslip or
marshman gold (Caltha palustris), t h a t is the glory of our American meadows
in spring, lines the banks of the meandering rivulets t h a t from afar look like
fissures in the earth with gold inside pouring out. These flowers in places
grow 4 feet high. I found some 10 plant species t h a t I did not get last year,
inostly tiny things t h a t shortly will dry up. I n the Thakur's garden in
Gundla the apples were in full bloom. One of the trees was covered with huge
deep l~urplerose flowers, very fragrant. and most attractive. I shall try to
introduce the species in Kulu and America. The fruit I saw last year, small
red apples (mang-kushu), said to be of nice flavour. Such apples as grow
here (there are a few other trees in Kyelang and more in the lower valley)
are all said t o be of superior flavour. Last year pears and apples from the
upper Rampur valley a t slightly less elevation were of excellent quality, equal
t o the best American fruit. The natives, however, have little interest in fruit
and rarely plant the trees, or when planted can't hother to protect them from
the cattle t h a t gnaw the bark. The horsemen bought a sick sheep for
Rs. 1'8 - and after performing halal, skinned it and took i t along on the
march. An invalid goat they p u t alive on one of the horses for future uses.
Cases of foot rot are frequent in the flocks. Sometimes other epidemics seriously decimate the goat and sheep herds and even affect the cattle. A few
years ago most of the cows diet1 off and the horses hat1 to pull the plow.
The results were bad. The fields are small and stony and the quick moves
such contliments of the horse don't fit him for agricultural p u r s ~ ~ i tunder
tions. I n Kulu a horse does no worli except to haul goods on the highway
but in Lahul wood and manure are hauled on horses. Hay or crops from the
fields are not thus transported. I n Kulu humans, chiefly wornen, carry the
wood, crops, fodder, or manure.
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June 12.-We left Gundla at 9-16 ant1 got to Kyolsng (alt. 10,3(H)) e t
2-30. Paljor, last summer's coolie, met me a mile before KyeLng with a tmrrquet of dandelionn and in the village I saw the rnnir~ citizcnn, the native
teacher. the doctor, the wazir and the white minsionary. Somc interest,illg people had arrived from Danu~)a,a district of Ladak, en r o u k for
Trilokanath, a place which it is thili year particularly acivnntageous for both
Hindus and Buddhists to visit for their uoul's welfare. Thew people are partial to brass jewelry and wa~ltedt o ecll me dried turnips. They are liaid to
eat no meat arid some say they don't even uw milk from cattlc or touch the
calves until theee are a fortnight old. The weather is decidetily ccml and the
season backward even here. The barley, potatoes and wheat are juat out
of the ground, so they have been hoed once, and the field6 are twing prepared
for buckwheat. I n ell the fields can be seen lines o f stones t'hat would intrigue a n ethnologist but they have no other significance than that they mark
the irrigation channels and are used as needed t o dig the mud out of them.
The big Eremus himalayica that from below Gundla to Kyelang g r o w in
masses, often several acres in extent, is in full bloom and the effect of the
masses of tall creamy spikes is stunning. Gyaltsen'n mother sent me wme
apples, very well preserved, of nice colour and excellent flavour. His brother
brought 2 sets of chikor eggs, nicely marked, 12 in each set. (The chikor in a
grouse about as large as the American Ruffed Grouse.) The eggs of this bird
are gathered in quantities and are even salted down for summer's usc. Chikor
have been numerous all along the way, likewise Snow anti Blue Pigeons. The
large Snow Grouse has gone back to the pea.ks and none were seen near the
road. The ibex have also gone back to the sllow line. Sheep are going forward to-day to cross the Bara Latse Pass. There is much snow and the consensus of opinion holds that we cannot cross. R u p Chand's ' Choti Ma' they
said sent me milk and invited me to tea. I knew that Rup Chand's mother
wasn't here, but the ' little mother' proved to be his maternal aunts. Gimilarly a child may call his real father his ' little father ', since technically his
father must be the eldest brother of the family.
June 13.-I spent the day ahout town, visiting the chief citizens. The
sojourn here was not for that purpose, but the men wanted a day a t home
and the horses were none too fresh for the hard work ahead. The Wazir,
a clever lad of 22, gave me tea and the physician a gifted Plains Punjabi
invited me to dinner. The physician has become very fond of his adopted
country and his brilliant and devoted labours are much appreciated b9 the
populace, who ordinarily take medical aid quite for granted. The 1Va.zir regretted to hear about the childish pranks of his subjects. He explained that
they had seen the tactics employed by their more sophisticated brethren across
the Pass (many Lahulis come into the Kangra Valley in winter t o work a n d
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it is 11ot uncomnloll for bheir employer to disappear after they have finislle,l
his ~vork.leaving tlieru nothing for their labour), and observing the ~uuccss
such methods, nlany tried on opportunity to emulate them. So excessively
simple t#he Lahulis are for the most part, t h a t their attempts are t r a n q p a r e ~ ~ t ,
often amnsing. Theft is almost unknown and lying even is not common.
Most of the court cases are the outco~neof drunk el^ brawls. The Wazir is
very fond of English food, especially tea, cakes, and apologised for the sodtlen
specimens he serveti by the scarcity of chikor eggs. Ordinarilp plenty can be
had but this year the birds are in no hurry to lay. I sent him a couple of
dozen hen's eggs t h a t the well intentionecl family a t home had incorporated
in the baggage, which so f a r had served no other use than to make the caravan
uneasy. The nlissionarg's wife is font1 of flowers and the specimens in her
garden would delight any flower lover. I never saw such immense pansies or
such tall lupines in my life anti the colouring of all blooms was so intense. 4,
lilac bush was in full bloom ant1 the roses were in bud. Tulips, iris and peonies
would make a spectacular exhibition under such climatic conditions. I n spite
of the hard lives they lead and the excessively plain food they eat, many of
the Lahulis, I was told, live to be 80 anti some t o 100. The climate is very
Tuberculosis and cancer, the
healthful and almost no diseasea are known.
scourge of the Occident, are totally unknown.
Jiute 14.-We
left for Jispa (alt. 10,500) with an over-cast sky which
turned into a drizzle a n d kept on so, for about two hours. At Jispa there is
a broad plain with a good growth of cedar trees and a t this season good
grazing for our horses. As yet we have met pilgrim* only from Zangskar
across Shingo La, but they say others are on the way across Bara Latse La.
Some say there is no grazing on our road above here, which others contradict
but all agree t h a t unless the sky remains perfectly clear the snow will be too
soft and the horses will not be able to cross the Pass. The Wazir has given
orders t h a t coolies are t o accompany us t o lighten the horse loacls, if necessary, b u t if they sink a t all they won't be able to endure the journey, even
empty of load. I visited R,up Chand's mother, a tiny quiet woman, who,
when I expressed our appreciation of her son, replied as prettily as any woman
of superior breeding. She has of course never seen a school and has hardly
been outside her little valley. The conversation with her son during the two
days he was a t home centered chiefly on the subject of his welfare. What
sort of food had he h a d ; were his clothes warm enough; he should be careful,
etc., from which I concluded t h a t mothers are much alike whether in America
or Lahul. The little woman has a tapestry tanka representing the Blue TtErrZ,
done principally in tones of yellow, blue and apricot. It is of so fine weave
and of such excellent drawing t h a t except on close inspection it appears the
work of the painter. It is apparently of great age but well preserved. The
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lunch nerved and prepared by 811 ortlinary coolie would have mwle a fimt
class chef enviouu. There wa8 a meat nkw, prepared with a 1~1m:ie~
of truffle
(mokhshe) that grow8 parisetic on the roots of a epwien of parnnip (t,akhyot).
On departure Rup C'hantl'u mother gave him a ~mttll silk rag with a knot in
that hacl been eent to her by the Kushog of Hemin ant1 caotionecl him to
beware of the devil, especially a t night,. She watc:hetl hirn from thc roof till
he was out of eight. He is all she has left of a family of threc non8.

Ju,ne 16.-The
weather cleared hut huge banks of curnr1111ocloud fillwl
the sky during the afternoon. I gathered some 30 s1xcie.r of plank. 'ThP
valley is warm and plant growth is advanced. Wild apple tree8 were in full
bloom. I n the mouth of a little stream that enters the Bhaga Hwarms of
small fish a species of cyprinid (shiner) were gathering, attrwtctl prot)ahly by
the warmth of the water. They are said later to collect in still larger schtx)h
and are then caught by the natives. I tried to find in the villrt.gc~ ancient
iron arrows which I heard were occasionally picked up here, hut though the
natives knew the implements and described their form, no arrows were forthcoming. Around an exceptionally large ceclar (Juniperus), ahout 3 feet in
diameter, they have built a house with one opening; the walls are ahout
12 feet x 12 feet and where the door is about 5 feet high. Behind is a small
box-like construction 4 f e e t x 4 feet, open to the road, in which is housed a
smouth boulder about 2 feet in diameter. On this boulder has heen incieecl
the image of a male demon deity riding on a cow, holding in one hand a
bellows and in the other a hammar or axe. On the tree are hung nornerous rags, these strung mostly in festoons, and in front of t,he whole on the
road edge is a pile of stones and cedar brush, rags, stones and brush-the
offering of pious travellers. The figure is the portrait of Tingtingtsi (Lahuli) or
Dorje Lekpa (Tibetan), a blacksmith who is feared throughout Tihet as a mischief-maker. If someone wishes to curse an enemy, he comes to the shrine,
burns butties and strikes the tree with an axe. It is rumoured that from
such a wound blood issues from the tree. To invoke Tingtingtsi is, however,
a dangerous practice since he is a p t also to do harm tlo the curser and,
furthermore, the populace also metes punishment to those who dare dieturb
the demon. When a fierce wind blows down the valley the people suspect
that someone has thus invoBed him and the tree is inspected for wounds.
On a certain day in winter, the nearby villagers bring gifts of butter, beer,
etc., to the shrine, a mark of respect that is accorded also to Sahib8 if t'he
populace is not hostile. A fire had recently been lit inside the house and
cedar incense had been burned.
June 16.-We
left for Patseo (alt. 12,400). The valley above Jispa
grows narrower anci narrower till Patseo where there is a broad plain extend-
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ings on both sides of the river. About thrce miles above ,Tispa two other
st,realns from opposite directions join the Bhaga ancl here Sumtlo and Dartso
villages end. One village lies in the Nulla that comes from the Iiolcsar si(la
and two in the Nulla toward Shillgo La, the Pass t h a t opens on Zangskar.
,Just in front of Dartse there is a huge pile covering several acres, basic metamorphic 1.0~1; fragment's which the natives call Zimuk. There is a legend that
on the site there was once a rich meadow with a village. One day the peo~ble
were having a picnic (the Tibetans are fontl of picnics), a strange lalna
appeared. No one pait1 any attention to the stranger, except a n old lady who
treated him with proper respect and gave him food. The lama accepted her
hospitality and retired. Shortly after a piece of the mountain fell, burying
the plain and all the people except the hospitable olcl lady. She was carried
across the river by the wind. A devil Dergott, against whom no powers on
earth can prevail, with teeth from ear, to ear was horn out of the souls of
the perished and now has quarters in the rockpile. Certain people have seen
him and no Lahuli will spend the night anywhere near his domicile. It seems
that there was probably a meadow which was buried by a land slide, except
that between the front of the mountain and the rock fragments there is a
narrow stretch free of rock. There are a few scattered birches on the right
river slope up to 13,000 feet nearly to Patseo, but above that no tree growth.
For the first time since Rothang Pass the weather has been perfectly clear.
Herds of sheep headed for Rupshu have arrived nearly to Patseo. We have
brought along a man from Rerig to show us the best route across Bara Latse
La. No coolies are available because all the able-bodied men have gone to
Kulu for supplies. I bought a beautifully wrought silver brooch from a Rampnri woman who has been spending the winter a t Dartse. A horse to-day
developed a swelling on his back and the horseman seared the skin around
the swelling which was a good foot across. This is the usual method in this
country of treating wounds on animals. There is to the left above Dartse rz
peak, which is the seat of the God Kundru. I n the winter a kid, butter,
beer, etc., are offered up in front of the hill by certain villages as far as ten
miles down the valley. Worship is performect also in the homes of believers
a t other seasons.
June 17.-Patseo
is a fair ground t o which traders come from Rupshu,
Tibet, Zangskar, Ladali, Kulu, Chamba, Lahul and Rampur. They begin to
arrive toward the end of June and some stay till late September. Each district has its own allotecl grounds for camping. Not much money is exchanged,
trade being effected chiefly by barter. An unlimited supply of chang is
brewed, quality considered first class on account of the coolness of the earth
in which i t is kept buried, and the days are passed merrily. Swarins of
sheep and goats, on which the greatest part of the merchandise arrives,

throng the hill side# and from the peak overlooking the site ragn flutter. The
place gets its name, I am told, from the fact that 1~ stone Ijridge RpanR the
river (Yatharseo, Hind: IJozam, Tibet.). Above J i ~ p athe r o d ia new to me
and to two of my Lahulin. Only one of the men haa been above I'atmj
though all have spent all their lives in Lahul. M y Kulu grans e h o e ~gave
out here after having served some SO miles of marching. The morning again
dawned perfectly clear and continued so through the clay. The pensive
whistle of the snow grouse hegsn a t daylight and kept np till ahout !)-30
and flocks of snow pigeorus gathered on the plains to pick up the grain spilled
by last year's trade. The ibex are said also to frequent the ground for nalt
thus casually left behind. Our guide from some 15 miles below arrived early
on foot and says we may cross the Pass if the weather remains clear. We
shall have no fuel for the next two camps so the men are now preparing
food for to-night and then we will carry fuel for the camp beond the Pass.
Last night the men gathered some two bushels of sheep manure in a pile
and made a fire t h a t lasted 24 hours. They prepared their unleavened bread
and then after drying it a little in the sun, buried i t in the glowing manure
for baking. The odour of the fire is very pleasant and the bread appeam
none the worse for the unusual treatment. When ready to start, the guide
said it was late to-day. We will sink in the snow beyond Zingzingbar and
beyond Z. We have to go if we are to cross the Pass on the next day.
The horsemen are delighted with the delay. They are afraid of snow and
say we must wait for the sheep t o go ahead, etc.
June 18.-This morning a t 2. the alarm went off and the men got out of
bed. At 4 they had not yet gone for the horses but by dint of some brisk
hustling from R u p Chand they were ready t o start a t 5. I don't know
whether their deliberate movements were due to fear of the Pass or of the
dark; the latter is a fearful thing for most hill people, and I have found
hefore now that nothing can induce most men to travel alone a t night. We
are a company of eleven though and under such conditions few would be
afraid. The grass which was very short. insufficient for the horses t o graze on
when we arrived in Patseo, has become good pasture. On a meadow Gudingding, some two miles above, there was even luxuriant fodder for this season.
At Zingzingbar, about six miles up the river, there is s house for servants
(serai) but no rest house. A little farther on we struck the snow. In a few
places we had to cut a path for t>he horses but for the most part the going
on the snow was excellent,. At 11-30, after a gentle ascent all the way, we
arrived at the edge of the Pass (16,200) and camped a t Chorten Rangjung, a
small level area now free of snow. It is so named because a Chorten like
formation can be seen on the gide of the 18,000 odd foot. peak in front of it.
A colony of marmots seems to be occupying the underground portions but the
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t,ena,nt.s did not put in an appearance. The horses for the first time to-day
sank deep in the la,st 20 feet stretch of the journey. Five road builcling coolies
are crossing the Pa,ss with us and will help us to-day in constructing a path
along the bad places. A few travellers are said t o have crossetl this se;tsoll
but. without animals. We have brought food for our horses from Jispa, for
there is no grazing here. Vegetation springs up as soon as the snow melts
above Zingzingbar (14,000 feet). I found a litt,le mustard an inch high (l)rahn,
tibetica) with well-formed fruits and a little purple loco~leed(Astragalus) lyae
also in bloom though the snow had not retreated from more than a ten rod
square. The snow grouse seem to find enough to eat on the occasional Ijare
spots on the lofty peaks t h a t rim the valley. The day has been brilliant, an
ultramarine sky and the sun delightfully warm. Streams are gushing out
from every snow bank, and horned larks and snow buntings are twittering on
the bare places. A bearded Lammergeier soars overhead a.nd three yellow.
billed Choughs seem t o have business on t,he Pass or beyond. After two
hours rest we all set out t o explore the ground t o be covered to-morrow. The
road is really bad for the reamsont h a t by day the heat is so intense that the
snow has become granular and the particles are so icy t h a t a t night not much
solidification occurs. Thirteen men went on about three miles into the
Yunnan River bed, one man walking behind the other, each sinking a t every
other or 3rd step half-way t o the knees and for variation, to the waist if some
stone chanced t o be beneath t o absorb the heat and accelerate t.he melting
from below. There is only one bad place, if one does not take into account
the sinking, and t h a t is along a little lake near the headwaters of the Bhaga.
The banks of snow are very steep and the path must run above. If the
horses slip they go into the 1a.ke 100 feet below. The lake in its dazzling
setting is of exquisite beauty. The winter's ice has broken into irregula,r
plaques of alabaster or purplish snow t h a t float in the sea,-green water. All
a.round nothing is visible but the snow plain t h a t forms the Pass crest and
the enclosing ranges t h a t are likewise wrapped in a shroud of whit'e. One of
the Mussalmans remained behind in the silence and stopping his ears wit11 his
fingers burst into a brief musically pleasant chant such as I had heard in the
winter twilight from the mosque towers on t'he Plains of India. I n camp we
found three more Lahulis who had come from Jispa en route to Kinlung to
reconstruct the bridge. They all had a load of provisions ancl seemed not
much fatigued for their ma,rch of some 21 miles up-hill. We are now 19 men
assembled. All are very congenia,l together and pass around their wat,er pipes
and cigarettes like intimate friends. The ha,nd, however, a,lna,ys intervenes
between the pipe stem or cigarette and so the pract,ice is not so chummy as it
sounds. The old guide t,hough past 60 is as spry as any of us and knows the
Pass well. They say he is not afraid of i t in any condit.ion. Thc fearful
winds t h a t make Rothang so hazardous do not blow here and t,here is only

the snow t o lmttle. When (:aught with homen in hc:a.vy f i r ~ o \ ~ - f iy~rlkl ,n Rre
brougl~tfrom the villagcs below, and their steatly plodding openH a path.

,June 19.-The night was perfectly clear with a new moon. On all ,,idea
peaks of 18,000 feet shut off the view, all wrapped in gli~tenillg~tarc.hetl white
rol~rs blotched with hugc blue ~hadows where in iqlring the vnlley will I*.
The valley t h a t forms the crest of the l'am stretcl~erjto the horizon in the
same unbroken white and not a breath or ~ o u n ddisturbs thr tarl lit majcuty,
except that now and then through the night stray houlders loosened t)y the
frost crash down with fearful roar. Rara Latee is a very eariy Yanu when
there is no snow. For 3 miles or so it is fairly level a t the crent,
furrowed by several valleys in which 3 rivers rise, the Rhaga, C'hantlre
and the Yunnan. The first two flow on opposite sides of the mountain range
for some 40 miles and t,heil join to meet the mighty Sintl. The little lake
Tso kumtsi of the natives, that is now so lovely and inconvenient a thing.
dries up in summer. The camp was again aroused a t 2 I ~ u tin spite of a hiting wind the men sat calmly on the snow (there was no fuel for warmth,
barely enough to make some tea) and only by virtue of much haranguing on
my part did we get off a t daylight. The night had been intensely cold I)ut
the horses sank deep if they stepped outside the trail we matie yesterday.
The crest we passed without other mishap then constant sinking, loading and
unloading, but the sun had so far risen by the time we entered the Yrlnnan
River bed t h a t the snowbanks were impassable and we had to unload before
noon and canlp four miles above our destination. There was only a little
grain for the horses, no forage of any sort., but we had a bare patch of earth
to rest on. The men were not any better off with only a few shavings to
make a fire. One of the lads suffered all night from headache and high pulse
but was all right after the march to-day. The chocolate bars I distributed to
ease the men's starvation diet were almost uniformly despised and a11 came
into the hands of the one man who liked them.
J u n e 20.-The
Pass would have been much easier a week ago, or even
earlier, as soon as danger of snow slides is over. Every day makes i t worse
and it' will be 3 weeks before i t can be crossed without difficulty. The
sheep will be on their way to and from Tibet (trading) and to R u p h u (grazing)
long before then. This morning we got off a t 3. Having nothing t o eat and
nothing t o burn, there was nothing to do but march. Fortunately the night
was again fair and t,he path re pared yesterday had hardened. We crossed
the last snow just ill front of Kinlung-an
almost perpendicular wall-the
worst stretch of the trip, and well it was that we were no later. By 8
o'clock the sun had already softened the crust, a t best weak, and had we been
delayed above, half the horses would have perished. As i t was one home gave

out a mile above Kinlung and in an hour was dead. To find even scanty
grazing, we had to cross Yunnan a mile or two below the rest-house. The
bridge had been pulled up last fall to save it from destruction from the snow,
and tlhe stream had already become so turbulent that fording was clifficnlt. I
slipped while wading and got a little ducking, but nothing worse. Four
Ladakis \+ith five donheys and a horse were camped a t the fording place.
They had bags of dried apricots and were en route for Triloltanath. The apricots (Chulisor Kumanis) are to pay the expenses of travel. The market will
be flooded this year. Many Ladakis will be coming on pilgrimage and they
have not anything else to sell. The countrj a t Kinlung though over 15.000 feet
altitude is a broad valley, broad for this country, with wide plains on its floor.
Huge rubble piles line the mountain sides and in some shales I found sandstone inclusion 6 inches t o a foot in diameter. The horses annoyed one another
considerably by eating each other's manes anti tails, these appendages in some
cases having been seriously curtailed. One horse had already lost a great part
of his tail while in Kulu. At night a native had cut out a huge hank of hair
to use in cleaning his silver jewelry. The animals also ate up all the grass
shoes they could find and a rope that had imprudently been left exposed. In
spite of the fact that we have marched for two days on snow with soaked
feet, with food a t a minimum and no shelter a t night no one has as much as
sneezed. The marmots have become very common here and their colourful
alarm whistle is sounded a t any provocation. We captured two uith great
difEculty (they are seldom to be seen except a t the edge of their burrow into
which they tumble a t once unless killed outright). The Moslems were scandalized a t our skinning the animals, because they consider them wild dogs. The
resemblance between the two kinds of aninials is not much closer than that
both have fur. The Ladakis suddenly decided to cross the Pass too and in
vain we attempted t o dissuade them. To our amazement they made for the
river, now having grown enormously in volume since we came in the morning,
and with difficulty affected a crossing. They did not however, make for the
Pass, but hid in some of the side ravines. There is no other explanation of
their strange behaviour than t h a t they did not like our looks. Here came s
bearded barefooted person, probably not recognizable ;is a Sahib, with five
guns, who inquired too minutely into their doings: what was in the sacks,
where were they going, but worst of all did they have no silver ornaments!
(Here I have Rs. 350 to spend on native jewelry and 1 have not seen a piece.)
Then everyone was so opposed to their going forward to-day. All this could
have but one meaning: We inlended to plunder them. They in turn told us
not to tarry here: a little further down the valley were large llrlmbers of pilgrims (from whom we could have got much loot presumably), all of which wan
not so as we learned from a lama and two Nomen who arrived t o ~ a r ddark.
I t is a relief to be able to cooli again after having .;ubsisteci t,hree days on tea
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and dry bread with chocolate to tlevoor the hread
Pllel is a little scarce at
t l l i ~season. The dung is wet but we nlanaped n grarld fire from Rome d c d
~ c r u b b vtamarisks growing in the river bed, and a little ~hec:))manorc.. 'I'hrre
is plenty of plant growth but none of it poex to wootl. Along the ntrerrmg
there i~ a bright green lawn and hutt,er-cupn anti thly whitc e!-e(l purple ijrirnroses make exquisite patches in the gret.11. A new kitici of pigeon has put in
appearance here and we saw a red fox. Thc bridge huilcler~ who ill have to
senti a man back home for provisions in a week have taken n letter to the
Headquarters, informing them of our crossi~~g
thtb l'aliti.
June :i'l.-We
left Kinlung a t 9 and arrived at 12-30 at Serchtr (alt.
14,000) on the boundary hetween L a h d and Rupshu. The road is on an old
glacial plain but descends now and then into the gorgeH down which flows the
drainage from the enclosing mountains. The Yunnan River keeps morjtly to
the left wall and has cut for itself a t Serchu a bed
miles wide with rliff
walls 50 feet or more in height. The aepect of the country I~elow Bare Latw
is completely changed. I t is a new world with new geological formations. new
plants and new animals. Tnstead of tlie sombre rugged snow-capped peaks
and narrow terraced valleys of the opposite tilop of the (ireat Himalayan
Range, a broad level plain. a mile ~ i d eon the average. is bounded ahnil~tly
by old worn-down mountains, chastely colorired in tones of purple. pinkhrown
and dovegrey, with white confined to patches of snow left in the ravines. Up
the sides sometimes halfway, is designed in black a patterned border of the
golden flowered drama (Caragana Sp.) a thorn\+ shrub that forms denne low
clumps and servev the traveller as fuel. Just helo\+ Kinlung and extending
for about two miles are scattered on the plain conical moonds of glacial rubble
15 to 60 feet high. These are called (:ephanls grain piles. Gephan came
from Tibet and camped a t this spot. I t seems he brought imliiense stores of
grain with him, which the people back home decided to recover. \Then they
came, however, the grain was turned into earth and Geyhan went to Lahul
taking with him a few seeds of each kind. concealed in his headgear. Buckwheat was thus introduced into Lahul. (:ephan now resides on one of the
most magnificent peaks in Lahlil and is an object of worship. There is a sera1
a t Serchu built on a green meadow with nice streams full now- of fish from
the river. The horses for the first time have had first class grazing. A river
from Zangskar joins the yunnan and about a mile below they enter the Tsarup.
This lower plain is entirely concealed from the traveller on the glacial plain
above. He is only aware of a deep gorge which from afar appears like a
tranquil lake, the dancing heatwaves uhich fill it, resembling the water ripples.
species of rhubarb, primrose, smart weed.
The plant life is totally new-new
butter cup, plantain, sedges and grasses, and there are birds that we have not
seen before. There are a few old friends: the House sparrow that one finds
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t,hrougliout the north temperate hcmisphcrc an(1 the Mongolian Plover that wc
last saw in winter. on the plains near llelhi. Flocks of Tibetan sand grouse
feed on the new grass among the gravel of the river banlis. Their call sounds
like tlle honk of a goose and can be heard long before the birds arrive. A
party of Latiaki pilgrinls was met to-day and n herd of sheep has arrived from
Kangra. Opposite the serai in thc face of the cliff and perhaps 50 feet froln
the top is a hole, said t o be the mouth of a cave in which is concealed a
golden vessel. It is called Ser Bum Chcn. The place can now be reached
only by a rope from above and that not easily. I t is said on the plateau
abovc there is a poisonous lake and many animals die from drinking its water.

June 22.-We
waited here for the day so t h a t the horses could recover
from the strenuous work and starvation of the Pass. The grass is short, hut
extremely nutritious, they say. The animals swam the river to where the
grass was best. I stayed home and gathered plants and made birdsltins. Rup
Chand went hunting in the Nulls toward Zangska-r but did not see a thing.
Even small birds were scarce except on the grcen plain beside the water. On
the way back they met the shepherds with three flocks of sheep (we had seen
them up the river yesterday) who told them they should have gone into the
opposite Nulla. I n t h a t place they promised he would find game in herds and
of as many varieties as we wanted. They had crossed the Pass just behind
us but had come from Zingzingbar in a day. They had five horses anci had
great difficulty with them. When our men came home i t was late and the
river was much swollen. With an alpenstock R u p Chand started across with
his servant, arm in arm. When in the swiftest and deepest part, Tashi
became dizzy and was seized with a violent laughing fit, so t h a t he was with
great risk hauled back to shore. Meanwhile horses were being brought from
camp but without waiting Domba the lama dashed into the water and the
man was towed across. I roared a t them in vain from the opposite bank.
None of the men can swim and the river is a torrent over slippery rocks so
that a man can easily be swept from his feet, as I had found out in the same
stream above. I threatened them with all sorts of consequences if they repeat
so idiotic a performance but they will do the same thing again, without
thinking a thing about it. The Mussalmans went fishing, using a blanket from
their bed for a net and got, a gooci meal. I saw a fish in the river that
would weigh 2 Ibs. but theirs were much smaller. The fish are nice looliing
and resemble trout from their habit, possibly, of living in swift water, but
they are only shiners. Some Ladakis made camp above us. They arrived
too late t o cross a little stream that separated them from the good pasture
but Domba got across t o ask them about the Tsarup that we shall have to
cross to-morrow.
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June 23.-We had heard that the Tuarup coulrl only he vron~eclnlmut !) in
the morning. Ordinarily the streams are lomle~t hefore dawn hut the w a k r
source of this one they say iti uo far away that its low-water ntrge in later.
We got up a t 4 but were not on the road till 15-30. They eat only tea and
unleavened bread (roti) or tea and roasted barley four, hut from the time
taken t o cook it, you would ~ u s ~ ~ ae cr to d ox wa8 hl preparation. M y mrn,
for example, never begin the preparation of their own food until mine in wrvccl.
Just before the Tsarup we met the first Tibetan sheep corning to Iahul to
trade. These are owned by L a h u l i ~but are kept in Tihet for the winter. In
Lahul there is so much snow in winter that animals have to he fed on hay.
but in Tibet they can graze. They come back as Boon au the Pasu opcnn arid
are sheared in Lahul. The wool is the herder's wageA and amountu t o one or
two rupees a head. As a rule the animals go right to Lahul but return to
Tibet with grain, rice, barley, etc. This is quickly dkpose(1 of and they return
in full each with a bale of wool. The wool is sold chiefly in the Kangra
Valley and the sheep go back t o Tibet carrying the herder's minter supplies. In
spite of the strenuous athletic lives they lead the sheep do not become unduly
tough. In fact Tibetan and Zangskar sheep are considered the best for eating.
Lahul sheep are considered good but anything that originates beyond the
Rothang Pass is ruled out. Even spending a Bummer in Lahul does not raise
the rating, unless said animal was a youngster of the year on arrival. The Tearup
we crossed without much difficulty and soon reacheti the pillars that mark
the Kashmir boundary. The boundary used to run above Serchu, I was told
(a pillar still stands). The valley now closes and the mountain malls, though
still rounded and covered with debris, often show strata. These are now horizontal, now vertical, now dipped away from, now toward the river. The path
is stony, sometimes all stone. The river has cut a gorge into the old plain
some GO feet deep and the faces show beautifully the strata of gravel ant1 sand
(only a few boulders) that were washed down from the ice caps long since
melted. Several species of small birds not seen previously were met t o d a y ,
but all were so shy that they were collected with difficulty even with a twelve
gauge shot gun. Rachogba, our halting place, is only a place when: the horses
can feed, but the pasture is on the other side of the river. When we arrived
about 1 o'clock the current was violent and the horses with ~ c u l t ywere
made t o swim across.

June 24.-This
morning the water had not markedly abated and one of
the horsemen had to swim the icy torrent to get the animals back. A herd of
sheep driven by Tibetans en route for Zangskar appeared on the other side
about t h a t time, but nothing could induce the herders to start our horses intoo
the water. At 1 we got started. The path run8 along the river to a camp
ground called Gyan, then ascends sharply for about two miles. After t h a t for

five or six luiles the road runs near the top of a little river valley fair]\ on
tnhe level, until i t descends rather abruptly some 500 feet to the 1,ed of' thin
stream. The pnss is properly called La ('hulung (pass of water and win(]).
\41e crossed some twenty streamlets of clear ice water and winti is a t you no
matter ~ ~ h i cbha y the road turns. The wind, however, was neithcr strong nor
cold. Rumble bees now ailti then hum past, a t work on the flowers of the
drama that grows on all the hill sides. On the valley's opposite slope can be
plainly seen another road, said to have been constrncted some eighty years
ago by a Lahuli supervisor with forced labour. The site is said to be so hopeless t h a t the route has been abandoned for this one, which is (lead easy and
has cost a minimum of labour. They did some harcl work on the old road,
often cutting it into the face of cliffs. I t is still apparently in surprisingl~
gooti condition. We arrived a t 7 a t Sumdo, a t the foot of the Pass proper.
and found a little lawn for the animals to graze on. There is a constr~iction
here of walls .',-A feet high that gives shelter from the wind. A supply of
drama left by other travellers gave us quickly a nice fire.
Jttne ".-At
5-30 we left Sl~mdo. (There are many places called Bumdo.
The word literally means three directions and is applied to places where two
rivers meet.) B little snow had fallen during the night. A heavy snow would
have blocked passage and starved the horses, a fate t h a t caravans sometimes
meet a t this place in spring and fall. The ascent to t h e Pass is easy and the
descent very gentle. There were several patches of snow t o cross up to the
crest and for some two miles below but all were hard, so early in the day,
and gave no trouble. Beyond the Pass. we follon the valley of a little
stream. It is narrow at the beginning but becomes still narrower until some
8 miles down it turns to the left. 'I'hroughout, particularly in the upper half
the earth is so stony and barren t h a t not a plant can he seen for half a mile
a t a time. Here and there along the stream there is a patch of sedge of a
few square yards and further down scattered plants of rhubarb or grasses.
The slopes are covered with shifting sharp edged gravel and the peaks are
towered and turreted. Where the stream bends to the left it loses itself at
the foot of a marble peak in a mass of boulders a n d reappears in a delightfnl
lit<tle meadow below. The view a t this point is splendid. The peak is somewhat sugar-loaf shaped and rises perpendicularly to a height some 800 feet.
I t s surface is perfectly smooth except t h a t a huge slab has broken off so that'
the whole looks like a huge loaf cake with a piece cut out. 'I'he lno~intain
is called Gonajil and is worshipped by a t least the Lahulis n 110 pass the road.
Prom the base of Gonajil you look clown on to the little cliff-bound meadon
with the spring stream running through and beyond to a city of steeples and
spires carved into the face of the river cliff. The rugged chain of peaks runs
straight ahead and a little beyond is buried in snow. 'I'he river is bounded

now 11.17 high ~ t e e pgravel hills on the right and I y irrcyplarly terraccrl earthaovered forrnations on the left. 'J'he utreltm has cut a gorge nome IO() feet
deep into the old plain floor and on the ~ t ~ o eface
p of the cliff, wt off celesrly
by the fine gravel of the back ground, are carvctl fantantic c i t i c ~: now cluntcrn
of finely cut minarets form a mosque of uupe~.ior arc.hitectnral I ~ a u t y now
;
the
lines are hroad and firm and you we tire c.luskretl hoobcn of an Indian
pueblo ; or the buildings take on 8hapc.r; with tilted domes ant1 awry wall^
that must surely house the goblins that the natives say i n f e ~ tthe land. Today we met a lone native going to Lahul. who iny~rired wt~ethcrany Raltie
were ahead. The Baltis ~ieuallg go in a group anti ~~luncler
any lone travsllc-r
they meet, but this is not a route rn11c.11follo\retl by thcrn. There. were alwo
two small flocks of sheep ant1 a t the 'l'oze three 'l'il)ctanu were fording their
sheep and loads across with the help of a horse. 'l'hc perennial wntling to and
fro must have been too teclious for the poor fellow, who n ~ a d ea desperate
effort t o join our caravan. The Tibetan8 began a n excitetl (.onversation a t our
approach a n d then greeted Kup (:hand by name, though they had never ~ e t
eyes on him before. His father had been a powerful and wcll known figure in
West Tibet and the family resemblance was sufficient. The Tibetans had lost
their horses' bridle to-day and wanted us to keep a n eye open for it. After
the Toze we a t once crossed another stream. now firnall, hut with a stlllxndous
cliffbound bed running in the direction of Tso Morari. The fairy building6 of
the stream above were continued here in beautiful series of castle8 and cathedrals that stretched to the horizon as far as the eye could reach. At once the
stiff ascent of Bong La was begun and we came to the lovely plain of Kyangchu, encircled by rolling hills. The mountains here appear no longer to be
chains but masses scattered a t random, chiefly smooth but sharp-crested. The
plain is two or three miles wide, strewn with clumps of drama, and with what
after the day's march seems a, plentiful inter-mixture of other plants: Sedum.
Potentilla, Primrose, Sedges, clumpy Sandroots. etc. To the right against the
mountain side is a strip 3 to a mile wide t h a t appears light jellow from the
dead leaves tnixed with the green of a sedge that grows plentifully there.
The soil is here a hard gravelly compound so the drama grows flat on the
ground and not in mounds as in places hitherto where the shifting sand accumulates among its branches. Here the Kyang, the wild ass of the Tibetan
plateau, is first seen. Some half dozen were scattered here and there, apparently feeding on the hard swordlike lea\~esof the sedge that form^ the big
yellowish meadow to the right, and Rup C'hand dropped one a t 400 yards.
The Kyang is larger than a mule and very bealltifully marked. The Lahulis
refused to skin it, saying that. dead domestic animals they could not touch and
the Mussalmans also refused saying they would have to bathe if they touched
it. 1 said nothing, which the latter interpreted es dangerous (no baksheesh
would be forthcoming fro111 an offended Sahib). They held a council and

~ e n t,he
t man who had swum the river to fetch the horses, he being prcsulllblv
least, opposed t,o a bath. The bath was afterwards heroically performed
though everyone was half frozen from the steady wind and there was no ahelt,er except from blankets held in place by his friends. We marched some
20 miles to-da.y. but no one seems the worse, though the altitude has ranged
frotn 16,300 t,o lCi,(iOO feet and rnost of us have never been so high before.
. J u n ~20'.-Two
of the horses wandered off anti could not be forllltl till
late. The wind continued all morning and the Lahulis were miserable. The
liuluese who never meet such climate a t home were not a t all uncomfortable.
Nothing came t o eat the dead Kyang. Two ravens preferred the morsels from
our camp to the more abundant feast of the carcass and though a wolf was
seen on the plain, he also scorned such fare. The wolf got our scent at great
ciistrtncc and fled. Everything is shy on the plains, though surely no one
hunts here. The marmots (phea) run for their holes long before we are within
gunshot anti even the small birds are so shy t h a t they cannot be captured except a t long range. The wolf in his fright drove four large animals from the
plain, which me stalked and found to be young nyen (Ovis ammon). The
~ n a r m o t sseem t o live in pairs in their holes. To-day I saw a pair sitting
on their haunches in the attitude of embracing. They sat thus vis-a-vis with
their arms on each others shoulders for fully a minute. I found two horned
larks' nest on the bare plain, both with two eggs. The nests were protected
on two sides by stubble and on the other two by flat roundish pieces of mica
schist about 2 inch in diameter. These stones were clearly transported by the
bird as no other stories of the sort were in the vicinity. They were not piled
but flagstoned. This lark, by the way, is the same bird t h a t is so common in
Northern America. Our stage to-day was to be almost as long as yesterday.
We were going to leave the Leh road to-day and camp a t Tso Kar, a large
salt lake to the left. Hut no one knew where to turn off to reach the lake
and our start hat1 been late, so we decided to halt at the next water. A Tibetau
on the way to Lahul with sheep tlirected us to such a place and offered
to show us the road to the big lake in the morning. We camped in the
mouth of a Nulla ant1 were shortly visited by a family of nomads encamped
above. They have black yak hair tents and swarms of sheep and yaks and a
few horses. Jlost of the Knpshu nomads are camped a t liogchin, some 8
miles above. These people have only lately corile from there, fearful of the
yak plague that is rampant in the area. There is after 1111 no reasoil why
they should remain in any particular place as long as there is water anti forage for the cattle and the site of camping grounds are in fact dcter~nineclby the
caprice of the native. I n winter these people go to Kagzhung with their floclzs.

,June 27.-The sunrise t,his morning was mngnifice~jt. T'he oloutis in ra,gged
A broad tattered
Initssea banked the liorizoil above distant ~ 1 1 0~noantains.
~
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~trcamerthat loosed itself frotn the balrkn below floated lightly above, anpiring
toward a sqlladron of fluffy cumulun clolrdu that hung below the zenith.
With the first light blue black blotches showed against the trerwpnre~lt aky.
As daylight grew the sun'n firut raye tra~isfiguredthe H I I O W edge end the topmost clouds. staining the reet a (dear n ~ v vblue and illnruinati~~g
the fl~aoy
borders with pure colourle~s light. No other colour showed in the eky but the
blue of the heaveus and the deeper blue of the clouds, and Ielow the emvoth
surfaced mountains stretched in uniforril pinkish grey with deep blue purple
blotches marking their ravines. The Til~etanarrived thit, ~norrlingalld piloted
us to Tso Kar. At the top of Talcsumha La he turned back taking with him
two letters for the people a t home, which he will relay 011 from Petseo. He
said that we will surely get nyen a t Tsaka, and somehow we l~elieve him and
will go to Tsaka. Ordinarily the natives will tell you game ir either aherttl or
behind, never near. Why, I can't understand, rlnle~sthey clon't want to be
bothered by demands for food and by other ilnportur~itiesfrom the hullter'h
servants, usually Kashmiris, who clearly understand their superior positiol~ as
members of the ruling race. Prom Takaumba La all of Tso Kar i.; visible in
deep sapphire blue. The gem is set ill a border of pinkish hills. capped with
red in places to the north and the circle backed by higher hills on w h i ~ ~ :
peaks are expensive caps of snow. Between the water and the encirclir~ghills
extends a plain. a mile or more in width on the north and south. hut much
reduced in width a t the east and west. The old lake level can be plainly seen
300 or 100 feet above the plain and runs like a highway along the slope. The
recession from this high level seems to have been abrupt. No other l ~ a c h e s
are nearly so marlted. The lake is divided into two parts, the smaller one itti
the area of the larger, the parts separated I)y a stretch of about 3 of a
mile.
-4 little lizard. like our American homed toad, inhabits the gravelly
plain, anti hares were seen off and on all day.
J u ~ t r28.-Yesterda?
we made camp beside a bearltiful clear etream running through a narrow green meadow south of the end of the big TBO. On the
hill above cainp is an ancient st'onebuilt chorten, a structure striking for its
size and neth hod of construction. T\+o pairs of mendicant Tibetan 1anla.s on
their way to Iiorzok arrived in camp, one pair with a two year^' old bab?
that seemed none the worse for beggar's fare. From one 1 bought a human
thighbone trumpet and an old string of lama beads. Such eagerness to possess
coin 1 have seldom seen. The poor devils see precious little of it a11 their
lives. About 4 P.M. in a cloudless sky toward the south Kup Clland saw a
bright blue-green light, which he describes as rapidly moving in a straight line,
almond-shaped, the large end foremost and darkest, end larger than an average falling star. It disappeared before reaching the horizon. Last night we
reconnoitered the fresh water lake and to-day nloved a temporary camp t o its

shore. There are smt~llpools of fresh water, a rod or two across, scat,tered
along the west,, south and north-east ends of the fresh water part. In these
pools ant1 in the lalte itself is a n abundant growth of water crow-foot, Pota.
mogeton, Myriaphyllum, Kaiiunculus, etc.. and on the shores a inore or less dense
growth of sedges. Large russet colourect ducks (sirliab) frequent the pools and
lake and ill pairs flee u i t h musical crjr back ancl t o the stony hill sides in which
they are preparing their nests. Hro~sn-headeti gulls, comlnon terns, crested
grebes anti barheadetl geese also frequel~tthe lake and one or other of two
pairs of blacli-necked cranes is usually in sight grazing among the pools. A
dozen Kyang lieey t o the north-east shore in the valley that runs to Polokonka, the Pass that leacis t o the Indus Valley. (ioa, the Tibetan antelope are
usually abundant around the lake, the people say, hut this year there is not
one. There are four tents scatterecl here and there on the plain antl herds of
sheep can usually bc seen.
,Jut~e29.-The morilirigs until about 11 are sunny arid calm. Then a wind
comes out of the south-west and blows briskly till after clark. The nights are
calm. There is no fuel but dung. anti a very tolerable fuel it is. Some gives
off a n odor like burning rubber but in the mait1 the smoke is pleasant. This
morning a herd of 50 yaks showed up near camp and stayed all day. I have
never seen more than the occasional animal the Lwhulis l<ee]~t o cross uith
their cows, and the herd was a fine sight. A calf lost the rnllzzle that keeps
i t from drinking milk that it shoi~ltlnot and we saved the object. I t consists
of two sharpened sticks bound on t o the muzzle in such a fashion that when it
comes t o drinli it stabs its mother anti gets liickecl. 1 spent half the day
wading across the lake inspecting the grebe nests of lvhich there are half a
dozen built of water wards. in the west end. The water freezes every night,
but rapidly warms and is tolerable t o bare legs, except that the wind ant1
alltali crack the skin. The water a t the we-;t end is not much above knee
deep but the rest is too deep t o vade. The tent has been ereoteti for the first
time on trip. It is not so necessary for comfort as for shelter against the
wind when mounting plants antl skinning birds. Last night and the night
before I experienced a shortness of breath for about a n hoilr, no distress but a
noticeable need for air. I recall t h a t last year at a camp a t similar altitade
(15,300) in Lahul 1 had the same expcrience. Appetite and niubitio~iare excellent ancl there are no other affect.; of altitude. Thc Lahulis have become
almost black ancl lips are much cmckecl.

J u n ~50.-We found the crane's nest last night on a small hump of earth
in one of the pools. The old birds are so wary that they (10 not come into
gunrange. The terns were nesting on a, little soda island a t the east end
and more grebe nests were located in t,he water. there. The geese have no
young nor can I find nests. Probably they have been robbed hy the natives
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and have given up hounekeeping. We interviewed three Rupnhu men that
have been waiting a t our neighbour'fi tent for the arrival of the T h a k ~ ~ofr
Knrzok, and got information ahout the game and the jourrley aheacl to THO
Morari. The Thakur is a sort of overlord who is coming to rneet a SubTehsildar from Leh a t Rogchin. The d i ~ p u t e sthat have accumuhtecl since lart
year will then and there he settled and the offic.ers will go llack horne. The
native6 have rather a hard life apparently. and clon't rnnke more than a bare
living. Jewelry is nowhere t o be seen, though it may not be worn every
day. Herds are the only wealth and these may starve in a heavy winter
snowfall or be wiped out by an epidemic, ~ u c h as thij year in sections has
exterminated t,he yaks. And to crown everything, any stranger i n apt t,o rob
them of anything he can lay hands on, including the precious irmp1aceal)le
tent poles. They were so grateful to our men who went to buy butter for
giving them a just price that they added a good dab to the weight. M7001
they cut with a knife but goat and yak hair, if the yak is #mall enough to he
overpowered, they pull out, not much to the liking of the animal.

July 1.-The lake level is low this year because: the natives say, there
was little snow. The water vegetation has been exposed along the ehore by
the recession. A large shrimp ((Jammarus) is plentiful in the lake. If a dead
bird remains in the water it is soon covered. 1 intended to make shrimp
meat of them but there was always such a n abundance of meat. Swarms
of a large gnat are a nuisance on the la-ke border when there is no wind to
blow them away. They rise from the earth a t your approach and as is their
nature, keep just ahead of you or in your ears. eyes and now. The terns
are carrying fish but 1 have seen none except in t<he stream that empties
a t the south-east corner on the nortb shore. On the old beach is a small
building that is the Thugye Gompa. Since ancient times it cell has existed
on the lake according to tradition, and now one lama is said to perform worship in the building. We left this morning to camp on the Pass. Rup ('hand
and his man went on ahead to see if there is game. The ascent from t h e
lake is \.cry gradual but fearfully tiresome. The road is over soft sand till
it crosses the stream (now dry) that comes down from the Pass. Then it
becomes stony with large boulders, often granitic. Near the top there are
small streams and green places, closely clipped : on the last of these we halted.
A Tibetan who was taking his flock to Kima Mud stopped for a visit. and
I bought a n old rosary made from human skull bones, a nicely covered old
sandalwooti image; a few tiny old tankas, a holy medal and a mold for
human ashes. A flock of some 20 yaks also went toward the Pass and some
fifty came down.
The da.y has been cloudy for the most part but nevertheless the reflection from the sand has been intense. Fuel is mostly dung.
Up to the dry stream drama narrowly fringes the base of the hills and is
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scattered above that point In the floor of the side-valleys there is a tI1jn
wash of yellow green where a dry ground sedge grows sparingly but elsewhere
there are no plants. Above on the Pass 1 found a lovely large flowered
purple primrose and a lavender stocks, both with irltense fragrance. Harefi
are common and a,lso the Tibetan Snow-Cirouse which we have seen for the
first time. There are flocks of the birds above camp and their chuckling call
call be heard from the rock slopes a t almost all hours of the day.
J l t l y 2.-Mre
have a clear view of 'L'so Kar. There are always 3hifting
clouds over the enclosing mountains and the valley with its changing moods
is fascinating. R u p Chanti went off to a black mountain peak facing the Pass
where people said nabo were to be had. He met a flock of :seven and
brought back one. The poor Nussalmans cannot eat any of the meat because it has not been halaled, and they want some so badly.
They have
not been able to buy a sheep in all Rupshu. and are tired of an unbroken
diet of flour. Toward evening I went up to try for a snow-grouse, but
though I saw a flock of nine. they were so shy t h a t I could not come
within gunshot. Cilder a rock where some marauder had hidden i t I found
a well incubated egg of Hodgson's Partridge though no birds of t h a t species
h a r e been met with so far. The sirkabs are flying around on all the rocky
hills, undoubtedly preparing their nests. They must carrv their youngsters
to water. They could not possibly walk. Tso Kar is at least six miles away.
Above camp t'here is a nice stream that loses itself before reaching us and
a.long i t and on the hills is a n ahundant (for this country) growth of plantsI n all the countrry I do not recall a single species of plant t h a t grows in
Lahul below Bara Latse La. There is here a delightfully fragrant locoweed
(Astragalus) among some half dozen species of t h a t genus and an extremely
tiny mustard. The mustards are abundant in species, most of them an inch
or less in height and most of them white. Three of the men complained of
pain in the head and stomach and appeared to be miserable. A dose of
aspirin and licorice powder made them in an hour come out of their blankets
and guffaw. Another has had a little internal disturl~ance for two clays, due,
1 suspect. to drinking the alkali water in Tso Kar. A dosc of cherry brandy
promptly cured that,. It is difficult nowadays to eat enough. One is constantly hungry. A Kupsh~ifamily bearing all their earthly possessions on some
20 sheep arrived from bpyond the Pass anti camped beside us. One of the
sheep bore the tent poles directed aloft and the rest of the honsehold goods
were hung here and there on the obliging animals. The head of the family
wore goggles which he (lit1 not take off all day. He probably has diseased
eyes, though ordinarily all sorts of afflictions are readiljr brought to any
sahib's attention. We gave the family three huge hares and they were so
delighted t h a t urhenever any member came within hailing distance he salaamed
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and grimaced satinfaction. 'I'here have heen four or fivc: groupr of trrt\.c*IIcrw
cropsing t'he Paqs in varioun direction8 which gives it the imprynnion of tBc.ing
a busy thoroughfare.
All are Titwtan+-th~ poor in nhc*opnkin clothen. wool
inside, and Ihe richer, or lesn I)oor, in cloth. All nre frien(lly hut not
inquisitive, approaching only at our ~olicitationand never ur~der any circumstance ntaotting c~rrionuly near. O n none of them have there been any t , l l r
wretchecl ornaments : brans ringn or poorly c.xecuted silver O l l C H , ~ ~ R R OT
N
porcelain beade. Only one. a youth, had a ntring of turq~loisc ant1 coral, ii
few of the former first clans. Many have no ornaments o f any kincl. Our
1)oor horses are busy picking a t the tiny grass. If the qilality were not
extraordinary they would never get natisfaction from the grazing we hare had
since we have entered Rupshu. The tent was again erectecl on account of
t,he breezc. The men make barricades out of the luggage.

July 3.-We started off at 1 0 for Tso Morari. During the night some
snow fell to cover the grouncl but it pronll~tly evaporated i11 the morning.
The weather so far has been chiefly cloudy with a little storm ceoming now
out of this little valley. nowr out of that. sutldcnlg clearing into ~unshine.
only to begin over again. It reminds of north (heenland weather in summer.
Precipitation is a l w a y ~slight and the winds light and since it is the only kind
of weather they seem to have in Rupshu no one minds it At the top of the
Pass (alt. 16,400), in the centre of the valley, is a pile of stones, most1~granitic and schist boulders, in all 6 feet high and 18 feet x 6 feet in hse.
Srirrnor~ntingthe pile is a pole 6 feet long, heavily hung with particoloured r a p .
Horns of various animals, chiefly nabo. some yak ancl a few nyen ornament
abundantly the top of the pile. To either side of this central monument
extencis a line of small irregular stone-caps at irregular intermls (15-30 feet
apart). These small piles are about 1 feet long at the base and 3 feet
high. Some 23 are found on each side. ending with one about 23 feet up on
the hillside. A string hung with rage runs from the central mass to the first
small pile toward the south. The piles mark the jumps. made by a wild yak
(drong) that Gyepo Kesar was hunting. He got the yak. it is said. The
descent from the Pass is rather steep at least compared with the ascent. The
path is ston3 and between boulders. The hills are ?ellow-green in large
patches where the Kyang sedge grow-s and do not present the barren aspect of
the opposite slope. At the bottom of the Pass runs a stream some 4 feet
across and along this and along the l ~ e d s of a dry torreut are luxuriant
growths of drama. The bushes are 3 to 4 feet high and often 13 feet across.
They are in full flower anti bumble bees are numerous. Several species of
butterflies are also evident, one a fine big Tiger Swallow tail, swarms of little
pink-ramped Finches (Twites) and of the Kanuu Great Rose Finch with a few
Brot1.11 Hedge Sparrows and Tickell's Willow IVarblers inhabit the drctma and

on the plains are numerous pairs of Hume's short-toed harlz~. Heloiv the
tlrama growth opens a pleasant oasis (the valley has become 4 t o ,3 mile l,ride)
and ahead a sombre sharp-backed mountain, higher than its neighhours vivi(1l\v
coloured in ma.sses of green and purple, appears to block the vnllejr and to
mark another t o the south. We have missed the traclc t o Tso Morari and
here arrived a t Puga. A t the approach to t'he meadow there is a main wall
100 feet l o n g x 6 feet wide and 4 feet high, built in some past a,ge and st,i]]
well preserved. Up to now no walls so well huilt have been seen. The frame
is of rock and the filling of earth. Beside it are three large chortens. ahorlt
15 feet high, probably of the same date of construction. Several R,upshu tent8
are erected a t the base of the cliff that forms the north 1)order of the vallev
and small herds of sheep and goats and a large herd of yaks are grazing on
the plain. One goat had been captured and mas being plucked much against.
his will. The down under the guard haire is often of fine qualit,y (pasham)
and is thus collected. The yaks belong to Korzok people who are ca,rrying
in relay Iiumanis from Leh t o Lhasa. They have come from Rogchin and
deliver the load t o other carriers a t Nina Mud to-morrow. This place is
famous for its hot and mineral springs. Each spring used to be labelled for
the disease it would cure and there was a spring for most diseases but some
~naliciousperson destroyed the labels and now i t is generally known only that'
one is good for stomach disorders. There were minor springs a t Tso liar,
one of which gave a strong smell of sulphur. There must be many along t'hat
lake's shores, because the character of the water varies, in some places it is
strongly saline, or bitter or worse. The natives collect salt in certain sections
for sale. but it is fit only for cat.tle.
.July 4.-A
drizzle started during the night and continued till 7 . A
thick white mist bank along the top of the valley walls rolled away and
showed a thin veil of snow. The purple and green mountain is heavily
blanketed to near the base. A caravan passed in the night en route for the
Indus. Their dog stoppeci t o eat our supper hones and then realizing he was
belated dashed off without a look a t a rabbit we had left lying near. 1 asked
the horsemen why they did not tell me that they did not ltnow the road
instead of merrily coming the wrong way. They said they could not, I was
always ahead, a perfectly satisfactory answer, though they arrived a t Puga a
good two hours ahead of me. The natives are never a t a loss for an answer
but its utter simplicity usually provokes laughter instead of anger. There is a
pair of c r a ~ l eon
~ the meadow but they are very shy. and apparently not
nesting. At the lower end of the grassy meadow are the springs. They are
mostly small, up t o 10 feet in diameter, all the way from lul<ewarm t o boiling.
some tast'eless, some very bitker. A few make a rumbling noise unclerground.
Most of the springs are beyond the meadow where the valley narrows but
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around some in heavy alkali deponite a grauu growu 111xllri~ntly. The rattle
apperently do not like this grass, though in other places the pwture in very
short. Many plants are in bloom on the meadown and along the ~tmrsm: a
purple violet a large yellow clematis, n most tielicio~~uly
fragrant pink honeysuckle, a fragrant pink mint, a large pink-flowered onion to mention only the
largest. Puga is the warmest place we have met. There was no winti. and
our people would gladly have tarried. We hat1 to cross two pmnen to reach t h ~
lake we are bound for. The first is about 18,000 feet. to judge from a neighbouring 21,400 feet peak antl Polokonka 16.400 feet, and it^ ascent is steep.
The descent is also sharp and the ascent of the second Pans a t once hegun.
This second one is about 17.000 feet and rather easy. From t.hc crest the
view opens abruptly on Tso Mornri and Kyager Tso, ant1 a riight it in for a
life time. I n the foreground is a yellow-green plateau with grazing herds of
Kyang (we counted 114). Below lies Kyagar in sapphire blue, edged wit11
green, in front of smooth pink brown hills clouded with yellow-green antl
flanked by a rugged range from which rise two magnificent peaks of over
21,000 feet. Beyond extends Tso Morari, a vast expanse of blue, t o the foot
of distant blue gray mountains deep shadoweci and stern. Hehind, the lofty
snowy ranges of the Great Himslayas, with sharp ragged ridges running down
from their snowy domes, run straight along the horizon and block the view.
Above, roll loose banks of cumulus clouds, blotched with shadows of purple
gray with the sky showing blue between but not half so t h e as the water
below.

July 5.-One of the horses tired and we had t o halt beside Tso Kpagar.
On the west side are two places where good springs enter the lake antl beside
the one near the centre we camped on a pleasant little sward. The lake,
about a mile long and 2 mile wide, is completely enclosed in low hills and
has no outlet and no visible water source but these ~prings. The water is
perfectly clear but brackish. The shelf of shoal water is about 1-5 rods wide
along the western shore and the descent t o the lake-basin is abrupt. There
are a few Gammarus along shore, and a few sirkabs and grebes on the lake.
We left early t o visit Borzok a half day's journey away. The day dawned
clear and remained calm until the afternoon. The view from the hill that
looks down on the big lake had changed. The mountains in the quiet clear
morning stood grand and majestic. Yesterday stained with cloud shadows
their aspect was sinister and weird and from somewhere on the hill. born by
the icy air not yet warmed by the early sun, came a most delightful fragrance, elusive, intriguing, suggestive of lemon and verbena, yet like nothing
ever known before. The source of the scent was a little mint just appearing
above the soil. I t s search revealed more of the dainty little violet,s t h a t I
found first under the dry rocks below Polokonka. At the head of Tso lllorari

a livelv ~ t ~ r e a enters,
m
flanlred 1)roadly with a lawn of sedges until the
is
approached and then giving way t o a field of drama. The ~hr111)~
here, like
those a t Puga. are 4 feet high but the height is due t o accumr~lst,ionsof
sand that their branches have arrested. I n the stream was a pair of sirkabs
wit]) 12 youngsters, the latter scared to death. Their mother heatled (loivn.
st,realn and the dncklings followed in file, flapping their wings an if the s t 1 - e ~ ~
were not already taking them fast enough. The father heatled off across ollr
path to divert olir attention. b u t rejoined the family when the situation
seemed safe. At the mouth of the stream there is a meadow called Pel&
(011 the map this and many other places have Le suffixed but none of the
people could tell why i t was added anti none make use of the addition) where
several herds of sheep were grazing. The herders and their farnily had put,
111) their tent nearby.
The lake has latterly risen consitierably. Setlge- rock^
are now covered by 3 feet of water. A native said that the water has
been rising for five years and they cannot suggest a reason. Some prayer
walls are a t the water's edge, but probably they were formerly along the path
t.hat ran on the narrow beach between the water and the hillside. Our road
ran high up the hill. The few scrubby bushes of honey-suckle on the hillside
were in full bloom and scented the air with a pleasant fragrance. The climh
was tedious and trying, chiefly because we did not know where we would
arrive or whether we would arrive anywhere, but the view finally opened on a
closeti valley, plentifully green. About thirty black yakhair tents (15 x 15 x 6
feet) were scattered on the meadow, anti in these dwelt a good percentage of
the population of Rupshu. A whitewashed chorten about 20 feet high ant1 a
crude rectangular one-story stone hut (15 x 30 feet) were the only other constructions. Adjoining the hut is a stone foundation on which they said the
Thakur, the Raja of Rupshu, spreads a tent. The h u t is his too, but they
say lie prefers t o live in his tent anti store things in the house. We tried
desperately to buy something as a souvenir but there was not a thing but
rubbish and very little of that, except one nice turquoise anci silver ring
which the owner would not part with on reasonable terms. A few Baltis had
brought Iiumanis anti were exchanging them for wool. Though we hat1 had
our usual lunch, each man consumed a pound of the dried fruit, including the
nice almond-like kernels. A few safety-pins distributed among the children
created much satisfaction. A pretty little girl of perhaps H who seemed to
own not much else but the safety-pins was so thrilled t h a t she whispered
.Thank you, Thank y o u ' all the time it took t o fasten the article in her
miserable rags. There is a path from the encampments that leads clown a
narrow valley t o the lake. The view opens l~~lexpectedly
on the plain a t thc
broadened mouth. A huge building appears on the hillside t o the left and
beyond i t a rather pretentious two storied structure, both buildings architecturally pleasant, as in fact, are all constrr~ctions of the Tibetan races in
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Lnrliutl 'l'ihet. The aplweciation of line i~ kcen in thenc peopl,~ a l l , i c.ven the
humblest hovel will stimulate one to pull out his camera. The larger t,rrili]inK
is tlie monastery and the other the T h a k u r ' ~ houw. Woo(] for both W R ~
brought from Ladak, a good week'a journey by horse. On the H]O])P bf.l~,w
are tiny fields of barley, apparently thrifty a t an altitrltle of over ~:',,ooofett.
Small radishen and t~irnipsof excellent quality c*)n~plctcthe lint of agricultural produce. This year thingn are bat1 with the people 1)ec.au~eof the yak
epidemic. Over 1,000 animals diet1 at, Korzok and less than 5 lw?r c+ent.are left.
The disease comes about once a generation hut none of the old timc.~know of
such a holocaust as this. Blood is voided from the intestines and the animal
dies. They find the bile enlarged after death. The cli~eane has sl~reacl from
Tibet where i t has killed also tlie wild yaks. The notice of arrival prcce(1ed
us and the Thakur a t our approach ran hastilv to don norne particlilar
garment to receive US. He gave each of Us a pound of Kumanis, me a gor~nc:
egg and Rup Chand a white yak tail. We ate half of the fruit ant1 the11
went home and ate. a snow-grouse apiece (a snow-grouse is as largch as all
average hen) and accompanying rice, such an effect on the appetite has the
air of these uplands. Nyen are to be found on the hills near camp. which
to-day was brought to Peldo, and the Thakur sent his servant to show u n
where they stayed. Geese stay a t Peldo and sure enough, we bagged two on
the way home and wounded two more that will probably drift ashore to-morrow. The birds of this country, in addition to being so extraordinarily shy
that even the smallest must often be killed a t long range with a shotgun, are
very tenacious of life. There were about 15 wild monks in the monastery.
The abbot is meditating in a cell in the hills somewhere, and wlll stay a year.
The monastery has a complete set of the Kangyur and some 30 thangkacl, none
good, and not much else of interest. The monastery owns the field8 we saw :
the rest of the popr~lacego to Spiti and Patseo to barter salt for grain. One
such man was en route for Patseo and his wife preceded him for some rods of
the journey holding a pot of burning incense. The Lahulis also have the
custom. The Korzok people live in winter a t Tega, but this gear had great
difficulty in moving because of t,he yak distemper. The Thaliur'e thinge have
not yet arrived and will have to come on horses. The lake, they say, freezes
in winter to 6 feet of ice and the average snowfall is to the knees, occasionally to the hip. The birds are here as a t Tso Kar except there are no cranes,
and the numbers are much fewer.

July 6'.-R111> Chand left t'his morning with the guide to hunt on the hills
beside camp. The Thakur and t,he guide sag that nyen are sure to be found
there, a t this season on the peaks. \$'hat precipitation there is falls on the
mountain summits and the plant growth is much richer there. Possibly the
men have spoken the truth. It seems a fact that the natives do not like to

tell about the game, I believe, not so much because they ciislikc us b r ~ tl)cc;lusc
t.he;y hunt t.hen~selves. The tent-dwellers above the monastery, who knew none
of ns, said there was no game hereabouts, but one little boy piped up that
there were nab0 on the hill in frosrt of us. Yesterday a Nina Rlucl boy said
t,here were plenty of nyen and nab0 a t and within a day's journey of his
village a t Tsaka. which agrees with what our Tso K a r guitle told us. 13ut the
Nina Mud people send all hunters to Lenapa, two day's journey towart1 Spiti.
Our Lama went to the monastery to-day and discovered several good tankas
and images 1 had not seen. The monks told him they had not shown them
t o me for fear 1 would carry them off. He learned t h a t the monastery was
built in the time of the present Thakur's grand-father. R u p C'hand says I
committed a breach of etiquette yesterday, by stepping over something covered
with cloth on the floor. 1 recalled that there had been tittering and grunihling when I did it. There was food under the cloth and i t will now have to
be thrown abvay. The water a t this end of the lake is better and to drink it
gives stomach distress, wc were told, but lower down i t is drinkable. There
are some fish in the lake, mostly tiny little bottom dwellers wit,h four barbels.
I spent the day in camp making up skins. I finished 40, including two barheaded geese, four Tibetan grouse, three shelciraks, a raven, twelve Karlsu Rosy
Pinches, six Tnrites, three Tibetan mountain Finches, two yellow-headed wagtails,
a willow warbler and three Brandt's mountain Finches. For supper I devoured
a goose with a quart of boiled rice-a fact given not for epicurean considerations but for physiological. The forenoon was fair and warm but in the afternoon i t clouded anti a stif3 breeze blew from the south for a few hours around
sundown. The winds have been chiefly from the south since we have been in
Rupshu, descentiing probably from the Great HimBlayan Range. To-clay encls
a month of our journey.

J u l y 7.-The hunters came back toward evening without having seen an
animal except Kyang, or even tracks of any. There have not even been snomgrouse since Polokonka. The guide furnished Rup Chand with a n account of
the funeral rites practised by the population. Corpses are either burned, fed
to carrion animals, thrown in the lake or buried. The first two methods are
considereci best, but the lamas have to consult their books t o ascertain which
is suited t o the corpse a t hand. If fed t o vulture, the head has to be crushed
by a stone or the birds probably assume the person is sleeping, a t any rate
they won't come to the feast. In any case the corpse is retained in the house
for four days, or if the family is rich anci the season is cold 21 days. At
death a lama is summoned and the lama ties the corpse in a sack. A structure of butter and flour is made and put beside the body and butter burned
night and day. Prayers are also read. 49 days after death, if funds permit,
a feast is prepared for all the neighbourhood and as much property as possible

is give11 the lamas, becaune property n o givcl~ will IN! of uric* to thch clec:ernecI
in the hereafter. Money in aluo sent to Lhana anti on the death anniver~ary
for 12 years the local lamas are provided with the wherewithal for rt:a(liryg
prayers for thc repose of the dead. The utrenm in front of camp rurw very
low in the day time but lavt night a t 7 with
rush a torrer~t fillet1 it,
just as if a dam above had given way. The night before the name thing
happened, though latcr. The M u s ~ a l n l a ~infor~netl
u
mc 1 would hrrvc to pay
for the horse t h a t died on Bara Latse La in q ~ i t eof the fact that it wan
specifically stated in the contract that all dead horses were to Iw ouner'n losu,
at the same time asking that 1 engage their extra horse. now free of i t a load
of tea. I told them if I had to pay for all the horses that died and it looked
as though half of the poor old fcllows might expire, I nhould have to savc my
money and could not afford to pay S a ~ i t aClaus by hiring animalv for which
1 had no use. They appealed to ltup Chand ant1 finally decidetl to nupplant
the old horse that broke down on the road from Puga with the tca carrier.
This morning Itam Tulla departed with the poor heast, I)ut shortly trluletl it
off to some guileless native for some sheep and goats. He asked a certificate
from me addressed to a native, going the same way, to the effect that he wruj
going home on my business and requesting that the native grant him his
company. What use he made of it I cannot imagine, since neither the native
nor the bearer could read a word of it. Ram Tulla was the laziest man in the
caravan and I hope now t o get the outfit started in less than four hourn. I
must first train the cook how to boil rice in less than 24 hours, the period he
usually requires.

July 8.-This
morning the men were called and recallccl but no stir.
Finally I pulled off their bedding, a t first to their consternation and later to
their amusement. The guide to Unti, the next station, who should have come
last night did not appear and finally this morning a lame old lady arrived
with butter for the men. She denied she was the guide but certain of the
men insisted t h a t by the butter the guide was to be known, but all agreed
she would not do. The road is a t least 1s miles with a pass and the poor
old creature had already come five. The hunting guide had been retained by
persuasion and when that wore out by bribery, pending the arrival of thin
person, and now every attempt was made to induce him to lead the way.
Everything was in vain. because he said he had to take salt to Spiti to exchange for grain. I remained firm and when he started off tied him up. Then
the old lady col~fessedthat she was deputed to be the guide. There wa.s no
one, it seems, willing t o undertake the job, so they drew lots (ggen) and she
was it. Our men still insisted she would not do and Rup Chand started out
to get a Inan from the village. The woman walked with difficulty and as
clearly was past 30. IVhen asked her age she said she had not the faintest

idt.;r. Over one ltnee-cap were three oltl scars. I hethought myself of
75
\rears old nlother who though not lame wor~ldhave done t'he job with honour
and was ~ i l l i n gto give the guide a trial. The roatls throughout this area are
lrery poorly marked, except those that are frequented by the traders ant1 it is
very easr to follow a sheep trail up the wrong valley. So the l a d ~ ljoillctl t,he
caravan and we started off. I reflected on what the Travellers Aid Society ant1
kindred organizations would say when they found i t out, but there was not
anything else to do if we were to get to Unti to-day. For the first 10 miles
the guide rested considerably but after t h a t she warmed up and outstripping
all but the two best men arrived a t Unti in splendid trim. She even wantetl
to go back t h a t night, but uras persuaded to rest, and made camp with the
AIussalmans, preferring their society t o that of the young men of her race and
religion. The road ran some 10 or 12 miles along the east shore of the
lake, mostly over torrent plains with no green except a t one place a few miles
from Peldo. Where a blunt peninsula extends into the lake we turned east up
a long Nulla t o Chagarchan La. The descent is rather abrupt and one arIt is evident t h a t the lake has
rives a t a little lawn along a stream-unti.
had a level higher than the present one, beach cutting being visible a t least
15 feet above, so it m a y be a habit of the lake to rise and fall periodically.
There was evident along the shore a fresh irregular sinuous row of gravel,
about 3 feet high a t t h e highest, pushed u p by the ice. Being above wave
action and there being no rain the formation has persisted. We drank from
the lower encl of the lake and found the water not bad. The guide said it is
better only near the head. We were promptly thirsty again and thirstier
than before but there was no help. There is no other water between Yeldo
and Unti. On the various crests we crossed (of the various nullas debouching
on the lake) the natives have, as is usual throughout the HimBlayas in this
region, erected cairns. These are from 4 to G feet high, made of small
stones, with preference shown to quartz fragments that crop out here and t,here
between. Quartzitic Shales, and ornamented with all sorts of available horns:
yak, sheep, goat, nyen, nabo. Our friend passed not one without adding a
stone, sometimes muttering something and once circumambulating with much
verbiage.

July 9.-The weather yesterday ancl to-day was clear, cloudless and warn1
with a gentle west breeze. Two nyen with two lambs were sighted yest,erday
on the hills above t,he lake, the first game seen since Polokonka. Unti and
Tega, a few miles down the stream, are the winter quarters of thc inhabitants
of this region. At Tega there is a broad valley in which a good-sized stream
meanders. Our guide called us early for her pay and departed. Nothing
could induce her to go t o Tso Khyung, the next stage, though money here cannot possibly be earned and no one has any. She even pretended she never
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had heard of the place. Cattle here comtitntc the chief or "ole wealtll ant1
the tenure of life of a n animal i~ very uncertain. All may die from epidemicn
or starvation caused by heavy snowfall hut it i n not c u ~ t o m a r yto work n n t l
no one wants t o break the tradition. All through the region among H i ~ l t l uor
~
Tibetans you meet with inexplicable confennedly idiotic w a ~ t eof oplw,rtunitien
or materials and the only answer is that it i~ the custom. 'rhc road to Kt~yung
TROi~ a d e e p a ~ c e n t o either Kyensa Ida or Salni~I,&. These passes and the
ridge they lie on must be to judge from a 22,OW feet peak in front al,out
19,000 feet. But such a magnificent view ! Below two tlayn' march away t h ~
straight awesome row of snowcapped peaks of the Great Hirnfilnyu~ in Spiti
bound the horizon. Below them are the somber purple grey hills of the Hupshu frontier t h a t melt into the gentle rolling pink brown hill8 of the plateau.
Two huge masses of t h e ~ eflank the broad green valley in t,he centre of thr.
vista. This is the valley on which the Rupshu cattle pasture in winter. On
the other side of the Pass everything in the foreground i~ yellow-green, the
broad valley and the slopes that hound it. A large hill just 1,elow tlie
Pass is grass-green from the loose-green rock fragments that cover it. In t h i ~
emerald setting lie the two lakes Kyang and Khyung. Kyanp in the right f o p ground is of pastel blue; Khyung is turquoise blue. I t lies a t the far end of
the plain, hard against a range of madder hill, t'hat even tint the loose cumulus clouds above them. Beyond them is a higher range of lighter colour.
with crests and patches of snow. Kyang occur on all the hills and we pent
much time convincing ourselves they were not something we wanted. A n d the
plants! so interesting and so abundant a t 19,000 feet. Even the horsemen got
interested and helped t o gather them. I have never been so stimulatecl on the
whole journey as on the peak to-day. The altitude and the unparalleled view
produced an exhilaration, that approached transport. There are several tents of
nomads on the plain and herds of sheep and yaks. The yak epidemic has riot
reached here. Rup Chand recorded from the Korzok hunter guide a n w c o ~ i n t
of the marriage customs here. The groom sends a relative to the fat.her of the
girl that has caught his eye, with money and a piece of white cloth. ahout.
a yard. If the proposal is acceptable the gifts are retained. I n that case,
in a few days, if wealthy, tlie groom sends the girl's father 10-12 maunds
(800-1,000 ftj) of chang, five sheep and Tibetan tea. These gifts are divided
with the bride's relatives, according as these relatives gave presents a t previous
weddings in the family. The date of the marriage is now decided on this day.
On the wedding day, if the distance is far, t.he groom sends a man with a horse
decked out as well as possible; if near, the bride comes on foot. I n front of the
bride's tent, if rich, they put up 80 stones in a row, if poor, less. The groom's
relatives now approach, sing a song for each stone and kick i t over. If they
cannot sing a n appropriate song they pay a fine and kick it over also. The
bride's relatives are of course asscmbled. The final large stolle i l l front of the

t,ent is not t o be had for less than Rs. 12 if there iq no mitable song. A
singer is usually imported for the occasion. Seven paces beyond t h i ~stone is
buried an image in devil's shape made of flour. The victor of the last stone
then advanccs seven paces and tries to unearth the image. Failing more fine,
Then everyone goes inside t o eat, tlrinlc and dance. When it is tirne to go
the bride's parents give her clothes and ornaments t h a t are first (lisplaye(]
hung on a white cloth. The bride weeps a n d the parent's give advice, chiefly
in t.he form of proverbs. The groom must now give the bride's mother Rs. 4
for the milk her breasts have furnished his wife. At the door the neighbour's
girls stop the bride's going out ancl have t o be given Rs. 5. And that is not
all. The groom of the community (each community has one, not a briclegroom)
has bound the bride's horse's legs so t h a t he has t o be pnici to loosen them.
Near her future home the bride is met by a lama hearing a n earthen pot in
which are samples of all metals, precious stones, etc. The pot is covered with
white cloth on which are drawn two crossed clorjes. On the grouncl is a piece
of slate with the same design. At the proper moment the lamas read loudly,
and violently throw the earthen pot on the slab, which is then over-turned.
Everyone now goes inside. A woman and man are sent from home with the
bride. The man bears in his hand a n arrow with particolourcd rags and cheap
ornaments. This man is considered henceforth the bride's brother. At the
(loor of the tent the groom's mother stands with a bracelet, a bucket of milk
ancl a rope for tying u p yak calves.
The bride enters, her hands are washed
in the milk, the bracelet put on a n d the rope p u t o n her neck. This is a
symhol of her future work-looking after the cattle. The bridegroom dressed
in his best is seated with a vacant place a t his side in front of a table on
which is a container ornamented with bntter-figures antl fillet1 wit.h chang.
The bride seats herself in the vacant place. Then a youth whose parents are
living, enters bearing in one hand a n ornamental image of flour and in the
other a piece of sheep intestine, filled with meat anti fat. Not a n indiscriminate intestine is this but the junction of the large and small intestines. He
crosses his hands before the couple who touch the contents antl then clepartls.
A little later another man enters with a plate on which there is a little grain.
He sits in front of the couple and sings a peculiar song and removes from the
heads of both a piece of white cloth they have been wearing for the occasion.
These he puts on the plate. A representative of the groom's relatives and
the arrow-bearer of the bride collect money for the couple, according as
the couple's parents have given to the children of their relatives on previous
marriage occasions. This ends the \veclding proper. A few days later the bride
invites the inmates of her former home to dinner and then goes home with
them. She remains some days and on her return brings some cattle as a
present.

DIARY OF THE 1931 F:XPEI)ITIOS
July lO.-Y'he
plain in which the two lakes lie ifi roughly 4 - 6
rblF,
with smooth hills that rifie t o 17-18,000 ant1 even to 22,(~,0feet. ~ h , .
plain is a t a n elevation of about 16,000. Tile &oil is fiantly and t,lrr rlomirrnnt
vegetation i~ the yellow-green edge often mcntionetl hefore. Somc half rlo7kn
small streams 2 feet wide and 6 inches deep conlc clown from thc hilln to
the west and flow into Trjo Kyang. This lake is perfectly fre#h, atN-w,ottwo
miles long, oblong, and lics on the plain floor into which it has I)lough(.rl
beaches of gravel 3 feet high. Thefie heaches are removed from the p r ~ w n t
shore line by one t o two, in places three rodu, particularly on the west and
north shores. On the east the water is apparently fihallow and various ~ $ 6 ,
lagoons and islands have been forlneti in this section. The ~ o u t b~ i t l cto the
water's edge is bounded by thc carpet of eedges of the plain. The ~ i n d ~
apparently are chiefly from the south or east and are ~ometimcsviolent to
judge from the magnitude of the beaches for so small a lake. 'J'lle water
level has recently subsided a foot or two, and has left l~ehintl fiomc n a k r
crowfoot plants, now dried in the mud. There are Gammarus in the lake ancl
a t least a few Potamogeton plants. The midges that have been present in
swarms on all Tsos are here too but to-day on account of the stormy weather
(sky overcast all day with squalls from the south and slight precipitation)
have taken refuge in the yak tracks. These are full of the black insects. A
rich flora of tiny plants flourishes on the plain. Sand-grouse in flocks are
feeding along the streams. Two or three pairs of sirkabs are on the lake and
on the plains the usual small birds, except that we got a large Santl-Plover,
not previously known to breed in the country. Kyang pasture among the
flocks of domestic animals. We tried to find a guide for Hanle but no one
would work for more than a day, no matter what the compensation and
regardless of abundance of leisure. We had yak milk this morning hut could
not get more from the same people. They said 'ask someone else now!'
Money is apparently of no object. I r e circumambnlated Tso Kyung and
acquired considerable merit because the lalie is sacred, containing the left eye
of the deity t h a t makes Tso Mapham so holy. I saw two marmots again
embraciug as I had seen a t Kiangchu.

July 11.-Three Spiti lamas headed for Hanle this morning and r e went
along, believing it best to have someone to tell us where to stop for the
night. Ordinarily places where water and grass can be found are far between
but it turned out that we could have stopped almost anywhere after the first
8 miles. The lamas were of the type of minstrel that yearly come out of
Spiti in flocks of three or four and entertain t,heir neighbours wit11 various
types of performances, such as supporting the body on swords, the points of
which rest against the bare belly, thrusting a long needle through tho cheek
and tongue, splitting a huge rock on the belly of a man, etc. The lamas
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to-day had a few goats and sheep, dyed in part yellow ancl red, that (lit] not
want to go to Hanle; so we left the company f a r behind and did not see them
the rest of the clay. I looketl over Tso Kyang before leaving the 1>latenll,
which is our last high camp grouncl for some time. We descent1 now tlaily till
the Indus. The lake is irregularly elongate, with maximum dimensions of
perhaps one and three miles, its shores much interrupted by santlbars and
spits. Though apparently shallow there are no evitlcnces of water plants,
~'roba1)ly because of the slight salinity. It lies on a bet1 of sandy clay with
no gravel apparent on the west or north shores. Sedges grow t o the edge. Its
highest level was some 50 feet above the present one, to judge by extreme
wave cutting on steep banks of the east shore. At present i t is some 1 or
2 feet deeper than i t has been for some time past b u t has recedcd 3 feet
from a previous recent expansion. This is evident from stumps of drowned
sedges on shore and under water. There are several feeders now nearly dry.
A few sirkabs were on the water anti a coot. The ascent t o Da La is easy,
amounting to perhaps 1,000 feet. The path then descends in a closed valley
along a stream borcled in places with stretches of green. After 2 or 3
miles the stream dries up but reappears 5 or 6 miles further where there
is a long-sedge lawn and a cluster of four tents, called Da. The valley was
once the bed of a powerful torrent but nowadays little water passes down
it. Drama which was absent on the Khyung plain is here abundant. The
weather is clear and warm. It froze heavily last night, in fact i t has frozen
every night since Bara Latse La. Everyone slept lightly last night but was in
excellent spirits this morning. Pulses high.
July 12.-We got yak milk again this morning a t Da. The milk is a
very superior substance, better than a n y milk one can find from ordinary
ciomestic animals. It is only obtainable in the morning before the calves are
turned loose. The mothers impatient for the reunion grunt like pigs. When
free, young and old cavorted on the plain with tails in the air, brandishing
horns, bumping heads, giving the impression that they knew how to play.
One sees the same phenomenon among dogs, and sometimes among goats, but
seldom in cattle. The Spitians arrived and stoppetl a t the village to prepare
breakfast. They may give a performance here, in which case they will not go
to Hanle with us. They always came above our camp to get water, whether
from spiritual or sanitary reasons, prolmbly the former. There is a nice closed
valley above Da with one sitle an amphitheatre wall of snow, t h a t probably
does not melt. The path t o Hanle still continues down the stream in the
bare-wallecl valley. The petrography is bewildering. I n one place a stratnnl
of conglomerate, with inclusions a foot in diameter, the whole with the appearance of a concrete pouring, joins a horizontal betiding of quartzitic shale with
a n interruption vertically of 100 feet of rubble brought down from above.

Thc path lcacls along a sedge-lawn for miles with a clear ~ t r t . ~ mcanclerinK
~ l ~ t
in t,l~ebottom. Drama ig abundant on the \-alley-floor ant1 f i l ~ l , arc n i l m ~ r ~ ) ~ \
in the stream. The Musnalmans did not r;ee these until we \\-ere on the march
and longingly tried to spear them with my alpenfltock. After (i or x mileH
the stream enters rougher country antl the lawn vaniblles. The rurlnirlg
water now changes to a series of lovely crystal pools on antl among clean
sulooth granite boulders and the vegetation grows chiefly on their banks.
Instead of drama above, a magnificent goltlen clematis and the fragrant honeysuckle claim equal ground, transforming the desert into a glorioud gartlcn. As
if this were not already enough, but other plants grow abundantly along t h e
water's edge, plants such as we have not seen before. One huge plant of
rhubarb, 3 feet in diameter, with stalks as luxuriant and as well-flavo~~red
as the best improved varieties, had somehow come into being among the
dwarfed tough plants of the common species. \Ye gathered an armful of ttie
stalks, intending t o cook them but ate them all before arriving a t camp.
When the valley opeiis, another stream enters i t from thc hills to the right
a i d a n enormous outwash plain, 3 or 4 miles wide, opens to view, furrowed
by torrent and lined with rows of huge granite boulders that the raging
water has thrust aside. On the floor in the distance are two large cliortens
and on the edge of the crest of the opposite mountain are visible the ruins
of an old monastery. h'o one knew where to go to reach Hanle, though two
of the men claimed t o have been here before, so we camped on s little pang
where for the first time our horses did not leave the little green all night, 1,ut'
when full, walked from one end to the other to see where i t was best, the
tinkling of the bells of two that regularly strayed announcing the course of
the march. I n one of the linnet's (Twite) nests to-day had been incorporated
in the soft lining a rabbit's tail. The tail was so prominent that the four
eggs had t o find a place around it.
July 13.-The valley is the largest and broadest we have seen. Our camp
is against the bare west. wall, a cluartzitic formation so crushed and distortetl
that its surface is a fascinating confusion of lines. This estends around to
form the north wall. Beyond t,he big outswash plain t o the right down which
we came are snow pealts. Except for the tip of a Spiti peak to the southeast no other snow is visible. I n the centre of the plain is another low rough
hill with 2 or 3 miles of plain surrounciiug i t in all directions. The east,
boundary is a lofty sharp-crested chain that divides the Hanle River Valley
frorn that of the Indus. This is a magn%cellt range. It is the first ordered
range we have seen in Rupshu. The rest of the n~ountains start off in
a given direction but are a t once blocked by others coming from other directions, any other direction. No other range has displayed such varied and
beautiful colours or such dissected formation or lofty struct'ure. From the
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deep pr~rplecrests a wash of yellow-green has been poured reaching half way
(low11 thc sides t o where a series of pink pyramids are flanked ag;lillst the
slope. Below these run irregular rolling hills of (lark green t h a t mergc into
the out\\-ash plain of marbled pink and brown. Here and there anlong the
p ~ r a n l i d for~nationsare splashes of bluc, gray ancl madder, to conlplete the
range of colour that adds glory t o the grandeur of the stupendous chain.
R u p Chand went hunting for the Tibetan gazelle, ant1 I stayed home to gather
plants of which a dozer1 new ones grew in front of the tent, among thc rjlnall
spring pools t h a t lined the sward. A lovely fragrant pink primrose, n royal
purple aster, and a golden Pediclxlaris would be the pride of any fixrclen but
none hacl seeds. I n t h e pools grew a tiny Utricularia, an inch long, with huge
traps. Ancl the birds also provided a thrill. The large Tibetan lark Melanocorypha maxima had a nest with three eggs on our lawn ancl its unrivalled
song could be heard here a n d there over the plain. This bird has not been
previously known from the Indian Empire. The big cranes and the usual
water-birds are here, also the Hodgson's Partridge, now with floclts of downy
chicks and one of the tiny Kingfishers (Alceclo attis). Toward evening I
started off for the monastery on the north-east edge of the plain, a good 4
miles away. I met R u p Chand on the way ancl he went along. He saw no
game. As usual, one had saicl, go here, another, go there ; one even directed
him to our camp. I almost believe the people see very little game, because
they do not often go far from their tents. The monastery from my path was
not visible until I had come nearly beneath it. The view of the huge white
structure on the crest of the ridge 4 or 5 hundred feet straight above the
nleadows in a country where there are no buildings and where yo11 do not expect t o see any, is a sight to bind the traveller. I photographed a t every 100
paces and then hastily struggled u p the steep ascent behind a yak herd that
was bringing drama from the surrounding hills. The abbot is a Tibetan, a
man of good parts and very friendly. FVe were shown all over and allowed to
inspect everything. This monastery, he said, wa.s over 800 years old and antedated its superior, Hemis. Previously the river we hat1 seen on entering the
valley had been the monastery. The present s t r ~ l c t u r cwas really a fortress,
as all monasteries had to he before English rule, with retainer's quarters below
ancl with a wall and guard turrets on the easiest slope in front. To the east
ancl south are cliff faces and no defence was necessary in t h a t qnarter. In
the upper temple are a number of brass images, one or two temptingly bearrtiful. Wc were allowed t o hantllc the figures but were cal~tionccinot to touch
their faces. One of the many-hantlecl or many-heacletl figures, I forgot which,
speaks from time t o time. I11 this room are beautifully executeti ;in(l beautifully preserved frescoes, t h a t the monks said dated from the building's construction. The drawing and cornposition remind one of the Tashi Lllunpo
Rabjor series and the colour is of requisite richness. I tried t o photograph
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one but it was very dark and 1 fear there will I,r no rcault. In the tCnrple
below this are no re frescoes, likcwise old nntl well prnnc.rved tlut not no I , I ~ R k ant. They are of huge figures representing various lamaintic (leitien and tlcviln.
111 this room a t the far end is a 8hritle ill which only orle ~ ~ r i is
c ~purmith.d
t
to enter. The room is totally dark except for the door un(l it was tiific.uIt to
see the tanka8 t h a t hung aljundantly from the ceilillg. I t uraH growirLg late
but we stayed t o tea, meanwhile expecting our hortscls to bring carul, to thC
monastery as ordered. The tea was Ti1)etan antl very gooci ot its kind.
Sugar was served in abundance and Kumanis, tire last a l w a y ~acwptahle, 110
matter that their past history would not conform to our ~ a n i t n r ynotion*. A
man reported t h a t the caravan was visible frorn afar antl fearing tllat they
would lose their way in the bog that makes up a good part of thc pkin, we
sent him t o guide the flock t o the selected camp ground. M'c- meanwhile had
a pleasant visit with the abbot. He said I could not be an Englishnlan,
pointing t o my eyes, and when told him I was A~nerican wanted to know
about the country's size and produce. The scene was illuminated by a lantern
and when I suggested we take it to look a t the frescoes again they said the
temple should not be disturbed a t night. Now again in full darkness arrives
our messenger t o the horses and instead of anr~ouricingtheir presence a t the
gates said they had pitched camp 3 miles away in the morass but w n t a
lantern. The march through the marsh to an unknown locus (three fires were
visible, as many miles apart). We fired the gun, hoping they would an.rwer
from the camp t h a t was ours, but they assunled we were hunting or fihooting
out of exuberance, or some other assumption and gave no reply. Pulling
wearily one leg and then the other out of the mud holes splasling out of the
mud puddles t h a t we fell into in the dark, we finally arrived a t 10-30 with
not many kind thoughts toward our fellowmen. We were told by waJr of consolstioil t h a t we had ordered camp to be pitched on that spot.

July 14.-Rup
Chand and I went early to the monastery to see if the
hunter whom the abbot summoned yesterday, had arrived. He had not, so
when our horses showed up we marched. The abbot again gave tea and on
parting gave both of us sacred scarves, me a Tibetan sheath knife and Kup
Chand a calre of Tibetan tea. First we bought an ancient curiously carved
tea-table from the custodian of the monastery. The carving is bold ant1 graceful and of a totally different character from that of the tables nowadays
manufactured. The top was soaked in generations of butter imbibed from the
tea that had been spilled by the guests of the ages and the gizy paint that
the people in this country apply t o all carvings has been toned to grey-black
by similar agencies. The view from the monastery is perfect.. To the west the
whole green plain with the numerous meandering streams, just wide enough so
that in proper places a man can jump, and full of fish. To the east and
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north the Hanle River plain for miles, flanked by thc line of majestic ]leaks
that stretches toward tlle Incluu as far as eye can reach. There are fieltls on
the southern plain but tlierc. are chiefly weeds in them. -A field bclo\rr t,}le
monastery hat1 a few healthy t>uniips an(\ many weetis ant1 one hat1 t l ~ r i f t , ~
t)nrley but the cattle anci rodents hat1 eaten half already. The nights, t l i ~ u ~ ] ~
colt1 enough to allow the formation of ice, are mnch warmer than a t otller
places we have been and they could undonbtecily grow tliings if they knew
how. They have receiltly planted a willow below the monastery and it has
grown in a few years into a flourishing shrub, the first shrub larger than a
drama bush wc have seen since leaving the Tsarlip where from afar we sa.w a
similar tree in its valley. The people a t Hanle were sometimes gootl-looking
ancl much friendlier than any we had met in Rupshu. There are perhaps fifty
on the plain. Among them was a beggar, a Icashmiri they said, who refused
nlolley and begged for flour. We had no flour a t the moment but the money
was nevertheless not accepted. Our road ran all day along the Hanle River
t h a t flows through a plain { to 1 mile wide. It is green all the way, from
the varions seciges. There are shrubs of clrama i n large patches and on gravel
alluvial plains often clumps of pinkish fragrant tamarisk, G feet high. 111 one
of the pools was a great growth of tiny butter-cups so fragrant t h a t the passing traveller caught the scent. One of our horses t h a t are now feeling the
stimulating effect of the upland grass took fright a t some pots he was carrying anti stampeded the caravan. Two native boys ahead knew how to stop
them and me then collected our effects from various places on the greensward. All but the two mules t h a t had not ever, seen fit t o run had thrown
off even the saddles, yet nothing appeared to have suffered but the lantern;
fragments of glass ancl metal from i t strewed the landscape. One of the lads
gathered these, glass inclutled, and cached them under a roclr. There are
several clusters of tents scattered along the river and herds of sheep and yaks
are numerous. The yak disease has not reached Hanle. A tent or two of
tent-clwellers that spend the winter in Iiulu were camped near our halting
place ancl we bought several rings. The Kupshu people display very little
jewelry but these, male and female, have their fingers laden if they ha,ve any
standing a t all. We selectee1 a place near water ancl grass to pitch camp.
having already marched some 22 miles, but the horseinell arrived ant1 said
beyond the Pass was excellent grass, so 011 we went. The Pass, Iiugzil La,
was about 1,000 feet above the plain, and 3 or 3 miles long, of beautiful
(from tlle agriculturist's point of view) soil, no stones and little gravel but
not more that1 half-ciozen plants grew in sight all the way. We lrncw the
horsemen had never seen the ground ahead ancl t h a t they must have got the
information from the natives, who by the way, always want t o send you on
ahead, either from fear of you or t o save the grass for their own animals, so
we were uncertain as t o what we should find after our long trek. But sure
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enough, it was a lovely place-a green meadow against the monntain-wall with
t,he rivcr in three meandering partcl in front. We arrived nt (j ofter eleven
hours of march. There are now nbuntlant growthri of Ephe(lr~,on ttlo hille
from Hanle. 'I'he British chemists have foond the Lahuli E:l~hc(lrs to t,c of
high virtue and possibly this LY also s u ~ e r i o r . Our lama ntnyed I e h i l l t l st
Hanle to copy a book in which he was interested, ant1 inc-itlentally maclc
inquiries about the diet of the natives. In the mornirlg they make a ~ o u pfrom
meat or cheese with some roasted flour (sattn) About 1 0 they makr tea :
those well-to-do drink Tihetan tea with butter, the r e ~ tclrink Kanpra h a .
Sattu is again mixed with this and in eaten with the bent finger. Spoons arc
unknown in the hills. The evening meal may be of (1) Kiu-dumpling of flour
(atta) with fat or meat br0t.h (2) Momo-pounded
meat spiced urapped in
unleavened bread (roti). Poorer people eat more simply with more soup and
nettles or other weeds. A great luxury is rice on which melted butter and
sugar are poured. All grain must be imported. The men go to Til~etfor wilt,
a 2 month's journey. For Rs. 5 and a sheep they get fro111 the Tibetan
Government permits to take out 100 sheep loads of salt. Thig they barter in
Lahul, Spiti or Rampur for flour. Everyone must therefore hare sheep-sheep
are as basic here as land ia below. The men's work is this traffic. The
women stay a t home looking after the flocks that remain and weave clothes
and tents. The wool that is sold is usually cut by the buyer. (At Tsultak
s Tibetan agreed to sell his wool a t 12 As. (about 25 centa) a heatl. The
cutter gets $ cent.) Tbe buyer promises to come the ensuing year at a
certain date.
(To be continued.)

ON LECETHIN.
V. A. PERTZOFF AND 31. AISNER.

HE organism of the higher vertebrate adjusts itself in many wayn to

T

changes of external and internal environment. The brain, the opinsl
cord and the nervous system in general are involved directly or indirectly in all these adjustments. The chemical components of this great
system are predominantly lipoids. I t is, therefore, in the careful study of the
chemical constituents composing the nervous system, t'heir structure, their
decomposition products and, perhaps later, their proper place in the structure
of the whole, t h a t a n answer may be found to the physico-chemical mechanism
underlying nervous processes.

It is not our purpose to survey the history of lipoids, but only to mention briefly those contributions which seem to have a greater hearing on our
work. A definite order in the chemistry of lipoids was brought about by estensive and painstaking in~estigat~ions
of Thudichum (1). He not only contributed much to the knowledge of individual lipoids, but proposed a scheme
for their classification. His dirisioil is as follows :1. hTonoaminophosphatides (one atom of nitrogen and phosphorus per
molecule : lecethin and cepha,lin).
2. Diaminomonophosphatides (sphingonlyelin).
3. Diaminodiphosphatides (assurin).
Perhaps of all lipoids the most widely distributed is lecethin. Gobley (3)
was first t o obtain and name it,. Ulpiani (3). Begell (4), Thierfelder and Stern
( 5 ) , Maclean (6), ( 7 ) , (8), (9), ( l o ) , Paal and Oehrne (11) and Ritter (12) contributed to its isolation, purifica,tion and structure. Recently Levene and his
CO-workers, in a series of investigatio~ls(13), (14). (15), (16), ( l i ) , (18). (19),
(20) have clarified the composit.ion of lecethin and fir~nlyestablished the nature
of the fatty acids bound to its molecule.
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These nrid other investigations have shown t h a t lecethin has probably the
formula :CH2- OOC R '

I

(X)CH-OOC R'

in which choline, the nitrogen yielding part of the molecule is bound through
an ester linkage. The carbon atom ( X ) is assimetric (21) being bound to four
different atoms or radicles. The symbols R' and R " stancl for different fatty
acids attached to the molecule.
The number of fatty acids isolated from different lecethins is quite large.
Since our starting material was lecethin derived from egg, we shall restrict
ourselves only to the fatty acids of this lecethin. Palmitic CH,(CH,),4COOH,
and stearic, CH,(CH2)l,COOH, acids have been found. Among the unsaturated
is invariably present.
Linolic acid,
acids oleic C,Hl,CH=CH(CH2),COOH
toget.her with the highly unsaturated arachidonic acid, have been also identified. It is interesting t o note that the saturated and unsaturated fatty acids
are present in about equimolar proportion, indicating t h a t on the average
there is one saturated acid t o every unsaturated one in the lecethin molecule.

If we now fix our attention on the tlisposal of the available fatty acids it
will be evident t h a t we must have more than one lecethin. The number of
available positions is two (R' and R" in the formula) whilc there are five
fatty acids. As we have noted, one of these positions shoulcl be occupietl by
a saturated f a t t y acid. It follows that six different lecethins are possible.
On examination of the probable formula of lecethin, it will be noticed
that a fatty acid located a t R" will be nearer to the phosphoric acid part
of the molecule than in position R'. Since the acid in position R,' and R"
are not the same they will affect the chemical properties of the phosphoric
acid part of lecethins molecule differently. Thc reverse is also true-the acids
being a t difierent distances will be affected to a different extent by the
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g
I t follow^ that fur every coml,inetion of fatty wid* tllcre
be two different lecethins: one in which tho saturah$d fatt,y aci,l
occupy the position 1%'and one unsaturated R", and arrother in 1r.hic.h the
position^ will be reversed. This possibility will increase the total numtjt:r of
lecethins t o twelve.
Tutin and Hann (22), Grimhert anti 13ailey ( 1 3 ) ( 1 4 ) , and 13ailcv (25)
have pointed out, both on theoretical and cxperirnent.al Lawti, that there
should exist another symmetrical form of lecethin, in which the phosphoric
acid is joined t o /3-carbon atom of glycerol :-

Since lecethin is optically active, the symmetrical form must be p r e ~ n t
as an admixture. In this kind of lecethin the relative position of the two
fatty acids is immaterial, and therefore adds to the total n u m l ~ rof lecethim
six more, making in all, if we assume tlhat only one optical isomen k found
in nature, eighteen lecethins.

Molecular Weights and eleme~etarycomnposilion of various lecethim.
No.

I
11
111
IV

v

VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XI1

Compound

Mol. wt.

Percentage by weight, of :

Tn Table 1 we have calculated the elementary coml>osition of various
lecet,hins which are analytically different. For colnparison we have also calculated the analytical figures for lecethin depriveti of fatty acids, as well aR
for lecethins having only onc fatty acid. The latter, though not inclutletl in
the total estimate of the number of possiblc lecethins, may be, as we ~hrtll
see, really cxistant.
EXPERIMENTAL.
I n the course of the investigation the following analyscs were carried out :Total *Vitrogen : The total nitrogen was determined by the method suggested by Pregl (%), using a Parnas and Wagner (27) apparatus for distillation.
Copper sulphate was used as the oxidizing a,gent. For sampling, lecethin was
dissolved in methyl alcohol. When cadmium chloride salts were used, carbon
tetrachloride was substituted for methyl alcohol. Our analysis usually agreed
within two per cent.

Amino A'ilrogelz: The amino nitrogen was determined in the micro apparatus designed by D. D. Van Slyke (25). The solvent used for samples of
lecethin was glacial acetic acid, and for the cadmium chloride salt-lecethin,
carbon tetrachloride or water. The determination of the amino-nitrogen in
cadmium chloride salts is a troublesome procedure. The best method was
found to be transference of 1 C.C.of the suspension of the salts in carbon tctrachloride or water to the meavuring tube of the apparatus, washing it in with
another C.C. oi the solvent. A much prolonged period of shaking is necessary
to complete the reaction-at
least one hour or more. A blank was carried
after every determination and shaken for the same period of time. The temperature was about 20'C. The determinations agreed within about 3-4 per
cent .
Carbon and Hydrogen: These elements were determined by the procedures
recommended by Pregl (20). Results are accurate within about one per cent
in the case of carbon and two per cent in the case of hydrogen.
Phosl~horus: The phosphorus was determined according to the method
described by Pregl (30). The lecethin was decomposed by the proceclure recommended by Lieb and Wintersteiner (31). The analysis agreed within two per
cent .
Determination of the Iodine Number: The iodine number was determined
by the method of Wij. The analysis agreed within about two or three per
cent .

l)c~termi~mtionoj' C!cd.rnir~m ( 'hloride : '1'11~ catll~liuln chloriclc- I~o,~rltlto
lecetliin wa8 tbtermineci either by analysis of c:lllorinc by I'reyl'r nlc,thocl ( : j d )
or ,y the electrolytic method tl(:ncribcd 1)elow.
Molecular It'eight Idstirnates (,f thr ( ' a r f r ~ ~ i u('klorirle
~r~
Sail* (4 IJer,~lirin: K .
l<.a~t'smethod described by I'regl (33) wau usvd. It convkt in cbtcrrnining
the melting point depression of a known quantity of the camphor in which a
known quantity of the unknown has been tlissolverl. 'l'he molecular cicpresnion
of camphor was taken as 3H0. h
' e cadmium chloriclc salts wc.re not j,erfect,ly
stable a t the temperature employed antl hntl a teritiency tc) give diffunr. mc.Iting points. The experimental error is therefore consideral,lc antl ])robably
amounts t o about
10 per cent. The method is, however. valriahle in fixing
the general size of the molecule.

+

A co~nmercialpreparation of lecet'hin ' from eggs was used as a starting
material. It was dried by being dissolved in ether and precipitated with acetone.
The supernatant liquid was then decanted and the leccthin dried over fiulphuric
acid in vacuo until constant weight.

Preparation of Cadmium Chloride Salts of Lecethin : 230 gms. of lecethin
were dissolved in about 2,200 C.C. of 95 per cent ethanol. The mixture wari
filtered through cheese cloth and t o the filtrate 4,800 C.C. of saturated solution
of anhydrous cadmium chloride in absolute methyl alcohol were added. 1)uring
this operation the solution was stirred mechanically. The precipitate of the
cadmium chloride salts of lecethin was then left to settle and the supernatant
liquid syphoned off and discarded. To the salts. one liter of absolute ethanol
was added and the solution stirred again for five minutes. The precipitate
was then allowed t o settle and the supernatant liquid wax syphoned off. The
salts were then washed three times with one liter portions of anhydrous ether
and dried in vacuo.
Recrystallization of Lecethin Cadmium Chloride from a Mixtflre of Ethyl
Acetate and Ethyl Alcohol: About 60 gms. of salts were dissolved in one liter
of a solution made up of two parts of ethyl acetate and one part of 80 per cent
ethyl alcohol. The mixture was warmed in a water bath to 55". A small part
of the lecethin remained undissolved and was discarded. The solution was
placed in a refrigerator a t 5" overnight. Ckystals of lecethin cadmium chloride
separated and these were removed hom the mother liquid by decantation.
The procedure was repeated once more. The crystals were then washed twice
Throughout t,hie investigetion, the word lecethin has been used as referring to certain
preparations and not to the pure substance.

with 500 c.c, port,ions of absolutc ethanol, once wit'h anhydrous other and
in va,cuo over sulplluric acid.
A tl EIectroly tic Method for the Deterw~,ina.t.im~
of Cadmium .in the Cadmiul,l
Chloride Salt of Lecethin.
.iny gravimetric method for the analysis of the amount of cadmium chloride found in lecethin requires a, considerable amount of labor. We therefore
have attempted to substit,ute for this method the usual electrolytic deposition
of cadmium a,nd have found that with a few minor changes it works well.
The apparatus consisted of a 150 C.C. beaker into which two platinum
ele~t~rodes
were inserted, the one an ordinary platinum wire, the other a piece
of platinum gauze, approximately 1 - x 2 inches. The former served as the
anode, the latter a s the cathode. The electrodes were connected to a source
of direct current having the pressure of about four volts and of such a density
that it produced a steady flow of gas bubbles from both electrodes.
After several trials, the following procedure was adopted. About 0.5 g m s .
of finely powdered cadmium chloride salts of lecethin were transferred to the
beaker anti stirred with 50 C.C. of water. A few drops of plienolphthallin were
added and the solution made distinctly alkaline with sodium hydroxide. Then
10 C.C.of potassium cyanide (freshly prepared 100 gms. in 100 C.C. of H,O) were
added and the solution carefully stirred. A few drops of caprylic alcohol were
then added to prevent foaming during electrolysis.
Prior to elect'rolysis the cathode was washed with water, then with absolute alcohol and ether and dried. Its weight was recorded. This procedure
was repeated after the deposition of cadmium. Table I1 gives the details of a
typical determination. 0.4992 gms. of salts were used in this analysis and the
cathode, prior to electrolysis, weighed 1.5020 gms. Using the last figure of
this table, the percentage of cadmium in the salt was

Electrolysis of cadmium chloride salt of lecethin.
Weight of cadmium
Weight of the electrode
Time for electrolysis
hrs.
g.
g(1)
2.45
3.30
4.45
5-30
6.30

(2)
1.5624
1.5635
1.5643
1.5651
1.5650

(3)
0.0604
0.06 15
0.0623
0.0631
0.0630

ON LECETHIN
I n routine a n a l y s i ~the uol~~tion
was, during the fimt houra of elcctrolynir,
occasionally stirred with a glass rod and then left overnight to remove the
last traces of cadmium. The length of time for elcc.trolynin may thasily ht: fuuntl
by reweighing the electrode during the course of elwtmlynis until a conntnnt
weight is obtained.
There is little doubt in our minQ that the determination of cadmir~rnin
lecethin salt depends upon a partial decomposition of thin salt in water, and a
subsequent ionization of the liberated cadmium chloride. The electrolysi~of
the salts is also possible from a 50 mol. per cent solution of ethanol in
water. Small amounts of water are thus sufficient to produce a decompo~ition
of the salt. It follows t h a t in preparation of the salts, water must be avoided,
unless care is taken t o wash out, with Rome solvent, the frw lecethin thus
liberated.

It was interesting t o see whether electrolysis could he affected from solvent
in which the cadmium chloride salts of lecethin are noticeably soluble. Benzene
dissolved the salts extremely well. Carbon tetrachloride and chloroform no
doubt dissolved a considerable amount.
A number of experiments indicated that in solvents in which salts form
apparently true solutions (benzene for instance) no electrolysis takes place.
The better the solut,ion from the point of view of absence of colloidal formation, the worse is its electrolytic decomposition.
This leads us to believe that the cadmium chloride salts of lecethin, not
unlike other salts of lipoids, are completely unionized in solvents in which they
are particularly soluble and bhat the colloidal nature of watery solutionu, in
this case, is primarily due to a decomposit,ion of the salts and the liberation
of free lecethin.
The result of a n electrolysis of cadmium chloride salts of lecethin iq free
lecethin. The electrolysis is therefore a method of obtaining free lccethin from
its salt. It is, however, doubtful that such a lecethin will retain its original
degree of unsaturation, since it. necessarily will come in contact with gas generated by electrolysis. This, however, may be avoided by surrounding the electrodes with nlembranes permeable to crystalloids, but impermeable to lecethin.
If this can be achieved the method may become of considerable use, since the
liberation of lecethin electrolytically does not involve any loss of material,
while in the usual procedure (through the decomposit,ion of the salt with alkali
In some organic solvent), wastes a considerable amount of the material.
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The Solubility of Cadmium Chloride Salts of L e c e t h i ~i~n Variou.~Solvents
the Composition of the Final Products.

( l ~ ~ d

The original lecethin, the cadmium chloride salt prepared from i t and the
same salt recrystallized from an ethyl aoetate and ethanol mixture were sub.
jected to analysis. The results of these are found in Table 111.

Ana,l?lpis of lecethin y reparations.
Preparation

Original dried
CdC1,-salt
CdC1,-salt recrystallized
from ethyl acetateethanol

Per cent by weight
Amino-N

N

P

CdC1,

Iodine No.

0.4s
0.345

2.00
1.91

3-81
2.96

20.7

47.1

0.338

1.89

2.97

22.40

43.4

66.5

Neither of these preparations fulfil the requirements of pure lecethin, since
all of them contain amino nitrogen. Neither nitrogen nor phosphorus are
present in the quantities expected in lecethin.

It has been of interest to investigate what weuld be the effect of washing
such preparations with various solvents or mixture of solvents. If the impurities have different solubilities, we will end with products differing in elementary composition from the original substance. This has been already amply
proved in the case of cephalin salts which are more soluble in ether than the
lecethin salts.
The experiments were carried in the following way. 0.50, 1.00 or 2.00
grams portions of cadmium chloride salt of lecethin recrystallized from ethyl
acetone-ethanol were placed in small flasks which were then filled with 75 C.C.
of various solvents. To the flasks were addeti five or six small glass balls and
the flasks subjected to vigorous shaking in an air thcrmostat a t 25&0'G°C. for
twenty or more hours. Under these conditions the salt is broken up into a
very fine state of subdivision, the glass balls acting quite efficiently as a ball
mill. Such a suspension passes readily through ordinary filter paper. The
separation of the solid phase from the liquid one by filt,ration was fol~ntlto be
inlpractical.
I t is, however, possible to affect the separation l)y let,ting the flasks st,and
for a certain length of time. After an elapse of 48 hours or more (in a
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water thermostat kept at 25
0.1") the ~ettlingwan complete- except where
ether was used as a ~olvent. In thin caw, a noticent)le opaleucencc lfirniskd
almost indefinitely.
After the precipitate has settled clown 50 c.c. of superrlati~nt liqui(1 were
carefully syphoned off, aliquot parts transferred to weighed 1,eaker.s and the
beakers placed in s vacuum de~sicatora t room ternj)uratrrre until clry. The11
they were reweighed ant1 t*he weight of the solitln tletermulc(I.
The flasks were refilletl with 50 C.C.portionn of fresh solvent and the procedure of equilibration, settling and analysis repeatetl. Thus, every time 50 C . C .
out of 75 C.C.were removetl and replaced with fresh solvent.
The amount of solid phase a t any saturation may he calc~rlatedfrom thcfollowing considerations :Let P, be the amount in mgs. of solid pha,se at saturation 71 and the
solubility (mgs. dissolved in 75 c.c.) S,,. At the next saturation, we eimilarly
have PI,+1and SI,+l. P,+l would be equal to P,, - S,,,, if all of the 75 C.C. of
solvent were removed a t n saturation, but since we left in the flask 25 C.C.a t
this saturation. we must substract from S,l+l- 9 ; S , , and we have :

I n Table 1V is found a summary of these experiments. In column (5)
will be found the values of solid left undissolved. calculated by the equation
just derived. Column (6) gives the percentage of the salt dissolved and waa
calculated as follows: From the initial amount of salt [Column (3) KO. 1, 2, and
31 the amount left in the flasks a t the final saturation [Colunlll (3) No. 4, -5,
and 6 for ether] was subtracted, giving thus the amount dissolved, in all flasks
for all saturations. The per cent. of the salt dissolved. \~it,hreference to the
initial amount, was then calculated.
The cadmium chloride salts left undissolved were dried and subjected t,o the
analysis reported in Table V. We are indebted for some of the data reported
in this table to Dr. G. Weiler and Dr. A. Schccller, Berlin, Germany. The
values for oxygen were, as usual, calculated by difference.
From inspection of Table IV, it is apparent that our preparation behaved
differently in different solvents. The solubility is least in ether. The ~ a l u e s
recorded in the table are probably too high, due to the clifficulty in separating
the last trace of the precipitate. Replacing carbon tetrachloride in a misture
with ethanol with benzene increases the solubility. The factor is from 1.22
to 1-25.
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TABLEIIT.
The soltcbility of c~dmiumchloride salt of lecethi~t in various solvents.
No.

Initial amount of Solubility : mg. Amolint of I,er
CdCl, - lecethin (XCl, - L dissolvecl solid phase
satlirations
dissolveti
in 75 c.c.
g*
mg.

No' of

1
1
1
11
11
11

55 c.c. (CH,),CO
0'50
1.00
2.00
0.50
1-00
2.00

+ 20 C.C.

CHCI,
63

437

92
126
24
32
46

908
1874
217
61 1
1464

(1+2+3)(4 5 6)

+ +
..

34.6

..
..
..

50 C.C.C,H,OH+ 25 C.C. C,H,
(after 2d sat. changed to (56.67 c.c. C,H,OH + 8.33 C.C. C,H,)
0.25
143
107
(1+:!+3)(4+7+9)
0-50
172
328
..
1.00
216
784
..
7.5
..
0.25
69
0.50
101
167
85-4
1.00
127
580
..
0.50
67-5
24.5
..
1.OO
91
398
..
1.00
85
224
..

I t ie doubtful if the tlielectric comtant of the ~ o l v e n tgoverns the noluhility of the salts in this in~tance. The dielectric conetantn (20") of thew t w o
solvents, as determined by King and Patrick (34) is about thc eame: 17.0 for
C,H,OH- CCl, and 26.6 for C,H,OH - C,H,. We muet therefore look for a n explanation elsewhere, since, furthermore, a lowering of the dielectric in this cllse
results in an increased solubility, while in ether, which haa a dielectric constant of about 4, the solubility i~ lees.
TABLEV.
The com21osition of cadmium chloride enlls oJ leu/lhin.
Source :
\Veigh t of
Table I V
Per cent
lecethin
per cent (:.-atom pcr 1' taining conone
column (5). Element or by weight
by weight
1OOg.
No. of table compound in the CdCl, in lecethin
gram-atom.
I V and solsalt
loo ( 5 )
vent :
(3)
(2)
2.90
P
1.62
N
21.50
CdCI,
48.95
C
8-20
H
16-83
0
0.265
Amino-N
Mol. wt.
P
2-95
N
1.70
C'dC12
24.95
c'
48-05
H
8-15
0
14.20
Amino-RT
0.35
3101. wt.
..
P
3.34
N
1.46
29-25
CdCI,
c
44.50
7-52
H
0
13-93
Amino- N
Trace
Mol. wt.
.
P
3-06
1-42
N
27.00
CdCI,
46.70
C
7-50
H
14-30
0
Amino-N
None
Mol. wt.

'

..

.

..
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An inspection of Tables 1V and V leads us to the following conclusiolls :The monoerninophosphatities are less soluble in all of the solvents investigated than the impurities associated with them. The -1' ratio of our starting

N

material, calculated from Table I11 for free lecethin is 0'71.
recorded in Table V are higher than this.

All the ratios

One of the most troublesome impurities of lecethin is cephalin which is
very siillilar in composition to lecethin, but its nitrogen is in the form of
amino nitrogen. Therefore, the amount of amino nitrogen serves as an index
The per cent in our starting
of the freedom of lecethin from that impurity.
material, calculated with respect to free lecethin, is 0'435 per cent. The per
cent for ether washed lecethin is 0.34. For lecethin extracted with (CH,),CO
-CHCI, mixture the amount is 0.47. The other two samples contained either
a negligible amount or none a t all. These findings show that in acetonechloroform mixtures, lecethin is probably more soluble than cephalin, since the
amount of amino nitrogen in the sample increased. This solvent cannot be
used for purification of lecethin. The relative solubility of these two substances, according to our determinations, confirms the fact that cephalin is
more soluble in ether than lecethin. All these considerations, i t is understood,
apply only to the cadmium chloride salts of these substances.
The next point of interest seems to be the evaluation of the relative eficiency of the solvents usecl. A complete solution of the problem cannot be
given without an elementary analysis a t every saturation, but the following
approximate calculation may serve as a useful index. The amino nitrogen
content cannot serve as a basis of comparison since in two of the four samples
we found practically none, but the

R

ratio may serve well this purpose.

The

efficiency of a given solvent in t,his case is directly proportional to the increase
in the

NL

ratio and is inversely proportional t o the amount of material dis-

solved which is necessary to effect it.

I n other words :-
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Using these criteria, we must conclude that ether is the noa at efficient
solvent. Next t o ether the best of the solventu in C,H,OH+(X:l,.
Thin corn.
parison does not include the rreparation of lemthin from cephalin. The ratio
of
over nitrogen does not distinguish between the two, hut it
serves only at.1 a n index of the relative quantities of rnonophonphatiden in the
Inaterial investigated.

A further insight into the nature of the products ot)tained may IE
gathered from an inspection of column (7) of Table V. There can he very
little doubt that the substance bolated from the C,H,OH-C'Cl, ruixture is a
pure monophosphatide, free from amino nitrogen, excepting a trace of it, and
therefore practically free from cephalin. These conclu~ion~
are formed from
the good agreement of the weight of lecethin per one gram atom of elements
or compounds analyzed. The molecular weight estimate agrees very well with
the analytical figures.
The product obtained from C,H,OH - C,H, is of considerable purity, the
analyses, considering our experimental error, agree satisfactorily.

A comparison of elementary compositions of lecethin found in Table 1 with
the one obtained (Table V) reveals that none of the two lecethin preparations
agree witah the elementary composition required by a single lecethin. This ia
not surprising in the light of the review of the whole problem in the introductory part of this paper. The curious part of this comparison is that none of
the lecethins having two fatty acids attached t o the molecule will satisfy the
requirements of the analyses obtained for the sample from C,H,OH - CCl,.
The good agreement of the molecular weight estimate precludes the presence
of any impurities of smaller molecular weight. Even if this is not admitted:
these impurities must contain P and N in the same proportion as the lecethin,
and in addition, bind CdCl, to the same extent, which makes their existence
highly improbable. The more plausible explanation to our mind is that the
preparation isolated contains not only lecethins containing two fatty acids, but
one or more lecethins containing only one fatty wid. As far as we are aware,
this is the first indication of the possibility of the existence of such a
compound.
The preparation derived from C,H,OH - C6H, consist probably of lecethins containing two fatty acids with a small admixture of lecethins containing one fatty aoid.
Beside the consideration derived from these analyses, there is a n independent way of judging the purity of a chemical substance. For a single
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chemical individual the phase rule predicts t h a t in a syateni containing ;t
liquid phase and a solici phase, t,he temperature: composition of the liquici
phase, etc., being kept constant, t>he solubility can have hut a single value
which shoulcl be independent of the amount of solid phase.
Consulting Table I V and conlparitlg the solubilities in C,H,OH-C(:l,
at
final saturation (Nos. 4, 7, and 8 ) , and similarly the solubilities in C',H,OHC',H, (Nos. 1, 7, and !)), we come to the following conclusion : neither of
these substances could be single chemical individuals since their solubility
depends upon the amount of solid phase. It is curious to note t h a t there
than in
is a far better agreement between the solubilities in C,H,OH-C,H,,
C,H,OH - CCl,. The explanation seems t o lie in the considerable chemicad
differences of the lecethins composing the first preparation, while the secontl,
containing chiefly lecethins with two fatty acids, is more chemically homogencous.
No doltbt in the years t o come, the chemistry of lipoids mill deal with
single species of molecules. To our mind, the application of the Phase Rule
to such preparations is highly desirable. In any preparation, it should be
considered one of the final criteria for a single chemical individual.

1 . On the basis of the present knowledge of lecethin, the total number
of possible lecethins derived from egg was est,imated and found to be not
less than eighteen.
8. An electrolytic met,hod for the determination of cadmium in thc
cadmium chloride salt of lecethin is described. The elect.rolysis of these salts
was tested in various solvents and certain conclusions concerning the nature of
such solutions drawn.

3. The solubility of the cadmium chloricie salts of lecethin obtained from
a preparation of lecethin from eggs was studied in several solvents. After
extensive washing of the salt with these solvents, the residue was subjected to
complete elementary analysis as well as molecular weight estimates. Upon a
simultaneous consideration of analytical data and solubility measurements, t,he
following conclusions were drawn.
(a) Ether is the most efficient solvent for separating impurities from
monoaminophosphaticies.
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( b ) It is poseil)le t'o obtain lecethin free from ccphalin and having a

P ,ti0 equal to one, by extracting the carlnlium chlorhlr preparation with
N
&hanol-benzene and ethanol-carbon tetrachloride mixturee.
(c) The ~ r o d u c tobtained from ethanol-car1,on tetrachloritle il~clicaterlthat

it was composed not only of lecethins having two fatty acitls, 1,rlt alsc, of
large proportion of lecethin having but one fatty acid.

ante

( d ) The phase rule test was applied to the products ohtainetl. The i~nportof this general law to the chemistry of lipoids is emphasizetl.
From the Jlallinckrodl ('ltmnical Lnlmratory,
Harvard U n i v e r ~ i t y C'amnbridge,
,
[J.N.A.
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T

HE year 1931 was a perio(l of contin~lousgrowth for the Jt~etit~ute.Tha

research progralnme of its deporbrnolta han heen carried oat without obstruction, ant1 importarlt collections and ~cientificdatae obtainecl
which augur well for the future of the institution. 'Plie Institute hnn ~ t r e n g t h ened its relations with numerous ~cientificinstitritio~~x,
many of which acotivclv
co-operate with the Institute in its various fields of researcl~.
We are glad t o report t h a t a numl)er of distinguinhed savants have
joined the Institute. Dr. 1f. D. Merrill, Ilirector-in-Chief of the Kew York
Botanical Garden ; Sir C. V. Raman : Profes~orS. I. Metalnikoff. of the Pasteur
Institute, Paris; and Professor Baron Michel de Talibe, Member of the Inntitute of International Law, h a r e joined the Honorary Advirlors' Hoard of the
Roerich Museum
Division of Science ' . ('ompte tlu Mesnil du Boi~son.
Director of the Archaeological excavation st Qatna, Syria, and Lecturer a t the
Ecole tlu Louvre, and Professor Griiseppe Tucci, Jfemher of the Royal Italian
Academy, have become Corresponding Jiemberv of the Institute.

It is a pleasant duty t o express here the sincere gratitude of t,he Institute's Staff t o our Founders, Madame and Professor de Tioerich, and t o the
Board of Trustees of the Roerich Museum, for their constant assistance ancl
furthering of the Institute's plans.

During the past year, the tlepartme~ltwas engaged in t,he following activities :-

1 . Linguistic, Ethnographical, and Archaeological exploration in Lahul
N.-W. Himglayas ' , the cost of which was donated by Professor de Roerich.
2. Work on the large Tibetan-English Dicti0na.r~to he published bj- the
Institute.

3. The preparations of the first volunles of the eeries ' TIBETICA '. I n
June, 1931, the Institute's Staff was joined by Lalna Lobzang I i i n g ~ u rDorje.
a noted Tibetan scholar, and author of several publications on Tihetan
grammar.
The E ~ p e d i t ~ i oleft
n the headquarters of the Inst,itute a t Naggar, on the
l o t h of July, and after n rapid journey across the Rothang Pass, established
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its headq~iarters a t Kyelang, Lahul, from which place niinierous exclirsiorls
were undertaken t o various places of interest.
work in this field was limited to the Tib1. ( a ) Li~tguistic Sz~rvey:-The
etan dialect of Lahul, anci was not concerned with the other HimZlayan tlialects
founti in the mountain valleys of the Bhaga, C'handra and Chandral~hsga
rivers. The ~uaterial collected contains a grammar of the Lahul dialect, a
vocabulary, texts of song8 and descriptions of ceremonies. It was observetl
t h a t the Lahul dialect has two sub-dialects: t h a t of Kolong in the upper
Bhaga Valley, and t h a t of Koksar in the upper Chandra Valley. Both the
sub-dialects were found to possess a distinct system of tonemes-a fact previously left unrecorcled.

( 6 ) Ethnographical co2lection :--Every effort was made to secure n representative collection of objects illustrating the everyday life of the Lahul hillmen.
This summer's work resulted in an interesting collection of wood-carved
Tibetan furniture, some of whose ornamerltal motifs cliriously renlintl one of
Nordic wood-carvings.
has began on the archaeological survey of
(c) Archmologiml Survey :-Work
the region. For many years numerous burial grounds in Lahul have been
known t o exist, popularly designated under the local name of Eii-wei romk'ab ! colloquial Ior phyi-ba'i ro-khab i - The late Dr. A. H. Francke in his
' History of Western Tibet' ,! London, 1907 / and the Kangra District Gazetteer .! (Kulu, Lahul, Spiti). Lahore, 1917 / mention the existence of ancient
burial grounds, which according t o them were left behind by some invaders
coming from the North. No attempt was made t o survey or investigate these
burial grounds, or t o classify them according t o their respective types. I n
view of the importance of ancient burial grounds for the early history of
Tibet, the Director conducted a rapid survey of the sites. This survey in the
Bhaga and Chancira river valleys convinced him of the existence of a t least
three kincls of burials. It is still impossible to ascertain the dates of these
burial grounds, for this would necessita1;e proper excavations, anti not the mere
examination of graves opened by inhabitants. The known burial grounds can
be classified according to three definite types of burial:
(a) Graves representing a hole, about 2-3 feet deep, coveretl by a large
stone slab. Average length of stone slab allout 5 feet, breadth about 3 feet,.
The orientation of the graves is very uncertain, most of the graves so far discovered seem to be orientated from North tJo South. There is nothing on thc
surface t o tell of their existence, and most of the known graves have been di8covered during field works, excavations of house fonntlntions, ancl road builtling.
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Craves of this t,ype wcre rliscovercd in tho vicinity of Kyclang \rillagc. 'I'heir
inventory is extremely poor. Rlost of the iron in~plemcntnfound in thc grave8
have rotted away beyond recognition. The human remains turned to dunt,
and a few insignificant hone fragments i n all t h a t is u ~ u a l l yfound.

A second similar burial ground is fountl a t the confiuencc. of the rivern
Cjhandra and Bhaga. Here the graves are surmounted by small trimuli of a n
average height of 1-2 feet ' length 7 feet, breadth 4 feet '. Popular tradition
says that these graves were left behind by invaders from Guge.
( 6 ) The second type of burial is seldom found, ant1 probably represenh
the most ancient type of burial, so far discovered in Lahul. AH far a8 I
know only one grave of this kind was discovered near Kyelang by the r o d
side from Kyelang to Gumrang village
about two miles from Kyelang .
It represents a circular hole inlaid with large flat stones. The uhape of the
grave bears a striking resemblance to a n urn. The grave was excacatetl hy
some local inhabitants, and according to them nothing araR fountl in it, except
some decayed fragments of human bones, and some small fragments of pottery.
The utter state of decay of human remains, and the almost total at)sence of
inventory, may indicate the fact that we find ourselves in the presence of a
burial 111 which the human body was cut to pieces and the flesh separated
from the bones-a common type of ancient Tibetan burial of the pre-buddhiut
period. This last type of burial should be co~lnectedwith the Ladak graves
discovered by the RIoravian BIissionaries at Teu-ser-po in the viciuity of Leh.
Further researchcs will no doubt discover other graves of similar type and
will help to solve the problem. The Leh graves belonged to a long-headed
race, closely aliin t o the nomad races of Tibet.
(c) The tliird type of burial is represented by groups of large tumuli. and
is said t o have been left behind by a body of Nongol-Tibetan troops who
raided the Bhaga and Chandra valleys, during their attack on Ladak in the
reign of king bDe-legs rnam-rgyal about 1640-1680 . According to popular
tradition no written account exists of the raid to Lahul, as far as I know a
detachment of Mongol-Tibetan troops invaded Lahul across the Baralacha Pass,
and remained in the country for several years, or, as says the oral tradition,
'such time as was needed for a n apricot seed planted by the invaders to
grow into a young tree'. According to the same oral tradition the JlongolTibetan troops built a fortified camp at the confluence of the Bhaga and
Chandra rivers on a high river terrace facing t'he ancient Buddhist monasterx
of Ghandhola. The place is still called K'ar-ga mKhar-ka and is cliaracterized by the remains of a n ancient fort. Whether this fort belongs t o this
period XVIIth century ,, or was built by Lahulis remains t o be seen. The

second site connected with the name of the Rlongols is situated two miles from
ICoksar, not far from the Hothang Pass. Accortling to the oral tradition, t,he
JIongols were forced to abandon their camp a t Koksar because of some tlisease
(luring which time some 1,000 men died from it. The larger tumuli fount1 i11
the vicinity of Kolisar are said t o contain each from 5 to 10 bodies of deacl
warriors. According to the same oral tradition the local inhabitants had to
at)antlon t,heir villages during this Mongol-Tibetan raid, and fled to remote
places high up the surrounriing mountains, seeking shelter in caves and wellprotected places. The present inhabitants of Lahul know of several such places
up the Bhaga river Valley, which still bear traces of a prolonged occupation.
Interesting material was gathered on the history of the budclhist monasteries in the Bhaga Valley. The material collected consists mostly of monastery
records, and biographies or rnam-thar of the founders of the monasteries. This
maherial throws new light on the introduction of Rucldhism into L a t ~ u land the
adjacent regions of Western Tibet. The Library of the HimBlayan Research
Institute is now in possession of a good collection of Tibetan xylographs dealing
with the ' Lives ' of the early teachers of the 'Brug-pa blia '-rgyud sect.
2 . A good Tibetan-English dictionary, embodying the results of modern
researches in the fields of Tibetan linguistics and philology, has long been a
great desiderata. Such a dictionary has now been undertaken by the Institute,
and Lama Lobzang ll'lingyilr Dorje anci the Director have been placed in charge
of this important task. The new dictionary will include besides the printed
material found in the already existing Tibetan-English clictionaries, the rich
maberial found in the Sanskrit-Tibetan anci Tibetan-Sansltrit dictionaries printed
in Tibet, t'he Rlongol-Tibetan dictionaries printed in hlongolia, and Tmnsbaikalia and the several important polyglot dictionaries published in China.
Besides the above printed material, the compilers will atid a vast material
collected by them in the course of their researches. The Dictionary will include
the Sanskrit equivalents of pl~ilosophical terms; loan-words, which will be
traced t o their origins wherever possible, and a n extensive material from the
coll~quia~llanguage anti the various living dialects of Tibet. Work on the
dictionary was begrin in June, 1031, anti i t is hoped to bring i t to completion
towards 1934.

3. The first volume of the series 'TLHtr:'l?JCA,' dedicated to the st,rlcly of
subjects, will contain the Director's Study of
Tibetan antiquity and r~lat~eci
the Tibetan Dialect of Lahul. This stutly will be accompanied by a collection
of phonetically transcribed Lahuli t,exts anti a vocabulary ' Lahuli-English '.
The volume will be issued in the course of 1932. Two more volumes are in
preparation :-

(a) Life of Atiya, by the mKhan-po rnchimri tharns-Cad rnkhycn-11a.

( 6 ) The History of Ruddhism ' Fhol;-'byuh
k~y Paclnlrt clkar-po. Thin
important text will be edited in Til)etan, and followed by s trannlation, wcornpained by a copious commentary.
We express our fiir~cere thanks to I'rofesfior dc Hoerich who laid the
foundation of the series, by tionsting a sum of money to start a fond.
The following publicatiol~s were prepareti antl issued in connect,ion with
the department :Col. A. E. Mahon. D.S.O.: Recent Archaeological 1)iscoveries in Illciia.
This article appears in this issue of the Journal.
G. de Roerich : Trails to Inmost Asia, Yale Uriiversity I'rens, 1:Ul.
A French and German edition of the same work are in preparation.
C:. de Roerich: Notes on the Ethnography of Tibet.
G. de Roerich: Studies in the KBlacakra.
The Institute was represented a t several i m ~ ~ o r t a scientific
nt
Congrersnes held
during the year. Madame de Vaux-Phalipau represented the Institute a t the
XVth International Congress of A4nthropology, held in Paris in September,
du
and read two papers by the Director entitled: ProblPmes ethn~graphic~ues
Tibet: les tribus Goloks, antl ' Origine~ethniques et composition des populations nomades clu centre de 1'Asie '. At the same Congress the well-known
scholar Dr. Rashrnakov read a paper on the recent tli~corery of megalithic
monuments in Tibet by the Hoerich Central Asiatic Expeciition. At the
YVIIIth CongrGs Internat'ional des Orientalistes, Dr. J. Kahrler, Professor a t
the University of Leiden, read a paper entitled: The ,4cti\-ities of thc
Himglayan Research 1nst.itute of the Hoerich Jluseum.

The year's work of the Biological a,nd Botanical Section of this I k p a r t ~ n e n t ,is tlescribcd in the follo\ving report by Dr. \Valter K. Koelz :-

' The biologist's lrork during the year 1931 was chiefly carried on through
three expeditions: one through the Kangra Valley into the (ireat Indian
Plains, one to M'estern Tibet,, and one tJo the domains of the KBja of Riimpur
Beshahr. I n addition several of the side b alleys of the Beas Valley were
explored.
From January 18th to March 15th was spent in the first expedition. Extensive collections of birds and plai~t,s,and a few mammals were ma.de in the

1.iangr;l Valley a t Negrota, on the Plains a t the (:r~rciasp~~r
marshes, sroullfl
Lahore, and a t Sirsit 011 the border of Riijputana. The plants of the Plains
are of a totally different flora from that of the northern mot~ntitins,among
them are found many of the drugs that the great Indian medicine men employ,
and their study is of no less interest than the alpine plants of the Til)eta~l
Pharmacopoeia. Big game is not abundant in this region, but finc representatives were obtained of the Indian Red Deer and the Black Buck, the game
par excellence. The birds during the winter months are of the greatest interest. Riixed with the regular population are visitors from Persia, Afghani~tiin,
Siberia, Tibet and all the lofty mountain ranges between.
Specimens that
one may find singly or in scattered pairs in their breeding haunts are here
assembled in flocks. Huge blue cranes from Eastern Siberia may literally
fill a five acre field, the magnificent Imperial Sand Grouse from Persia visits
its watering places in thousands, the Accipitrines, among the rarest of birds
in collections are assembled in great variety ' of the 1,000 specimens of birds
secured over 10 per cent. were of this group ' , duck, geese, and snipe of many
species, and other enormous flocks tarry here till spring calls them to their
Among the birds of the Plains the
nesting grouncls in Siberia and Tibet.
Ibis, the Spoonbill, Egrets, Bitterns, Storks, Cranes, Parrots, Barbets, Bustards,
and Partridges constitute an interesting part of the collection. The Expedition to Western Tibet left headquarters on June 7th and returned on October
S , having covered 1,000 miles chiefly in the provinces of Rupshu, Ladak ant1
Zangskar. Over 1,000 plant numbers constituting some 10,000 specimens, more
than 1,000 bird-skins anti 25 big game heads were collected. The big game
inclucieti all the large mammals of the region: Ovis ammon, shapu, nabo,
ibex, Tibetan gazelle, Kyangs, etc. The plant growth, as all Tibetan explorers have described it, is phenomenal. Up to 20,000 feet anti more the vegetation ascends. It is a singular fact that of the flora of the snow line on the
outside of the Great Himdayan Range practically none occurs on the great
plateaus, not even the little Saxifraga flagellaris that extends all over the
boreal world, even t o the land below the North Pole. Unlike most plants of
high altitude, the plants are often not dwarfed and insignificant. At 15,000
to 18,000 feet elevation there are many show-v, well-grown, and often very
fragrant representatives of the genera Potentilla, Ranunculus, Saxifraga,
I'edicularis, Primula, Rosa, Clematis, Aster, Gentiana to mention only the
most striking. The bird collection contains many things of scientific interest,
among them several new records for the avifa~inaof the area and a new bird
for the Indian Empire, the Giant Lark, Rlelauocorypha maxima, taken with
its eggs a t Hanle. A further report of thc itinerary of the Expedition appears
as the "Diary of the 1031 Expedition to Western Tibet" in this issue of the
Journal, ancl detailed reports on the scientific results will appear when thc
various collections have been studied.
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From November 4th to December 7th wan spent in the Sutlej Valley in
R&mpur Beshahr. A collection of 165 plant n u m l ~ e r ~about
,
2,fM)O npecimenn,
5 big game skins, and over BOO bird-nkins was brougt~thack. Among the t)irtln
were representatives of the groufle anti phcanantn of thcn area ant1 a nrrmlwr
of ~peciesof other groups that range chitlfly to the Eant antl meet the limit
of their range in the Sutlej Valley. Many ~peciers of plant^ were fou~l(lin
bloom, among them a good fierie~of the h a m h o o ~ant1 other grasses ant1 uevc~ral
very attractive and fragrant flowered shruhu. Several interesting horticultural
products were a l ~ oohtainetl, among t,hem a sqllash of very fine flavor that
grows t o more than 40 lbs. and seems to be confined to ii very small (.old
valley. Seeds of these were gathered for tlistribotion.
During the year by request of the various institutionu the following material
has been distributeci abroad :Roerich Museum-an

ornithological collection and 7 hig garne.

New York Botanical Gardens-a
collection of 700 plant numbers representing 3,000 specimens, antl 35 packets of seeds.
United States Department of Agricolture-45

packets of seedrs.

Museum of C~mparative Zoology, Harvartl University-an
collection.
Natural History Department, British Rluseum-one
Jardins des Plantes, Paris-35

ornithological

bird skin.

packets of seeds.'

Throughout the year, the New Pork Botanical Garden continued to cooperate with the HimBlayan R,esearch Instit,ute in the study and classification
of its botanical collections. The experiments witch seeds sent t.o New Pork
by the Himalayan Research Institute h a r e given some very goorl results, and
Dr. E. D. Merrill, Director-in-Chief of the New Tork Botanical Garden in his
letter of June Sth, 1931, writes as follows :-

' Our Head Gardener reports t h a t he is getting excellent results from the
seeds sent by y o u ; a great many of them have germinated, and we shall
deliberately place the young plants out of doors this summer, with view to
testing whether or not the perennial species will stand our winter climatic
conditions. Needless to state, we shall be very glad indeed to receive further
seeds from medium and higher altitudes in the Himalayan region and in Tibet.
I a m quite confident that many of the native species there will thrive under
our climatic conditions.'
On Rfarch 10th' 1931, the I~otanical ~ollect~ion
sent by the ' ITrusrati'
Himalayan Hesearch Institut,e of t,he Roerich hiuse~lmwas handed over to the
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Jardin dcs Plantes of Paris. The 1)elegation of the French Association of
Friends of Roerich &luseum, headecl by the Marquis d'Antlign6, Member an({
former President of the Rllinicipal Council of Paris, presented the collection to
34. Louis RIangin, Member of the French Academy of Sciences, ant1 llirector of
the National Mr~se~lnl
of Natural History. Others speakers on this occasion
were Madame tle Vaax-Phelipau, Psesitlent of the Ellropean ('enter of tohe
Hoerich IIuueum, anci Dr. (ieorges ('hlilaver, Secr~t~ary-General
of the Erirol)eall
Cknter of the Roerich Muse~lm, who pointeti out the importance of the ivork
acco~llplishec~
by the Hirlldlayari Etesearch Tnstitnte. M. Louis Mangin expressecl the gratitude of French science for the ' precioiis contril)lition ~nttclcto their
collection by the Himdlayan Research Institr~te' .

RTO-CHEMICAL
LABORATORY.
One of t'lle aims of the Himdayan Research Institrlte is to contlrlct scientific research in the field of native pharmacopoeia. I t is our firm belief t h a t the
ancient medicinal usages of Tibet, China and India, representing centuries of
unbroken tradition, have something t o teach us antl in some respects can furnish new data uhich will throw fresh light on pharmacological problems.
This field is almost virgin, and the i~nportance of this kind of research is
recognized by the forelnost specialists. The difficulties of this field of research
are manifold. One has to gain the confitlence of native medicine men,
patiently work over thousands of pages of written records often compiled in an
extremely difficult technical language, make oneself familiar with the native
point of view, and above all to preserve to the last a n open-minded attitude,
for before one obtains precise data, one has t o investigate a rich folk-lore
material in which popular knowledge is frequently combined with phantastic
legends of primitive religious creeds t h a t crept into the technical text-1)ooks of
native medicine. I n many cases this medical knowledge is consiclered a sort of
tabu, and the teacher will impart i t to his pupil only on his deathbed.
Freqliently medical training is preceded by a rigorous observance of obsclire
religious ~ r a ~ c t i c ewhich
s
in their t u ~ nrequire investigation. I n existing medical
colleges the students have to work through an intricate system of learning, thc
outward difficulties of which often screen it3 real value. The text-books themselves can only be understood lqith the help of a n experienced native scholar,
well versed in all the technicalities of his subject. Each of these tsxt-books
belong to a particular system of medical knowledge and one has to make oneself familiar with the fundamental tenets of the s,vstem hefore one can succesFfully work tllrough the text. These tenets are often given out orally or in the
form of sfitras, t h a t is short statements compileti in a n extremely brief style
which are incomprehensible without a commentary.
I n order to successf~~lly
accomplish this task antl t,o f~irnish a complete
survey of the subject, the Himiilayan Research l n s t i t ~ i t ehas establishect the

following programme of reflearch work, which in now being carried out a t thta
Institute's Headquarters a t Naggar. The work can be cla~uified under two
divisions :-

(1) Gathering of the material, anrl
(2) The study of t h i ~nlabrial ill the 1aI)oratorien of the I n ~ t ~ i t u t e .
For the first purpose, the Institute hm entat)lirihcd a herbarium of medicinal
plants in local use; a collection of local materia medica with tlatrt furnished
by native medicine men : a collection of native text-hooks on nledicine and
pharmacopceia. Native medicine men are invited to participate in remarch
work and assist in the ~ l ~ e i f i c a t i oand
n interpretation of the availhle material.
It is hardly possible t o secure a gootl medicine man outside his native country
and i t is quite impossible to induce such a man to undertake a jounleg
abroad; hence the necessity of establishing a research centre in the region
itself and equipping it with modern means of scientific research. The Himllayas and the high table-land of Tibet have for centuries attracted the medicine
men of China and India. A very large section of ('hinese Materia Iledica is
constituted with herbs that grow in the Tibetan highlands. The same is true
of Indian Pharmacopeia. The HimBlayan Research Institute is well located
to study and record these ancient traditions. The pressure of modern civilization causes the keepers of ancient traditions to retreat into the fastnesses of
their mountains, with the result that local traditions are rapidly vanishing. What
can be done to-day, will be impossible in a few years. This one has constantly to bear in mind. I n the near future the Institute will kegin the
publication of a series of monographs, containing the results of the Imtitute's
research work, translations of Tibetan Medical works and commentaries thereon.
The second purpose is the detailed stJudy of tfhis materia,l in the light of
modern research. This will be done in the laboratories of the HimOlayan
Research Institute, which i t is hoped ill be completed about the spring of
1932. These laboratories consist of the following divisions :(a) General Bio-chemical Laboratorg,
( 6 ) Organic and Pharmacological Laboratories,
(c) Physical Laboratory.

A special section of the department is devot'ed to Cancer Research for we
are in possession of interesting data which justify researches in the cancer
field in this part of the world, in whirh cancer is relatively seldom found. The
study of the local diet may bring important revelations.
t o t.he members of
The above laboratories will give nnlple ~pport~unities
the staff to test these ancient. medical usages by modern scientific means and
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will perhaps bring new soli~t~ionsto some of the urgent pro1)lems of tht.
Science of Life.
During the 1931 Expedition to Lahlil I North-Westcrn HiluBlayas 1 , the
Director and Lama Lobzang Mingyur Dorjc have collected a nunlber of valr~able
Tibetan texts on native therapy antl pharmacology, including the rC7yntl-bgi, the
Baidiiryru sflon-po, biographies of famous Tibetan doctors, co~nrnentaries on
the rGyud-Mi, and several interesting gter-ma or ' hidden ' hooks on medicine. All
these works are a t present dcposited in the Research Library of the Institute.

A collection of medicinal herbs and drugs / containing 195 numbers 1 was
also made with the help of native Tibetan lama-doctors.
Dr. C. Lozina, Medical Adviser t o the Institute, who was in charge of
this work, hacl t o discontinue his work a t the Headquarters due t o family reasons. He left the Headquarters in March, 1931.
During the past period this department of the Institute was represented
a t the International Congress of Pharmacology, held in Paris during thc
summer of 1931. Dr. N. A. Dobrovolsky-Zavadsky has acquainted the members of the International Radiological Congress in Paris wit,h the activities of
the Himglayan Research Institnte.
The Institute is very gratified t o report t h a t its Bio-chemical department
has received liberal support during the past year.
8 9,200 was donated by a
friend of the Institute towards the erection of the Bio-chemical Laboratory a t
the Headquarters, and another sum of .u% 2,500 was presented by Mrs. Lionel
B. S ~ ~ t for
r o the Institute Fund lor Cancer Research.
The building of the Bio-chemical Laboratory is well under way, and i t is
hopecl to complete the construction before the ~nonsoonperiod. The construction of the laboratory is supervised by Mr. V. A. Shibayev, Secretary of the
Institute. An unfortunate delay of two months was experienced owing to clificult'ies in obtaining the needed supply of timber.
This has been now secured
antl the construction can now proceecl without further delays.
Plans are being made t o erect a hydro-electric plant on n plot of land,
the sale of which was sanctioned l),v the Government. Professor de Roerich has
very kincily given the use of this plot of lantl to the Instit,ute for t'he purpose
of erecting the Institute's hydro-electric plant.
Madame and Professor de Roerich have also clonated an a.tl[litional plot of
land for extension of the Institute's building in connection with the Bio-chemical Laboratory constructions.
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During the past year Colonel A. E. Mahon, I).S.O.,ha^ t.onducted, an the
official representative of the Institute, verinu~ negotiation^ with (;overnmental
authorities, and we take this opportunity to express to him our sincere sppreciation.
RESEAECIILIBBABY.
Iluring the past year the Library of the Institute wan con~idera1)ly
incl-eased through grants of books and book-esuhanges. Grant8 of t)ookw were
received from the following and are here gratefully acknowledgeti hy the Institute :Carnegie Institution, Washington, D.C. ; the Ethnographical Society of
Paris; Professor de Roerich; Dr. Itabindranath Tagore; cbmmandant C'. J.
Cauvet; Cololiel A. E . Mahon, D.S.O. ; Professor Perrot; Dr. Bernard Keacl. of
the Peiping Medical College; Dr. llolrovolsky-Zavadslcy ; Mr. T. E. llcCullagh,
and Georges de Roerich.
The first issue of the Journal of ' Urusvati ' HimLla!.an 1i.ewarch Institute,
edited by the Director, was published in July, 1931, hy t'he R,oerirh I l u ~ c u m
Press, New York. The first issue comprised articles by Dr. R. V. 1). llagoffin,
President of the Archaeological Institute of America : Count dn Alesnil du
Buisson, Director of Excavations at Qatna, Syria; V. A. Pertzoff, M.A., of
Harvard University ; Dr. C. C. Lozina; Dr. E. 1). Blerrill, Director-in-Chief of
the New Yorli Botanical Garden ; Air. V. A. Shibayev, and the Director. This
first issue mas dedicated t o Professor Charles R . Lanman, the emirlent Intlologist.
During the past year the Institlute established a n exchange of publications
with the following Institutions :Carnegie Institut.ion, Washington, D.C.
Sruithsonian Institution.
U.S. Aiuseum, Washington, D.C.
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture: Bureau of Plant Industry.
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture : Bureau of Ent,omology.
U.S. Dept. of 1nt.erior: National Park Service.
Union of American Biological Societies (University of Pe~mnsylvania).
Association of American RSedical Colleges.
American Institute of Chemists, Inc.
American Chemical Society (Ohio State Universit,y).
American Council of Learned Societies, Washington, D.C.
American Geographical Society.
American Library Association.
American School of Prehistoric Research (Ta.le University).
Oriental Institute (Chicago University).

American Oriental Society Journal.
School of American Research, Santa, Fe, New Mexico.
Jlayo Pou~ltiat~ion
for Medical Etiucation and Research (University Minrlesota).
Elisha Mitohell Scientific Society (University of North Carolina).
Hahnelnann Jiedical College anti Hospital (Universitjr of Chicago).
New York Academy of Medicine.
National Medical Association, Newark, N.J.
Minnesota State Pharmaceutical Association.
Missouri State Medica.1 Association.
Colorado Stat,e llfedical Society.
Academy of Medicine, Clevelanci.
Rhode Island Medical Journal.
Tropical Plant Research Foundation, Washington, U.C.
Gorgas Memorial Institute, Ancon, (:anal Zone.
Panama Canal Zone Experiment Gardens.
Pacific Inst'itute of Tropical Medicine (University of California).
Chicago Academy of Sciences.
Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia.
Chlifornia Academy of Sciences.
Kansas Academy of Sciences.
Colorado Scientific Society.
Tennessee Academy of Sciences.
Connecticut Geological and Natural History Society.
Nature Association, Washington, D.C.
Oklahoma Agricultural and Medical College.
Agricult.ura1 Experiment Station (University of Penn. State).
Agricultural Experiment Station (New Jersey State).
Agricultural Experiment Station (University of North Dakota).
Agricultural History Society, Washington, D.C.
American Museum of Natural History, New York.
Field 3fuseum of Natural History, Chicago.
Metropolitan Museum, New York.
Colorado Museum of Natural History, Denver.
Natural History Museum, San Diego.
Los Angeles Museum of Natural History, Sciences and Arts.
Exchange of publications has also been gtarteti with the following Universities-(Depts.
of Botany, Zoology, Bio-chemistry, Medicine, Pharmacology. or
Archsology) :Columbia University, Neu- York.
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
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Yale University, New Haven, Co~ln.
(:or11011 University, Ithsca, N.Y.
ltutgers University, Now Brumwiuk, K.J .
Brown Univeraity, l'rovidence, 1C.1.
Pittsburgh University, l'a.
l'ennsylvania University, f'hila., 1%.
Medical Collegt: of Virginia, Roanoke, Va.
Duke Utliversity, Durham, X.C.
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N.C.
Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana.
Saint Louis University, S t . L o u i ~ ,hlo.
Universit,y of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.
University of Illinois, Chicago, Ill.
Stanford University, Stanford, Clal.
University of California, Berkeley, Cal.
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wise.
Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.
State Univ , of Iowa, Iowa City.
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, JIich.
University of ;\linnesota, Minneapolis: Jlinn.
University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon.
University of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.
University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Keb.
University of Nevada, Reno, Nevada.
Vanderbilt University , Nashville, Tennessee.
University of Texas, Austin, Texas.
University of New Jlesico, Albuquerque, N. hlexico.
University of Washington, Seattle Wash.

An exchange of publications was established with the following learned
institutions in France :Institut International d'dnthropologie.
Hoci6t6 d'Ethnographie de Paris.
Soci6tt5 de Gkographie Commerciale.
Office National des Plantes Jledicinales.
3lus6um d' Histoire Naturelle.
The Institute has also established a n exchange of puhlicatione with the
following scientific institutions in India :Government of India. (4eological Survey.
Royal Asiatic Society of Bombay.

,Journnl of the Andhra Historical Research Society.
Proceedings of the Bose Instit'ute, Calcutta.
lriyvabharnti.
Bashmir State Forest Depart,ment.

During the past period the Natural History Collections of the Institute
have been considerably increased. ,4 second room mill be atldecl to ho~iset,lle
zoological collections. An Ethnographical collection has been started, and we
gratefully aclinowledge the gift of severa.1 objects of local ethnography donated
by Professor de Roerich.
The nucleus of a museum has been started a t the New Yorli premises of
the Him5layan R,esearch Institute. At present two galleries are being organized : One to house the collection of Tibetan a r t brought back by the
Roerich Central Asiatic Expedition, and another t o house the botanical and
zoological collection, gathered by Dr. Walter N. Koelz, biologist of the Institute.
During the year the Museum of the Institute ill New Yorli has received
several important donations, which are here gratefully acknowledged :A Collection of butterflies from Sikkim, numbering 808 specimens donated
by Mr. Bvetoslav N. Roerich.
A mineralogical collection donated by Mr. Svetoslav N. Roerich.
A mineralogical collection donated by Rlr. J o h n Vlismas.
A mineralogical collection donated by the Paterson Museum, N.J.
One Tibetan dancing mask donated by Miss Esther J . Lichtmann.

The activities in New York during the past period have been supervised
by Mr. Louis L. Horch, President of the Roerich Rluseum, and Mrs. S. (4.
Lichtmarul. The office has been in charge of Miss Kathryn Linden. On
November loth, Miss Esther J. Lichtmann arrived in New York after a
prolonged sojourn a t the Himalayan Headquarters of the Institute, and took
over the supervision of the activities of the Institute in New York. During
her stay in India, Miss Lichtmanil took an active part in the activities of the
Institute, both a t Naggar, Kulu, and Lahnl, and her return to New Yorlc will
no doubt help t o further the Institute's future plans of research. It is a
pleasant duty to express our sincerest thanks to Mrs. S. G. Lichtmann for her
devoted care during the past period.
During t h e past period the following lectures were given under the
auspices of the H i m d a y a n Research Institute in New York: April 23rd,
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Dr. E. D. Merrill spoke on ' Twenty-two yeam in the I'hilippinrb~'. clsnlirig
with the historical and ethnographical aspects, as well an the vegetation of
these islands. On November 23rd, Dr. C,lyde Fiuher, ('urator of the American
Mu~leum of Pr'atural Hiutory: gave an adclresu entitled ' With .John Rurroughn
in h ~ sFavorite Haunts '. This 1 a ~ tlecturcb was helcl under the joint a i ~ n p i t x ~
of the Himdayan Research Institute and tho Mttster Institute of Ittwrich
Museum. Mrs. Louis 1,. Horch, I'reaident of the Roerich Society, uho lecti~mcl
on Krilu Valley and the work of the Hirniilayall Heecbarch Institute (luring the
past session, gave further addresses this year before the \Vnshingtorr Height8
Woman's Club on March 24th' and the Book Clul~of Rivcrsi(1e Cl~urch,New
York, on May 18th.
I n the Autumn of 1931, the following campaigns were inaugurated for the
purpose of 1,romotion and acceleration of the wide programme o f the Him%layan Research Institute :1. Fund for the Bio-chemical and Cancer %,search Laboratories.
2. ' Urusvati ' Himglayan Research Institute Fund.
Professor Nicholas de Roerich has graciously donated for these two campaigns, his painting ' Saint Pant8aleimon, t.he Healer ', post-card reprodrictionn
from his paintings ' Saint Pantaleimon, the Healer ', and ' Agni Yoga '. as well
as his new book ' The Realm of Light '. The proceeds from the sale of these
will be given to the above funds.
A special leaflet for the Bio-chemical Laboratory Campaign Committee
was written by Mr. J. G . Phelps-Stokes. Chairman of the Camrnitkee.
The rapid growth of the Institute necessitates further efforts in onler to
carry out the whole programme of its manifold activities. After two successful years of field work, the Institute confitiently enters the third year of its
research work. I n closing this Annual Report, let me quote from our President-Founder's address for the Anniversary of ' Urusrati' HimCilayan Research
Institute :
'Thus we enter the next e a r in f u l l realization that our work is undeferrably needed, t,hat the 6eld of activity has been selected rightly and that t.he
sympathy of friends and widest cultural circles promises a mighty expailsion
of the constructioi~sfor general usefulness. There, where is such general usefulness, we shall not withdraw and we shall upholci that enthusiasm which
turns all obstacles into radiant possibilities. '
The Direclor.

BOOK REVIEWS.
Grf~tntr~ar.Adtlenda by A . H. Franckc assisted l)y \IT.Simon.
de (<ruyter, Berlin and Leipzip, 1!929, 1 2 ~ .VI, 161.

V ~ A R C H K:E Tibetan
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HIS book is a reprint of Rrev. J a s c h k e ' ~ Tibetan Grammar with Addenda
by the late Dr. A. H . Franeke ant1 Dr. Walter Simon. The Addenda
occupy pp. 10.5-161 of the present edition. JLschke's Grammar, a
highly commendable piece of work for its time, has long been in need of a
revision. This has now been done by the authors of the Addentla.
Jaschlre drew his illustrative material mostly from West Tibetan dialects
with which he made himself familiar during his long sojourn in the provinces
of Western Tibet. student,^ of Tibetan will be rather disappointed to find
t h a t the sarne thing was done by the authors of the Addenda. Most of the
illustrative material elnbodied in the Addenda and a great many of the formulated phonetic and grammatical rules are based solely on West Tibetan
dialects. I n other words, the new edition of Jaschke's Grammar is a n intlispensable instru~nentof work in the study of the ciialects of Western Tihet,
but is hardly adequate for the study of the literary Tibetan as preserved in
t h a t is dbUs and gBafi
. A number of
the provinces of Centla1 Tibet
statements made in the Addenda need correction and further investigations.
Dr. J. Vogel's researches indicate that the Indian form of writing which
is most closely related to the Tibetan script.. is the North-West (4upta alphabet
C'f. Epigr. Indica, Vol. XI, p. 366 I anti seem to he supported by the following passage found in the Tibetan historical work. the Pad-dkar i;hos-'hyuil,
fol. 98 B h l ~ t a nedition :

' I n those days, there was no script in Tibet'. Thon-mi Sambhota, son
of Anu, a n incarnation of RZafijuqri, was sent t o Rashmir to stntly writing.
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From the Teacher Lha.'i rig-pa seil-ge he acquired a perfect knowledge of the
gra,mmar. On his return t o Tibet, he codifietl the Tibetan langoage, allcl
made a script of thirty consonants, and four vowel souncis. He made the.
script similar in for111 to the script of Kashmir. He crectecl the Ra,ru Castle
in Lhasa,, ant1 composed eiglit treatises on grammar.'
The question of t'he origin of the Tibetan script is by no means settled,
but i t seems possible to assert, t h a t t h e Tibetan script was modelletl on a n
Indian script current in the North-West in the VIIth century AT).

P. 106. The authors very appropriately refer t o Dr. J. van Manen's
st,atement, reproduced by P. 0. Schrader in Asia Major, I , p. 56. The 'a-Ehub

YgE' I ,' represents

a soft guttural spirant :. h 1 , which in some dialects lias

developed a nasal pronunciation, while in others it was softened to a semivowel. In many dialects the pronunciation of the 'a-Ehufl has disappeared,
anti the initial is treated very similarly to the French hornme, pron. om and
the Italian uomo<lat. homo.

Ex.

-qF;I,

'o-ma, ' milk ' : Lahul / IZoksar sub-dialect 1 ho-ma ; Lhass :

o-ma ; Iihams : yo-ma ! in some Ichams-pa dialects the word is pronouncetl
with a n initial velar; yo-ma i.

%y'CJ,3ug-pa, ' ow1 '.

Lahnl ' Kolisar snb-dialect hug-pa,: Lhnsa : 111~-pa
;

Iihams : yuk-pa.

I propose to treat the question of the 'a-Ehnfl mclre fully in mjr forthcoming Comparative Grammar of Colloqi~ialTibetan which is in the course of
prepar a t'lon.
P. 107. The change of the pron~inciation of Tibetan kya, khya, gya to
Ea, Eha, ja ! or more correctly F'a, ?'a, j's i is t.he usnal pronunciation of
these syllables in the dialects of Central Tibet. A guttaral pronnnciation
sl~bsists,however, sitle by side with the palatalizetl pronunci a t'ion.
P. 108. The pronunciation of the superadtled ' r ' as ' s ' is observed in
the West Tibetan dialects only ' rt,a, horse, pron. $a .

P. 108. The triangular va-zur placetl under certain lett,crs a s ~ ~ n l lrngthens
ly
the vowel of the syllable.

Ex. 5 Qhva, ' salt ' pron. Q'Z.

Xcc*ol.tling to

native g r a m m a r i a r ~the
~ ve-zl~rin thin insiutance in
the word tghva ' ~ a l' t from @ha-(ba), ' heat '.

t~

mere mark

tr)

cliutitigl~inh

The assimilat,ion of a nuperadded n-sountl to the claw of the frjllowing
consonant is observed in the dialects of Western Tihet only.

P. 109. The evolution from affricateti to fricatives in obnervetl in thc
clialects of West Tibet only.
P. 110. U7ith regard to the Tibetan accent it must he arltletl t l ~ s tthe
syllables representing the article have a. aecontiary accent:

q4J94,

'gyur-ba, to become, pron. j'i'lr-w8.

w

P. 110. Modern Central Tibetan possess a definite s y ~ t e r nof five tone me^.
The different clialects ant1 sub-dialects spoken in Tibet Reem t,o agree on the
maill points of the system anti the only difference noticed lies in the distribution
of high and low pitch among the four f ~ n d a m e n t ~ atonemes
l
of the system. *4s
in ancient Chinese, all syllables with an initial surd are generally pronouncctl
with a high-pitched tone, and all syllables with an initial sonant with a lowpitched tone. Wortis ending in a guttural-g in the Tibetan dia'lect of I ~ i h u l
have invariably the high rising tone. See my article on Tibetan Tonemcs in
the Sir George Grierson's Co~nmemoration Volume, ed. by the Linguistic
Society of India.
P. 112. The authors of the Addenda state:-'It
is very extraordinary
that the word bla-ma, priest, is furnished with a feminine article'. The word
bla-ma is properly speaking a compound, which the native grammarians explain
as follows :-

' The explanation of the expression bla-ma :bla ' lofty, high
knowledge to pupils.

'

because there is nothing higher than the toil of giving

ma-because the imparting of the milk of knowledge is like the giving of
milk by a mother to her child. '

P. 112. qfl.4, mam-pa, section, form, is often used as a plural sign with
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pronouns.

@?'$&lwCJ,khyed

Ex.

rnam-pa, you.

It is possible t h a t tgho

.C

&hogs, but I failed to find any hints in Tibetan grammatical worlrv to support
this s t a t e n ~ n l t ~ .The sanle is true for

qiCIN'67,

thains-Cad, all, which acconl-

irlg t,o the authol-s of the ,4cltlentla is related t o the verb (=\qfl'LJ,'tham-pa,
to seize, grasp.

P. 114. The authors say :-"l'he
dative is not only the case of the indirect object, but an intensified form of the direct object,, khos mi-la rtiuri, he
beat the man.' The rase illnstratecl by the above sentence is a n accusativo
las-su bya-ba . It is ambiguous t o speak of ' a dative case often ased
insteati of tnhe locative ant1 terminative case '. Khafl-pa-tla yocl - is a proper
locative.
P. 115. I never hea7rd W l l W , lags

1

it1 such sentences as hla-ma-lags

pronouncetl le. The commol~ 1)ronunciation of the ryllable, both in Western
and Central Tibet, is 15.

P. 116. Synonymous componnds play an important part in Tibelan.
Some of the honorific expressions are properly speaking
pounds.

%SWT,bucl-med,

synonymous com-

4

P.

118. The explanat,ion of

woman,

as

bu-dmad

' the low child, girl, woman'

word is given

ill

is erroneous. The correct e.uplanatioi1 of the
S. C. 1)as' Dictionary, P. 872 :

S. C'. Das' English rendering of this sentence shoultl be rejected.

P. 119. Compounds of more than two members are very freque,nt in
Tibetan.

By,
4

P. 128. It is very doubtful whether

*
uy'yy,

khyecl, you, ca.n be consitiered

?

a coiitracted form of

khyod-hid.

Ichyed is a pronominal form used

in the modern strata of the lnngnage, ancl is nowadays pronouncetl -k'ie, with
the nasalization of the vowel.

P. 136. The subject of Tibetan transitive anti intransitivc 1,erl)s deserves
to he studied in the light of a comparative st,utly of t'he Tibetan-Burman
verbal system.

ROOK REVIEWS

P. 13H. The Tibetan caustttive needs further investigatiotl in thc light of
native grammatical works.
'C

P. 141. The present atcm of the verlj to give h 77C'4, gtoir-l)ir l ~ t s h
i~ used ill the present tense only in the colloquial language.

Y. 142. The tiiffererit forms used for the vcrl) ' t o b e ' vary according to
dialects.

P. 152. The authors state :-' The future wit11 I)ya is not fo~~rltl
in anciet~t
texts '. What is the date of these ancient texts ! 'I'lie fr~t~ure
in

9,

u

hya Li

regularly used in literary Tibetan.

P. 1
' The word gis gpis is prol)al,ly relatetl to the vcrl) hgyicl-pa.
bgyis, bggi, to make '. This is hardly the casc. ancl t.he native gramrnat.ic.al
worlcs contain no hint to the possibility of such an explanation.
P. 164. The authors mention a n imperative in 'an. I s the use of thic;
form limited to the West Tibetan dialects ? Or is it a vulgarizecl form of the
literary imperative in da6

Ex. 4(RE'r/E', gsub-dm, say !
\7

!

P. 160. The Tibetan Bible tra~lslat,ionshoulc1 I)c revised with the hrlp
of a competent native scholar.
The death of Dr. A. H. 1~'rancke is a severe blow to Til)etan stnclies.
With his passing away, Tibetology lost one of its best scholars in the fields of
\Vest Tibetan history and Tibetan folklore. Dr. Walter Simon has publishccl
recently a work entitled ' Tihetisch-Chinesische M'ortgleichungen '
Mitteilungen cles Seminars fur Orientalisrhe Sprachen, Val. X S S I I , 1929, abteilung I :
also published separately, Verlag von W'alter cie Gruyter & C'o., Berlin-Leipzig.
1930 , which represents a courageous attempt to penetrate a uew and as yet
almost unexplored field of linguistic research.
G. nE ROERICH.

Ily Bu-ston, Part. I, The Jewelry of
o\ Buddhi.sm I Chos-hbyuitg
Scripture. Materialien zur Kulide rles Buddhismus, Heft 18, pp. 1X8, Heidelherg, 111
Kommission bei 0. Httrr~so~ritz,
Leipzig, 1931.

E. ODEHMILLER
: History

Dr. E. Obermiller has been very active in transla.ting anci editing Buddhist
tests.

He had already given us two estremely useful Indices Verborurn

Sansl,rit-'ribeta11 ant1 'rilwtan-Sanskrit ' to the Nyiiyn1)intlu of I)hartualiirt,i,
a11t1 the Ny5y;tl)indnkil of 1)harmottara
publishetl in the Hil~liothccaButlclllica, S K I \ ' - S S V
11127-3X , ant1 a n important translation with commentary ailti notes of t'he Tibctan text of tlic Uttara-tantra, 11ul)lished in the
-Act& Orientalia, Vol. IS. 1!)31, under the title of ' Sublime Science of the
(ireat 17ehicle to Salvation, being a Jlannal of Buclclhist Monism, the worlr of
Arya Jlaitreya with 1% co~nmentarp by Aryssaalga'. These i ~ n p o r t a n t works
are now followetl 1)y a translation with copious notes of the Chos-'l~yufiof
Rli-ston Iiin-Chen-grub 1290-1364
. (The name of the historian is never
pronou~lceci Bu-don in Tibet, which represents a hlongol proiiunciation. The
correct Tibetan pron~uiciationis Pu-ton, or with the lengthening antl nasalization of the vowel in the second syllable -Pu-t5 / .
The voluminous historical literature preserved in Tibet is an important
sourre for the history of the Butltlhist Iloctrine in India anti Tibet. Unfortunately the study of this class of literature has beell long neglected in the
West, and the result is t h a t we know almost nothing concerning the history
of the different religioiis sects in Tibet. The present volume contains Book I
and part of Book I1 of the Ehos-'byufi. The first boolr, in common with other
sitnilnr histories in Tibet. contains a review of the Budclhist teaching, and a
discussion of numerous dogmatic points, with extensive quotations from MahLygna texts.
'The seconcl book deals with the origin of the Buddhist Iloctrine
in India and its spread in Tibet. We hope t h a t Dr. Obermiller will shortly
give us the rest of his translation, which contains the most valuable parts of
Bu-ston's History, namely the spread of the Doctrine in Tibet, antl a systematic catalogue of works included in the Tibet Kanjur antl Tiinjiir.
Dr. Obermiller's t r a n ~ l a t ~ i o is
n on the whole extremely successful. All
through the text, the technical terms have been rendered in English. I n itself
it is a highly commenclable way of translating Buddhist texts. The difficulty
lies, however, in the fact t h a t so many of the technical terms have no exact
corresponding expressions in other languages, and t h a t in consequence a literary rendering may sonletimes obscure the true philosophical meaning of the
text.
The translation is preceded by a n introduction by Professor Stcherbatsky
on Bu-ston and his work.
We must be grateful to Dr. Obermiller for having given us an excellent
translation of orie of the most important historical treatises of Tibetan literature.
G . DE ~ ~ O E R I C H .

BOOK KNVIEWS
C'. L I ~ O N AWOOI.T.EY
~D
: Digging up //re
pp. I X , 138, with X X X plates.

Pael.

Chnrlcbr Srril,~rc:r~Sor~n, N e w Yljrk, I f ? : l l ,

Mr. C. Leonard Woolley's name needs no introcluctior~. Hir rt-markahle
excavations a t Ur in Southern 13ahylonia, and other bites in the Sear I<mt
have opened new vistas to antiquarian knowledge.
'Thc preuen t little book,
written for the general public, is a s e r i e ~of talku on field awha.olopy ncicntifically conducteti. The past decades of archwological explorations have enta 1)lished the necessity of scientific nlcthods in fieltl archzology, thc value of
~ recortlchronological evidence, and the importance of minute o h s e r \ ~ a t i oant1
ing. I n its essence field archrrology is the application of ~cic*ntificmethodli to
the excavations, for the scientific value of a n object clel)ends not no n1uc.h on
the nature of the object itself, as on it8 association^ which can I)(. discovcrecl
only by a careful study of its environment. ;\luseums and other scientific.
institutions have endeavoured to enlist the co-operations of the general public
in the important task of recording archl~ological site3 and n~onnments. Yroper text-books on field archzolopy are badly needetl. Sir Flintlers E'etrie's
'Methods and Aims in Archaology' has long heen out of print ancl
inprocurab!e. A few years ago the British 31uaeum prl1)lisI~etla snlall hooklet
under the title ' How t o observe in Archaology ', 2nd edition, Lonclon. I!)",
which gives a great deal of extremely valuable inforniation in the different
fields of Near Eastern Archaeology ' the chapter on Stone Age in the booklet
is supplemented by a short pamphlet entitled ' Flints, an illustrsti\-e Manual of
the Stone Age for beginners ', British Rfuseum: London, 1928 . RIany years
ago, the Socibte Pr4historique de France issued an extremely r~sefulManuel tle
Recherche8 Prkhistoriques
Paris, ..Alfred C'oste~, Editeur, 2nd edition. 1929 .
which serves the same purpose. The present book by Mr. \\'oolley gives a
fascinating account of excavations illustrated by example? from Mr. \l'oolley's
own excavations in Mesopotamia, Egypt and clsewliere, and will no doubt
awaken a greater interest in the aims of field archaology to whosc painstaking toils we owe the reconstruction of the anclent civilizations of the Near
East.
Much in archaeology depends on mere chance, and hazard has playetl a n
important part in the discovery of famous archa?ological sit.es. It is therefore
of utmost importance t o spread the knowletlge of archr~ological methods
among the general public and equip new recruits for this iniportant. work.
,Mr. Woolley's book is eminently suited for this purpose. It is to be hoped
t h a t the other branches of Eastern Archaology will imita,te this example and
give us accounts based on excavations of sites left behincl by the great cil-ilizations of India,, Central Asia and the Far East.
G . u~ ROERICH.
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C H ~ H L E S(3. COOK: S r l o T y p e Qltestions iiz C?~enli.slry. (:lol)o Book Co., Now York, 1927.
ERXEST
L. I ~ I N S M O R E : Cliemica2 Galct~lntions. Clolw 13ook Co., New Yorli, 1927.

The purpose of the first of these two little bool<s is to assist the highschool tfeacher of Chemistry. The book contains the following types of
(1 ~iestions:-

' 1. The old type questions requiring the answer in essay form.
2.

Trne-false questions.

3.

Completion questions.

4. Evitience quest.ions in which the pupil gives the reason for the truth
or falsity of the statement,.
5.

Wrong statements to be correctetl.

6.

Home tests. These involve much thought on the pa,rt of the st,~ldent~
as well as careful searching of the test.'

The reviewer belongs to the class of person who dislikes asking true-false
questions as well as complet,ion questions. Though they both may be stimulating to the mincl-when carried too f a r they are prone to do more harm
than good. However. this is a mat'ter of opinion. There ia no cioubt t h a t the
author, in less than 100 pages, has succeecletl remarka1)ly well in covering the
fieltl of elementary chemistry.

' Chemical Clalculations' nnquestionably is a great help to those who are
taking the first steps of a chemical etlucation. The book consists of accurate
and carefully selecteci descriptions of definitions atid laws of chemistry followed
by a number of problems. The intricate field of chemical equations is not forgotten nor are the problems involving weights and percentage composition
neglected. At t8he beginning is found a concise table describing the perioclic
arrangement of atoms in terms of electrons ant1 protons. 'reacher and pllpil
alike will fi11cl this t)ook most useful.
V. A. PERTZOFP.

Enviror~rnenlr~l
Drcsi.~oj Socinl G ~ o g r n p h y . Prentice-Hall, Jnc., New
HUNTIOTOX
AND C A I ~ ~ . S:O N
York, 1029, pp. XXT11, 495, illustrated.

Since the recent tendency among geographers to emphasize the social ant1
humanistic aspects of geography, the problem of environment has again come
to the foreground. (ieography, essentially a science of relat,ionships between
man anti his environment, is a n indispensable introcillction t,o the stndy of
mankinci's Past nnci Present.

BOOK K E V I I W S
The present book Herves an a good introduction to nocial gcbography, rnnrl
cicscribe~the various problcn~nof tile influonce of cnvirorlrncnt on thch pc,pr~htion of a region, its econonlic life and tendencies, with a sounrl ancl wientific
method.
G. UP ~EOEEICH.
-

.

-

.

-

CHI LI : The Jortnation of ths C h i w e People : a n unthropologicnl dnqudn/. I i a ~ a r dUnivemity
Press, Cambridge, 1928, pp. 283.

I n this book, Dr. Chi Li, of the Ttling Hua Research Institute, makw an
attempt t o solve the very complex yroblem of the cthnic fermetion of the
Chinese people. The author's conclusions arc I~ased on his obsc.rvations conducted among C'hinese students in the U.S.A., and Chine~claborel-a nativc.8
of I<uangtung ' in Boston. The author quotes estenaively from ( $ i n e ~ e
literary sources, and especially from t'he great Encyclopedia ('h'in 'ring Ku ('hin
T'u Shu Chi Ch'eng, and the D.ynastic Histories. Hc divides t4hc m a s of
China's population into two large groups : The \Ire-group or C:hine~e properly
speaking, and the You-group or barbarians, that it3 trihes of foreign origin
with whom the Chinese came into contact during their expansion.

P. 259. Hala-wusu is not a Tibetan name, but rcpresents the Jlongol
qara-usu 'Black water'-a
common Mongol name for rivers. The upper
course of the Luchiang or Salween is called Nag-Ehu ' Black water or river'
by the Tibetans. The Yunnan tribal name of Hala can hardly have amything
in common with the Illongo1 qara ' black'.
Extensive explorations of prehistoric sites in China proper and along the
Chinese border \rill no doubt throw nen- light on the problem of the ethnic
constitution of the Chinese race, and until this has been done we can hardly
expect a satisfactory solution of the problem.
G. DE ROEBICH.

CHRONICLE OF CENTRAL ASIATIC EXPLORATION
FOR 1931.
T

l?

HE year 1931 has seen several large expeditions in the field in (hntral

Asia.
The veteran explorer, Sir Aurel Stein, acconlpanied by his Surveyor
K h l n Sahib Mian Afraz Gnl KhLn, started in the summer of 1930 on his
fourth great journey to C'entral Asia. This e~petlit~ion,
whose object it was to
continue archaeological esplorations in the Lop desert, and in a specified portion of the T'ien Shan Mountains, was largely financed by Harvard University
and the British Mnseum. Unfortunateiy the sad realities of present conditions
d scientific enterprise from being carried out.
in innermost Asia, p r e ~ e n t ~ ethis
After proceeding to Kgshgar from its base in Kashmir, the expedition was
held back by prolonged negotiations ~ i t hthe Provincial Government a t
Urumchi. By the middle of November, Sir A h r e ] Stein secured permission to
follow the caravan route skirting the southern edge of the Talila JZakan
desert. Permission was given to conduct scientific work and needful surreys
along the route. On reaching the site of Domoko obstruction began t o manifest itself. The Expedition mas prevented by the local officials of t'he Keriya
district from conducting excavations or making plans of ruined sites. On his
arrival a t the oasis of Charchan the explorer received the news t8hat the
Nanlring Government had cancelled his passport and insisted on the Expedition's return t o India. For his return journey to Klshgar, Sir Aurel Stein
chose the route leading past the Lop tract to the northern caravan route
along the T'ien Phan mountains. Int,eresting observations were made during
this trip. On his return t o Klshgar, Sir Aurel Stein resumed his negotiations
with the local authorities, and after anot,her considerable delay, the explorer
was obligeti t o decide on his return tro Kashmir.
objects of arch~ological
interest collected during the journey were deposited a t the British Co~sulateGeneral a t I<Lsligar, awaiting the Chinese Government's decision as to their
disposal.
On his return journey, Sir durel Stein had the good fortune to examine a
large find of ancient manuscripts, discovered by local inhabitants in a ruined
Buddhist st>iipaabove the Naupfir Village, some two miles west of Gilgit Cant,onment. Sir Aurel Stein's examination has shown t h a t the bulk of the
mannscripts are writ,ten in the Cent.ral Asian Brahmi script. on oblong birch
bark leaves. Of special int,erest is one manuscript written on paper, a.nd probably imported from Chinese Tnrkest,ln. Palaeographic indi~a~tionssuggest
t h a t some of the manuscripts may date back to t'he VIth century A.D. The
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complctc excavation of thc site, and of three smaller stupas in~inctliatcly
adjoining it, is awaited with great interest.
Another vast enterprise is t h a t of the CitroCn Expedition ' Centre-A~ie',
which represents an attempt to conquer by means of modern mechanical
transport the continent of Asia.
This expedition organized and financetl 1))'
AI. Andr6 CitroC.11, is commanded by M. Georges Haardt, assisted by 19. L.
Audouin-llubreuil, and a llumerous staff of scientists, mecl~anics, cinemaoperators, and photographers. The scientific side of the enterprise is directed
by the Rev. Teilhard de Charciin. paleontologist ant1 cliscoverer of a Palzolithic culture in the Orclos; M. Joseph Hackin, Keeper of the Musde Guimet
anti well-known a r c h ~ o l o g i s ;t ant1 M. Anclrb Reymond, biologist Surveys will
be conducted by Lt. Point, commancling the China group of the expedition,
and Lt. Pecqueur. An artist is added to the staff in the person of the wellknown Russian artist Alexander Iacovleff. I n connection with the Erpedition
a pzmphlet was issued entitled ' LYExphdition Citroiin-Centre-Asie ', which tells
about the org,znization of the expedition antl its programme. This pamphlets
is accompanieci by a booklet containing a popular historico-geographical
account of innermost Asia 1 Chinese Turkestiin, Mongolia and Tibet
by
Professor P. Pelliot La Haute Asie, par Paul I'elliot '.
The purpose of the Expedition is to cross Asia from Beyrouth to Peking
on caterpillar cars, specially constructed for this purpose by the CitroCn Automobile Works. From Peking, the Expedition plans t o strike south t o Hanoi
and Saigon in Prench Indo-china, antl from there t o cross Siam, Burma, Northern India, ReluchistLtl, and rejoin the first route somewhere in Persia. From
the outset the Expedition was divided into two groups : Groupe-Pamir, commandecl by M. Haartlt with a convoy of light caterpillars, and Groupe-Chine,
comtnandetl by Lt. Point. with a convoy of seven cars. The second group was
tlespatclied from Marseilles to China with instructions to meet the first group
in Chinese TurlcestLn. The first group started its motor journey from 13eyrouth and after an uneventful journey across North Mesopotamia, Persia nnci
Afghanistiin reached Sriilagar 011 the 24th of June, 1931. ' 1)uring the Rxpetlitiou's stay in Kabul, a brief reconni~issance was conductccl in the famous
BLmiyiin Valley 1. I n Hashmir the Expedition made a prololiged stay in
ortier t o prepare the further route across the mighty mountain barriers to t'hc
North. This portion of the route presented most of the difficlilties for mcchanical transport. After a strelluous effort to bring some of the cars over tJ1lc
narrow Uilgit route, the expetlition was forced to abandon its cars and proceed
t80 KLshgar on caravan animals. Misgar, the terminns of the Tnciian Telegraph,
was reached on the 1st September. Then across the Kilik Pass 15,844 feet ,
in the westernnlost offshoots of the great Karakorum Range, the Expedition
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journeyed towards TBsh-kurghsn, and reached KrEshgar on the 19th Scptcm hrr.
Meanwhile the China group of the 13xpedition journeycrl along the PekingHsinchiang tradc route, and duly arrived a t Urumchi, capital of H~inchiang,
where the authorities deprived it of the car with the w i r c l e ~ installation.
~
From KBshgar, the first group proceeded along the caravan route to Akuu,
where it was met by four cars sent from Urumchi by Lt. Point. The l a ~ t
available news tells that the firat group joined the second group at Urumchi
on the 26th October.
During the past years several attempts were made t,o open up innerrnost
Asia by motor transport. One of such Expeditions starting from ('hina, succeeded a t the close of the Great War to cross the (:obi and to reach Urumchi.
The great scientific expedition t o Central Asia, organized and directed by
the eminent Swedish Explorer Dr. Sven Hedin. after four ycars of highly
productive work is still in the field. A welcome and significant characterist.ic
of this expedition is its close co-operation with Chinese scholars. A number of
Chinese scientists took part in the expedition ant1 contributed greatly to it8
success. Dr. Yiian discovered in the northern slopes of the T'ien Shan, cast
of Urumchi, rich deposits of dinosaurus remains, and T. H . Tllig conducted
important explorat'ions in the western section of Chinese Turkestiin.
I n a letter to the writer of the present note, da,ted September 8th, 1931,
the great explorer writes :-

' My expedition, to which I soon will retmn: is working in eight different
groups in Hsin-chiang, Khams, Gobi and Mongolia. My Swedish archaeologist,
Dr. Folke Rergman, has found over 10,000 JISS. on wood from t,he early Ha11
dynasty-at
Etsin -gol. Dr. Erik Norin has discovered the Permo-ca rboniferous
ice age and has definitely settled the question of desrication in Central Asia.
Dr Nils Hoerner has discovered and surveyed the new Lop-nor. Nils Ambolt
has determined with Inwar pendulum the gravity of many places of Eastern
Turkestan. Dr. Mr. Haude has sent up 353 pilot balloons to a masimu~naltiworliing in
tucie of 21,000 metres. I have four very able Swedish geologi~t~s
Central Asia and thev will give a quite new idea of the ~ t ~ r u c t u rand
e stratigraphy of the great continent.'
The important discovery of Han docutnents is the largest of its kind, and
the material will be studied by Professor Rernhard Barlgren of Goeteborg in
Sweden, and Professor Liu F u of Peking. The collection will be preserved in
Peking. Residcs t1hese Ha11 documents, the espedition discovered several
hunclreds of funeral inscriptions of V-\'I1 centuries, nncl numerous inscriptions
of the Mongol epoch.

URUBVATI JOURNAL
Interesting discorerics are reported by Dr. E~nicli Schmidt, field director of
the Persian Expedition of the U n i ~ e r s i t ~ yRfuse~im and t,he Pennsylvrtnia
JIuseum of Art, on the site of Tepe Hissiir, a few miles from lllmghiln.
lying some 60 miles sout,li-east of the C'aspittn Sea The civilizntiorl ciiscovered
(luring the excavations runp prove to I)e one of the connecting l i ~ l kI ~ e t w e e ~ l
thc lndus civilization and Ale~opotnmia~.
(2. DE RROERIC-H.
We slra.11 be glad tto pu1)lish account~s of every exploration in Central
Asia. and atlja.cent regions? which will be brought t o olir notice.
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